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The growing complexity of VLSI and System-on-a-chip(SoC) designs has made their verification

extremely expensive, time-consuming and resource intensive. Formal verification of system behavior is

critical to the design cycle due to its ability to isolate subtle flaws and provide high quality assurance.

However, its computational intractability limits applicability in practice, rendering the state-of-the-art

insufficient to meet the needs of the industry.

In this dissertation, a suite of techniques that are a significant departure from traditional Boolean level

approaches to formal verification are presented. The algorithms are based on a top-down, domain-aware

perspective of the system by reasoning at the system level and register transfer level (RTL) descriptions.

Static analysis of these high level system descriptions using structural information and symbolic rea-

soning leads to effective decomposition strategies that create tractable portions of the system. These

manageable system components can then be verified by deploying efficient Boolean level algorithms.

The techniques presented here apply to the actual RTL sourcecode, and are intended to blend seam-

lessly into the system design cycle.
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All approaches using high level static analyis follow a three pronged solution- domain aware analysis,

high level symbolic simulation and a decision procedure forthe verification task. This work advocates a

marked difference in the perspective to formal hardware verification as compared to popular paradigms.

The techniques shown here are illustrative of a hardware-aware viewpoint to verification, and argue this

case for contemporary verification tasks.

Antecedent conditioned slicing, an abstraction techniquefor reducing RTL design space is introduced.

The reduced RTL can then be model checked. An open source RTL implementation of the USB 2.0

protocol is verified using this technique.

A technique for pipelined processor verification using antecedent conditioned slicing is introduced.

An open source Verilog RTL of OR1200, an embedded processor is explained in a detailed case study

for verification using this technique.

A static analysis technique is proposed to alleviate the complexity of the sequential equivalence check-

ing problem between system level and RTL descriptions, by efficiently decomposing designs usingse-

quential compare points. A satisfiability (SAT) solver is used as the lower level verification engine. In a

case study, sequential equivalence checking between a system level description of a Viterbi decoder and

two different RTL implementations are detailed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Formal methods is the name given to a group of analytical techniques that provide a framework of

mathematical and logical reasoning. Formal methods have been effectively employed at various stages

in the process of building computer systems. The expectation while using formal methods is that the

rigor of mathematical analyses during the specification, development and verification of systems will

lead to their robustness and reliability.

In particular, the paramount merit of using formal methods in the verification of systems is univer-

sally agreed upon for many reasons. Correctness is the fundamental concern of the theory of computer

science or its application to engineering software, hardware or embedded systems. Although program

verification by proof is an absolute scientific ideal that canbe pursued for its own sake, its practical ram-

ifications span from saving life and property to commercial and economic benefits. A known flaw can

cost billions of dollars to a commercial hardware or embedded systems enterprise, since unlike software,

versions of these systems cannot be corrected and released,once they are fabricated. Errors in the design

detected before fabrication can also be detrimental to development schedules, as well as expensive to

correct. The primary focus of this thesis will be around these digital hardware and embedded systems.

Despite the critical nature of the issue of building reliable systems, the advances in incorporating

foolproof verification practices have been found wanting. At present, the most popular means of in-

creasing confidence in systems is by simulation based verification or testing, which is the application
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of random or predetermined input patterns to check the behavior of the system. Testing is often ad-hoc

and always incomplete. Exhaustive simulation of any reasonably sized system is practically impossible.

The effectiveness of a testing strategy depends on the sufficiency of the coverage metrics, which are

ill-characterized. Even when the coverage metrics are defined, creating a set of input test patterns that

can appropriately target the coverage metrics is a very difficult task. Consequently, with the growing

complexity of digital systems, a disproportionate amount of money and time is spent on testing. This

often results in the testing teams having more strength thanthe development teams and three-fourths of

the development cycle being spent in testing. The growing complexity and size of the digital systems

makes their validation a daunting challenge. Digital systems have grown to mammoth scales, with over

ten million transistors integrated on a single chip. This breakthrough in technology has, in fact, reached

the point, where it is hard to design a complete system from scratch. With the advent of System-on-

chip (SoC) designs that usually involve the integration of heterogeneous components on a single circuit,

unprecedented levels of complexity and size have been attained. Consequently, the validation of such

systems is one of the greatest bottlenecks in their development.

1.1 Formal Verification Overview

Formal verification emerged a few decades ago as a viable candidate solution for the validation crisis,

due to its ability to isolate subtle flaws and provide high quality assurance. Formal verification involves

mathematical proofs of the consistency of an implementation with a rigorous formulation of selected

key requirements, often called the specification.

A discussion on formal verification, however, is always tailgated by a reference to its complexity. Due

to the exhaustive nature of the formal verification task, it is computationally intractable for anything more
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than moderately sized systems. Formal verification can be classified broadly into two categories – inter-

active deductive verification and automated finite state machine verification based on state enumeration.

State-space based techniques like model checking[58], BDD-based verification [34, 41] etc., rea-

son with the state space of the entire design. Deductive verification techniques like theorem proving

[144, 207], rewriting [142] etc., try to solve the verification problem by equational reasoning. The com-

putational intractability of the verification manifests asstate-space explosionin automatic state-space

based methods leading to practical time and space limitations. In the case of deductive methods that cir-

cumvent state space explosion and are size independent, thecomputational complexity manifests itself as

a lower degree of automation, requiring manual intervention during the verification process. Therefore,

while state-space based approaches cannot handle circuitsof even reasonable sizes, deductive verifica-

tion approaches involve a significant manual component.

1.2 Hardware Design Cycle

In order to appreciate the status and role of formal verification in hardware, it is important to get

acquainted with the rungs in the design ladder. At the highest level of integrated circuit design is the

specification, or the statement of intent, usually drafted by system architects. This is usually a document

written in English. This document often suffices as a specification, although in the SoC industry, spec-

ification models or simulators are on the increase. These aredescribed at the Electronic System Level

(ESL) such that the behavior of the entire system is capturedwith more precision than in English text,

to enable accuracy and ease of implementation. ESL languages include C/C++ and their derivatives like

System C and Spec C.

The next step of abstraction can also be viewed as the first stage of implementation of the design. The

implementation in the case of hardware is not the actual physical realization of the hardware, but a more
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abstract, technology independent model, called thedesign. This is the Register Transfer Level (RTL)

which describes the operation of a synchronous digital circuit in terms of data transfer between registers

or flip-flops. Circuit synchronization is done by the registers with respect to an explicit clock, while

combinational logic performs the functions of the circuit between any two registers. At this level, the

logical and timing accuracy of the circuit is described, using a Hardware Description Language (HDL),

that is usually one of VHDL or Verilog. Although the combinational logic represents logical functions,

it does not explicitly encode the circuit in terms of Booleangates. The RTL design, therefore, is an

abstract model constructed before spending time and resources on the physical realization of the design.

Since the faithfulness of the RTL design with respect to the specifications is critical to further stages of

development, all verification is performed at this level. Simulation based verification is the principal task

that is performed during the RTL design phase. Formal verification is also applied at this level. After

multiple iterations between the verification and design teams, the RTL is considered stable. Formal

verification, then, ensures the functional accuracy of the design, but does not provide any guarantees

about the timing and physical factors in the circuit.

Logic synthesis maps the RTL design into the fundamental Boolean logic gates with an explicit wiring

of the circuit. The gate level netlist is a technology aware phase of the design process. The gates are

placed and routed according to strategic optimizations dependent on power, area and timing constraints.

The clock is physically realized as a balanced tree at the netlist level. The layout of the entire chip is

created from the logic gates with the corresponding transistor devices. This is then fabricated and taped

out.
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1.3 Practical Realities with Applying Formal Verification

Hardware designs have been the source of the biggest successstories of formal verification methods,

as compared to other domains like software programs, protocols etc. This is primarily due to the unruly

number of reachable states in other domains as compared to digital hardware whose range is limited

to Boolean values. Triumphs of formal verification in hardware include pipelined processors[42], su-

perscalar processors[172, 208, 241, 242], floating point units[144], cache coherence protocols and many

more that havent been enumerated. However, the applicationof these techniques in a contemporary

industrial environment is extremely limited. Formal verification comprises a minor portion of the re-

sources and techniques of a typical hardware industry validation project. In fact, there are many large

scale validation efforts in mid-sized (or large) semiconductor ventures that are devoid of any formal veri-

fication methods. Formal verification is perceived as conceptually desirable, but impracticable by a large

number of technocrats in industry. Among the two streams of formal verification, deductive techniques

have sometimes been employed in an industrial context [75, 169]. The factor that limits their widespread

applicability is the user expertise and effort that accompanies them. In the case of automatic techniques,

model checking has been applied in various cases [133] to varying degrees of success. Typically, this

comprises an isolated functional unit of the design, like a floating point unit or a protocol implementa-

tion, where the chances of subtle flaws are high. Since model checking and its derivatives frequently runs

into capacity issues, the complete power of model checking is not exploited by the existing verification

environment. At present, formal verification at the full chip level remains a distant dream.

The electronic design automation (EDA) industry has consistently invented generic, state space based

algorithms that operate at the Boolean gates level. Model checking based techniques like Symbolic

Trajectory Evaluation, STE [36] counterexample guided refinement [61], proof based abstraction, as
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well as Boolean satisfiability (SAT) based verification [213] and Automatic Test Pattern Generation

(ATPG) based verification reason with Boolean gates. Although most of them can accept RTL as input,

the model checking algorithms are applied to the gate level state space of the circuit, by synthesizing the

RTL into an internal gate level representation. Even in the case of more sophisticated algorithms, where

the internal representation may not explicitly enumerate all the states, the application of the technique

is entirely with respect to Boolean state encodings. In other words, state of the art tools and techniques

reason with the post-encoding artifact, instead of the pre-encoding one.

The pre-encoding entity, or RTL was developed based on the premise that it would be easier to verify

a more abstract model that outlined desired functionality,as opposed to a very detailed one. This is

the reason why simulation based verification in all industrial environments are carried at the RTL. Why,

then, are formal verification techniques applied at the gatelevel, thereby losing the advantage of RTL?

The answer to this question is probably more due to historic reasons, as opposed to concious strategy on

the part of CAD tool developers.

A Hardware Description Language (HDL) is a standard text-based expression of the temporal be-

haviour and/or (spatial) circuit structure of an electronic system. In contrast to a software programming

language, an HDL’s syntax and semantics include explicit notations for expressing time and concur-

rency which are the primary attributes of hardware. Historically, VHDL and Verilog, both HDLs used

to describe RTL were initiated by the US Department of Defense and Gateway Design Automation

independently.

The introduction of logic-synthesis for HDLs pushed HDLs from the background into the foreground

of digital-design. Synthesis tools compiled HDL-source files into a manufacturable gate/transistor-level

netlist description. Writing synthesizeable RTL files required practice and discipline on the part of

the designer; compared to a traditional schematic-layout,synthesized-RTL netlists were almost always
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larger in area and slower in performance. Circuit design by askilled engineer, using labor-intensive

schematic-capture/hand-layout, would almost always outperform its logically-synthesized equivalent,

but synthesis’s productivity advantage soon displaced digital schematic-capture to exactly those areas

which were problematic for RTL-synthesis: extremely high-speed, low-power, or asynchronous cir-

cuitry. In short, logic synthesis not only propelled HDLs into a central role for digital design, it was a

revolutionary technology for the system design industry.

The IEEE standardization for VHDL was done in 1987, and for Verilog in 2001.

Despite their growing popularity, these languages were widely perceived as non-formal and their

computational models were not well defined. In fact, the simulation semantics of Verilog and VHDL are

similar but not identical, due to which there are inconsistencies in the description of RTL between these

two languages. Due to these reasons, possibly, the formal verification community was more comfortable

applying their algorithms to the well defined gate level models. Subsequently, with their standardization

as well as popularity, the synthesizable subsets of the HDLsis quite well understood and accepted. In

the current scenario, when despite massive CAD tool enterprises, the efficacy of formal verification is

limited, a revision in thinking is probably in order.

1.4 Philosophy of the Dissertation

The principal philosophy behind the work in this dissertation is that hardware verification algorithms

and tools need to make a paradigm shift in order to be able to scale to the growing demands of the system

design industry. This paradigm shift, if made “upwards” in the design cycle, would be able to scale to

larger and more complex designs. In other words, formal verification should be employed at the source

code levels (RTL and higher) in order to take meaningful steps toward scalability.
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State of the art CAD algorithms in the EDA industry perform better than their predecessors on bench-

mark designs. Depending on the number of benchmarks, this isan excellent testimony to their genericity.

However, they are often rendered ineffective when applied to even a moderately sized design. This ap-

proach of building generic tools that are supposed to perform equally on any given design has not yielded

as much practical impact as desired. Since formal verification strategies reason with the Boolean state

transition graph, they are unable to exploit any information at that level. These algorithms are not cog-

nizant of the design they are checking. Due to the Boolean quantification, state transition relations at

the gate level are extremely detailed and inscrutable, making it impossible to distinguish features of one

design from another. The gate level tools and techniques, therefore, are unaware of the domain they are

working in, and are not able to manipulate any information from the domain.

This thesis, then, proposes and argues for a different viewpoint than the traditional perception of for-

mal hardware verification techniques and tools. The primaryintent of this work is to demonstrate and

thereby motivate the benefit of high level reasoning by statically analyzing source code, in conjunc-

tion with existing tools and algorithms, to form complete formal verification solutions for large design

spaces.The generic name given to the comprehensive set of techniques, perspective and philosophy,

hereafter ishigh level static analysis.

Since RTL of a design is developed by a human, it is modular, informative and clearly distinct from

other RTL designs. It is conceivable, then to select a verification strategy according to the type of design.

Since RTL is usually reused from legacy designs from generation to generation, and since there has been

relative stabilization in RTL design practices, the RTL descriptions for broad classes of circuits are

typically very similar. This similarity usually exists across a very broad domain of circuits-for instance

RTL descriptions of pipelined processors follow a very similar syntactic structure, as do arithmetic

circuits. If the operational semantics of a design is similar to another, there is a high probability of a
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similarity in structure. Therefore, it is possible to devise techniques that are applicable to the domain of

circuits with a similar operation (and structure) if we reason with the RTL design. The domain aware

analysis would decompose the design into smaller, more tractable components that can be verified. This

would probably sacrifice the genericity of the algorithm, but as shown in the rest of this dissertation,

would be able to solve very challenging formal verification problems in a given domain. Since this

domain awareness is more “hardware oriented” and is closer to the way a hardware design engineer

would solve a problem, it might be the best way to increase designer productivity and bridge the gap

between the formal verification teams and the design teams.

Reasoning at higher levels of abstraction is always accompanied by an increase in efficiency and

scale [135]. The RTL design descriptions encapsulate the gate level Boolean entities into more abstract

representations. The RTL operators do not operate on one bitat a time, but on entire bit vectors. Instead

of explicit state transition graphs, control flow graphs of the RTL are manipulated. These are necessarily

smaller representations. This is due to the grouping of setsof states and transitions.

Data can be abstracted by leaving functions uninterpreted.Equational reasoning can be applied when

appropriate, over the RTL function symbols. Syntactic structure of the HDL code can be exploited for

using abstraction mechanisms similar to software. It mightnot be useful to reason entirely with RTL in

some situations. In those cases, the pre-processing or initial high level analysis would be an excellent

support to existing sophisticated verification tools. The top-down approach will be able to identify the

lower level engines that are most suited to the verification task. In summary, the emphasis of this way

of thinking is in flexibility of the formal verification approach, with the goal of verifying a given design.

Many of the RTL analysis techniques explored in this dissertation are applied synergistically with lower

level automatic engines, thereby bolstering the use of these well researched algorithms.
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1.5 Approach of the Dissertation: High Level Static Analysis

In this work, high level static analysis techniques for verification are explored. Although the individ-

ual techniques depend on the target application domain, allof them adhere to the principle of easing

verification tasks that are found challenging by existing engines. Since the practical applicability of

verification is of cardinal significance to this work, each static analysis based verification technique is

explained with respect to a non-trivial case study. The focus of each piece of work, then, is the target

hardware design domain, around which an appropriate staticanalysis technique is developed. Every

contribution presented in the paper follows a three-pronged solution.

• Domain aware analysis

• High level symbolic simulation

• Decision procedure

Domain aware analysis

In keeping with the philosophy of this top-down approach to formal verification, the static analysis is

aware of the domain of the target application. This means that algorithms and heuristics that best fit the

RTL description are employed. These algorithms are used fordecomposing the monolithic verification

problem into smaller components. The smaller components are verified using a higher or lower level

engine. The domain awareness also provides a perspective onthe lower level engines that can be syner-

gistically used with the static analysis technique. The domain awareness of the solution will be evident

in every case study that is a part of this dissertation.

High level symbolic simulation

This is the mainstay of all the static analysis techniques proposed in this work. In order to analyze entities
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in RTL, it is desirable to simulate their behavior. While logic simulation manipulates scalars, symbolic

simulation builds expressions, or formulas, instead of thescalar values in a logic simulator. Symbolic

simulation computes expressions at a circuit output in terms of logical functions of its inputs. Bit-level

symbolic simulation [83] is applied strictly at the gate level of a circuit using Binary Decision Diagrams

(BDDs). A single run on a bit level symbolic simulation captures many runs of a scalar simulator.

Since high level static analysis seeks to analyze the RTL source code at the pre-encoding stage, the

techniques in this work do not use bit-level symbolic simulation. The structural information of the design

is available from the RTL source code. This is expressed in the syntax of the Hardware Description

Language (HDL). The semantics of the source code, or the actual behavior of the design can be obtained

by a different representation of symbolic simulation, called high level symbolic simulation. High level

symbolic simulation [135] has been defined and applied to processor verification successfully. All the

techniques described in this work uniformly employ high level symbolic simulation during the analysis

or the verification phase. High level symbolic simulation builds expressions with algebraic terms, based

on a subset of quantifier free first order logic. This approachis at a much higher level of abstraction than

the gate level and is discussed later in detail.

Decision procedure

High level symbolic simulation operates within the framework of a quantifier free subset of first order

logic with uninterpreted functions [42]. A function symbolcould be left uninterpreted in this process, in

order to provide data abstraction. The verification engine would now provide a Boolean interpretation

to these functions. High level symbolic simulation could bethe basis for the verification algorithm itself

or it could be used as a part of the static analysis that helps decompose the design state space. With the

latter, different existing Boolean algorithm would need tobe applied to provide a Boolean interpretation

to the symbolically simulated expressions. The choice of this “interpreting procedure” is dependent on
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the application and the verification task at hand. A high level rewriter could be more effective than a SAT

solver in a case where the high level symbolic simulation does not yield a decomposition that is tractable

by the SAT solver. The decision procedure in every techniqueis therefore contingent on a number of

factors, and is an important part of the high level static analysis. It is of considerable value to existing

Boolean level checkers to know which algorithm to deploy, soas to save time and resources without trial

and error.

1.6 Contributions

The intent of this dissertation is to demonstrate the benefitof using high level static analysis of system

descriptions. High level symbolic simulation is the foundation of all the techniques presented here.

Domain aware analysis is also a departure from traditional formal hardware verification approaches.

We define high level symbolic simulation for RTL and provide areasoning for the efficiency of high

level analysis over lower level analysis. To the best of our knowledge, this methodology has not been

presented before. This mode of thinking is the essence and primary contribution of the dissertation.

In order to provide a persuasive argument for this rationale, we present algorithms that use our three

pronged approach to high level static analysis, and apply them to non-trivial case studies.

The three main contributions of the work are listed below.

1.6.1 Sequential Equivalence Checking between ESL and RTL

Sequential equivalence checking between system level descriptions of designs and their Register

Transfer Level(RTL) implementations is a very challengingand important problem in the context of

Systems on a Chip (SoCs). We propose a technique to alleviatethe complexity of the equivalence check-

ing problem, by efficiently decomposing it using compare points. Traditionally, equivalence checking
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techniques use nominal or functional mapping of latches as compare points. Since we operate at a

level where design descriptions are in System Level Languages or Hardware Description Languages,

we leverage the information available to us at this level in deducingsequential compare points. Se-

quential compare points encapsulate the sequential behavior of designs and are obtained by statically

analyzing the design descriptions. We decompose the designusing sequential compare points and rep-

resent the design behavior at these compare points by symbolic expressions. We use a SAT solver to

check the equivalence of the symbolic expressions. In orderto demonstrate our technique, we present

results on a non-trivial case study. We show an equivalence check between a System C description

and two different Verilog RTL implementations of a Viterbi decoder, that is a component of the DRM

SoC.subsectionAntecedent Conditioned Slicing

1.6.2 Antecedent Conditioned Slicing

Static slicing has shown itself to be a valuable tool, facilitating the verification of hardware designs. In

this paper, we present a sharpened notion,antecedent conditioned slicingthat provides a more effective

abstraction for reducing the size of the state space. In antecedent conditioned slicing, extra information

from the antecedent is used to permit greater pruning of the state space. In a previous version of this

paper, we applied antecedent conditioned slicing to safetyproperties of the formG(antecedent ⇒

consequent) whereantecedent andconsequent were written in propositional logic. In this paper, we

use antecedent conditioned slicing to handle safety and bounded liveness property specifications written

in linear time temporal logic (LTL). We present a theoretical justification of our technique. We provide

experimental results on a Verilog RTL implementation of theUSB 2.0 functional core, which is a large

design with about 1100 state elements (10331 states). The results demonstrate that the technique provides

significant performance benefits over static program slicing using state-of-the-art model checkers.
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1.6.3 Processor Verification Using Antecedent ConditionedSlicing

We present a technique for automatic verification of pipelined microprocessors using model checking.

Antecedent conditioned slicingis an efficient abstraction technique for hardware designs at the Register

Transfer Level (RTL). Antecedent conditioned slicing prunes the verification state space, using infor-

mation from the antecedent of a given LTL property. In this work, we model instructions of a pipelined

processor into LTL properties, such that the instruction opcode forms the antecedent. We use antecedent

conditioned slicing to decompose the problem space of pipelined processor verification on an instruc-

tion by instruction basis. We discharge the resulting smaller, tractable problems using an automated

verification engine.

We thereby verify that every instruction behaves accordingto the specification, and ensure that non-

target registers are not modified by the instruction. We apply this technique to verify all instruction

classes of a Verilog RTL implementation of the OR1200, an off-the-shelf pipelined processor. We study

the impact of antecedent conditioned slicing to facilitatea variety of verification engines, including

BDD-based reachability, interpolation, abstraction-refinement, STE, and induction.

1.7 Outline of Dissertation

The outline of this dissertation is as follows. Chapter 2 explains the important concepts with respect

to system level languages and RTL that are required to establish the relevant context and background.

A technique for combinational equivalence checking at RTL is presented in Chapter 3. This technique

details a solution using the three pronged static analysis approach and also demonstrates results on

arithmetic circuits. Chapter 4 extends the notion of equivalence checking to sequential designs, and

presents a high level static analysis technique for sequential equivalence checking between system level
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specifications and their RTL implementations. In Chapter 5,an RTL abstraction technique is introduced,

and its in reducing the state space of model checking is shown. In Chapter 6, the same technique

is applied to processor verification, and through top down domain aware analysis, is shown to be an

apposite fit for this task. A notion of correctness of pipelined processors is provided with this approach.

The thesis concludes with Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Understanding High Level System Descriptions

The trend in the hardware and the SoC industry is to ascend in the level of abstraction for description

of design behavior. The collective shift from gate level descriptions to RTL about a decade ago is now

promising to be replaced by a shift toward system level languages. The compelling need for higher

levels of abstraction is due to the bottlenecks that validation and verification of SoCs and digital hard-

ware pose. As RTL modeling sped up design simulation over gate level, system level languages afford

the same benefit over RTL. Additionally, the entire system can be validated (by simulation) using the

executable platform used to develop the software. System level languages include System C, Spec C,

Handel C etc., although a single popular candidate is yet to emerge. The abstraction of designs using

these languages is typically modeled at transaction level ,where the details of communication among

computation components are separated from the details of computation components. Communication is

modeled by channels, while transaction requests take placeby calling interface functions of these chan-

nel models. The other commonly occurring model is behavior level. In general, behavioral level code is

written using the same data types as RTL, but it is unscheduled and unallocated. That is, the data objects

and the operations on them are specified, but the resources and the schedule of cycles required are not

specified.

Describing designs at a higher level of abstraction also helps identify the conformance of power, area

and timing to their respective budgets, during the early design analysis phase.
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It is therefore highly germane and futuristic to reason withthese high level system descriptions. In

order to apply formal verification at this level, an emphasisshould be placed on the semantics of the

language beyond simulation alone. Some work on formalizingthe semantics of Verilog and VHDL has

been done [101]. This chapter attempts to grasp the formal ramifications of high level reasoning.

2.1 Hardware Description Languages

Hardware Description Languages (HDLs) are used to describecircuit designs at the behavioral and

the register transfer level. These languages are seeminglysimilar to software, but differ in their ability to

depict timing and concurrency, pertinent to hardware. Hardware systems are concurrent in the complete

sense of the word, since every logic gate in the system simultaneously evaluates its output as a function

of its inputs. Therefore, they receive inputs and outputs continuously from their environment without

halting. Verilog and VHDL are the most popular HDLs in the semiconductor landscape. Although struc-

turally similar to C and ADA respectively, these languages do not model recursion or pointer arithmetic,

that are irrelevant to hardware. HDLs are used to write executable specifications of hardware. A sim-

ulation program, designed to implement the underlying semantics of the language statements, coupled

with simulating the progress of time, provides the hardwaredesigner with the ability to model a piece

of hardware before it is physically realized. The HDL program is then “compiled”, which in this case

means synthesis, a process of transforming the HDL code-listing into a gate level netlist.

2.1.1 Synthesizable subset

Among the constructs of Verilog, a subset has been identifiedas the one that can be realized into hard-

ware, and can be called the synthesizable subset of Verilog.The primary features of this synthesizable
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subset are that it avoids unbalanced structures, ill-defined or multiply defined variables, explicit timing

definitions, and other constructs that have an ambiguous hardware correspondence.

A synchronous circuit consists of two kinds of elements: registers and combinational logic. Register

synchronize the circuit’s operation to the edges of an explicit clock signal, and are the only elements

in the circuit that have memory properties. Registers are modeled as flip-flops. Combinational logic

performs all the logical functions in the circuit and it typically consists of logic gates. When designing

digital integrated circuits with a hardware description language, the designs are usually engineered at a

higher level of abstraction than transistor or gate level. In HDLs the designer declares the registers that

roughly corresponds to variables in computer programming languages, and describes the combination

logic by using constructs that are familiar from programming languages such as if-then-else and arith-

metic operations. This level is called register transfer level. The term refers to the fact that RTL focuses

on describing the flow of signals between registers.

A Verilog design consists of a hierarchy of modules. Modulesare defined with a set of input, output,

and bidirectional ports. Internally, a module contains a list of wires and registers. Concurrent and

sequential statements define the behaviour of the module by defining the relationships between the ports,

wires, and registers. Statements that are executed in a sequence are placed inside analways block and

executed in sequential order within the block. All concurrent statements and allalways blocks in the

design are executed in parallel. A module can also contain one or more instances of another module

to define sub-behavior. It is assumed that there is a single clock input to the program whose single

cycle comprises two logic levels, flagged by a positive and a negative edge. The environment is such

that no other inputs change when the positive edge of the clock arrives. A flip-flop is a single register

with an input and output that is clocked on the positive edge of the clock. An HDL representation of

this is a program that can be partitioned into a set of concurrently executing entities (threads) that are
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a combinational program and a set of flip-flops. It is also assumed that no two distinct flip-flops drive

the same output, to avoid race conditions. A simulation cycle starts with a positive edge of clock. The

positive edge enables all the flip flops and none of the other threads. When all the output variables are

updated, the simulation cycle quiesces or converges. At thenegative edge of clock, none of the flip flops

get enabled. The combinational threads, however, convergewith each variable getting updated with the

value of the expression that updates it.

When the simulation cycle quiesces or converges to a sequence of states at successive instants of clock,

the simulation model is said to follow trace semantics. Thisis conducive to formal verification. Most

practical formal methods are oriented towards system descriptions in terms of sequences of states, or

the trace semantics. In contrast, event-based changes to the values of registers is called event semantics

of HDLs. Event semantics can accurately model asynchronousbehavior, but is not amenable to formal

verification. RTL designs are always implemented to displaysynchronous behavior, which is why the

trace semantics should be followed when simulating an RTL. In other words, asynchronous circuits are

not modeled in RTL, therefore their behavior is out of the scope of this thesis.

The principal synthesizable Verilog RTL constructs are detailed in order to assist understand the syn-

tax and semantics of the code fragments used often as examples in the rest of the thesis.

Modules

The module is a fundamental building block of Verilog. A module can be viewed as a self-contained

functional block in the hardware. It consists of input and output ports, wires and registers. While

synthesis, there is no gate level analog of the module, sincethe hierarchy is flattened. However, the

modularalization is intuitive and facilitates the hierarchical construction of the design. A module usu-

ally contain more than one concurrently executing block. A module can be instantiated with different
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parameters when it is a sub-component of another module.

always blocks

An always block depicts a concurrently executing process in Verilog.It consists of a set of state-

ments and a list of signals that can trigger its execution, called the sensitivity list. In a synchronous

transition system, this list will include the clock. When a signal present in the sensitivity list changes its

logic value, all the statements in thealways block get executed. The logic synthesizer ignores asyn-

chronous triggers in the sensitivity list. Analways block has an implicit infinite loop, causing it to run

forever.

Procedural statements

Instead of describing a component using primitive Boolean gates, RTL allows expressions to be as-

signed to describe the logic. Verilogassign statements can be used for this purpose, providing a

functional abstraction over the explicit Boolean gates. Two different types of procedural assignments

are allowed in Verilog-blocking and non-blocking. Blocking assignments block the execution flow into

the procedure until the assignment is completed and are denoted by=. Non-blocking assignments eval-

uate everything on the right hand side, but postpone the transfer of values to variables on the left hand

side until all evaluations in the current time step are completed.

Other high level procedural statements includeif-then-else to describe a 2:1 multiplexer,case

statements and boundedfor andwhile loops.

Flip-flops

The RTL representation of an actual piece of hardware memoryelement is the flip-flop. A flip-flop can

be modeled within analways block as a variable sensitive to the input clock signal, withnon-blocking

assignments to that variable.
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Vectors

A register or wire that have more than single bit widths, can be expressed as bit vectors or arrays in

Verilog. Bitwise addressing is possible within these arrays.

Operators

Along with Boolean operators, relational and arithmetic operators are also allowed in Verilog. These

operators can operate on the individual bits in a variable, as well as bit vectors. Arithmetic operations

like +,−, ∗, / in RTL represent the actual hardware realizations of an adder, a subtractor, a multiplier

or a divider. Similarly, the<<,>>,<< n,>> n operators denote a one-bit left shifter, a one-bit right

shifter, as well as shifters byn places.

2.2 Register Transfer Level Abstractions

An RTL description is usually well partitioned into datapath and control. Datapaths consist of the

data components like registers, interconnecting wires andbuses etc. as well as the nexus between them.

The control portion of the design is usually modeled as interacting state machines. These maintain the

“state” of the design, or the quiesced values of all the registers at any clock cycle, and make decisions

regarding the next state of the design depending on the current state and input signals.

As noted in the previous section, design description in RTL allows for many abstractions that hide

the details of the gate level hardware. This abstract framework, however, has not been hand crafted for

the purpose of formal verification, as in the case of many previous high level reasoning techniques. The

abstraction is the RTL itself, which is a seminal part of the design flow in any system design environ-

ment. In comparison with the hand crafted models used for high level verification in the past, the RTL

abstraction is much more detailed, due to its relative “closeness” to hardware, and its subscription to a
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synthesizable format.

Verification at RTL, therefore, is uniquely positioned in the landscape of verification techniques. Al-

though it allows for considerable information hiding as compared to gate level, thereby providing sig-

nificant performance benefits, it is sufficiently close to implementation details. Many formal verification

techniques have not been able to enjoy widespread use in the industry, since the custom crafted, high

level abstractions they work with, are not perceived as realistic.

2.2.1 Rationale for RTL analysis

The primary benefit in reasoning with RTL is the ability to manipulate expressions, instead of primary

gates. We will distinguish the RTL expressions by referringto them as term level expressions, as com-

pared to bit-level expressions. This creates new possibilities for symbolic expression based algorithms.

The representation of bit vectors and arrays in place of a bitwise, gate-level notation provides a useful

high level manipulation. The primary power of RTL analysis comes from the functional or operator ab-

stractions. These operators can have arrays and bit vectorsas operands, as opposed to the corresponding

explicit bitwise operations at the gate level. Also, some ofthe operators are arithmetic and relational,

and therefore, much smaller than the gate level hardware realization of these functions.

All these attributes can make a significant difference in thesize of the data structure representations

in large systems with wide datapaths and complicated operations, as well as in data-dependent control

logic.

An intuitive way to compare RTL and gate level of a design, is to compare the data structures that

correspond to these descriptions. RTL designs, due to theirclose structural correspondence with software

programs, can easily be expressed as control flow graphs, or their derivatives. In contrast, gate level
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designs can be expressed as a Kripke structure, or a state-transition graph, where the bitwise values

of each variable is captured into a state, and the bitwise change in value is explicitly modeled by a

transition. Since the RTL is synthesized into the gate levelnetlist, it is implied that the behavior of the

RTL should be identical to the netlist. In that case, the RTL control flow graph must correspond to the

gate level state transition graph. It can be argued, then, that an “RTL state” or a node in the control flow

graph corresponds to an aggregate of gate level states, and an “RTL transition” between control flow

graph nodes corresponds to multiple transitions of the state graph.

Since the abstractions in RTL are primarily function and operators on data, the aggregation of states

as well as transitions in RTL is along the breadth of the gate level state transition graph. The diameter

of the state transition graph will not be different from the control flow graph, since there are no control

abstractions in RTL.

2.3 Logical framework of RTL

The quantifier free subset of first order logic of equality with uninterpreted functions [42] has been

widely used in the context of high level verification of hardware [39]. In relevant prior art, high level

symbolic reasoning of expressions has been defined with respect to this logic [135]. In previous work, to

the best of our knowledge, high level models have been definedfor the specific purpose of verification,

as opposed to working with an RTL model. As such, mapping of RTL constructs into a mathematical

logic for the purpose of symbolic reasoning has not yet been explored. A treatment of this mapping has

been given here.
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expr ::= const
| functionsymbol(expr, expr....expr)
| ite(expr, expr, expr)
| expr = expr

const ::= false
| true
| @symbol

Figure 2.1. UEF Logic

2.3.1 Quantifier free logic of equality with uninterpreted functions

The quantifier free logic of equality with uninterpreted functions is a decidable fragment of first order

logic. This logic is more expressive than propositional logic, but less expressive than first order logic.

The abstract syntax is illustrated below. Theite operator represents the if-then-else structure, that can

be used in conjunction withtrue andfalse to represent all Boolean operators. Formulas in this logic

can contain functions that need not have any particular meaning. These functions are called uninterpreted

functions. Validity checking in this logic is the process ofchecking if a formula in this logic holds true

for all possible numerical evaluations in its domain. Due tothe higher expressive power of this logic,

validity checking is more difficult than tautology checkingin propositional logic.

2.4 High Level Symbolic Simulation

In a previous section, we identified two channels for employing high level static analysis algorithms.

Both channels require reasoning with term level expressions in RTL. Symbolic simulation at the bit level

is a technique that builds expressions instead of real scalar values, in a gate level circuit. Expressions

at the circuit outputs are logical functions of the circuit inputs. Symbolic simulation has been applied

before in the context of higher level models. We discuss symbolic simulation at the register transfer
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Figure 2.2. BDD representation of the state graph for the con trol flow graph

and behavioral levels. Since RTL has variables and operators that create different types of expressions,

symbolic simulation in RTL also contains these expressions. Every variable in the RTL, other than

inputs, can be symbolically simulated. A symbolic simulation for a statement in Verilog is the expression

formed by transitively substituting the left hand side of the statement by the conjunction of the right hand

side and the guards that can cause the statement to execute until the inputs are reached. The expressions

contain all the RTL operators and variables. The symbolic simulation, then, is equivalent to stepping

through, or rewriting the design algebra, one step at a time.

When applied to sequential circuits modeled byalways blocks, the symbolic simulation needs to

incorporate the looping between the end to the beginning of the block. In other words, there should be a

provision for the sequentiality. As in bit level symbolic simulation, high level symbolic simulation also

consists of an “unrolling” step. This basically creates multiple copies of the design, each annotated by

the (relative) time in which they were computed. The circuitis unrolled with respect to the system clock,

since all the circuits in synthesizable RTL are synchronous. The number of possible sequences of the

unroll, therefore, are a small number. (This is in contrast to an asynchronous system, where the number
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of possible unrolls could get unruly.)

Figure 2.3 gives an example Verilog code. Let us look at how the output variabledat o is symboli-

cally simulated. The first substitution fordat o is where its assigned, with its right hand side variable

and the guard under which the assignment statement can be executed. This guard is the false value of

tens select in the current time cycle,t. The value oftens select in the current time cycle,t+1 de-

pends on the value ofdat i[4] in the previous time cyclet. Transitively substituting fortens select

by annotating it with the time in which it was executed, givesus the expression for it. This substitution

stops here, sincedat i[4] is an input. The resulting symbolic expression fordat o is

dat o(t+2) = ITE(dat i[4](t+1), (dat i[3:0](t) + 4’d10), dat i[3:0](t))

Since this is a sequential circuit, unrolling by a single clock cycle would give us a similar symbolic

expression, but one that is annotated with a different time cycle.

dat o(t+1) = ITE(dat i[4](t), (dat i[3:0](t-1) + 4’d10), dat i[3:0](t-1))

The unrolling is guaranteed to terminate for any arbitrary Verilog design. The theoretical limit for

this unrolling is the synchronous nature of RTL designs, as well as the finite bit widths of the variables

in the system. Since the unrolling has to stop when all the variables have reached their maximum

bitwidth, this algorithm will necessarily terminate. However, practically, the algorithm is very efficient.

An implementation optimization that identifies similar copies and maintains their identity with respect

to time annotations, can make this algorithm very cheap.
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module bcd_to_bin (clk_i, dat_i, dat_o);
input clk_i;
input [4:0] dat_i;
output [3:0] dat_o;

always @(posedge clk_i)
begin

tens_digit <= dat_i[3:0] + 4’d10;
no_tens_digit <= dat_i[3:0];
tens_select <= dat_i[4];

end

always @(posedge clk_i)
begin

if (tens_select)
dat_bin_o <= tens_digit;

else
dat_bin_o <= no_tens_digit;

end
endmodule

Figure 2.3. Example Verilog RTL code for BCD to binary conver sion.
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2.5 High level static analysis algorithms

In the remaining part of the thesis, we use the three pronged approach to solve challenging verification

problems. We use high level symbolic simulation to traversethe design, domain aware analysis to

identify the best verification approach for a given design, as well as efficient decision procedures to

check the design.

Reasoning with the control flow graphs at the higher level, orhigh level static analysisis discussed

with respect to RTL, but the discussion holds true for behavior and transaction levels. This analysis can

be used in two distinct ways.

• Term level expression verification: Term level expressionscan be manipulated syntactically by

high level symbolic simulation. The resulting RTL terms canbe checked by using a high level de-

cision procedure like a rewriting engine. In the case of property checking, this decision procedure

will be able to check the term level expressions against existing identities, and prove properties

on the design.Domain aware analysiscan be used to create the design calculus that provides

identities for checking. In the case of equivalence checking, the comparison points between the

two designs will be set and terms compared according to the domain aware analysis.The decision

procedure in this case would be the rewriting engine.

• Reducing size of state transition graph: A slew of techniques that reason at RTL, along with the

property specifications or assertions, can create smaller designs by high level symbolic simulation

of variables. The design can be abstracted away with respectto the property in the case of property

checking, or with respect to observable states in the case ofequivalence checking. In other words,

a smaller abstraction can be created, that is pertinent to the verification problem at hand.Domain
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aware analysiscan be used to create the smaller design. This smaller, tractable design can then be

passed to various gate level verification algorithms.
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Chapter 3

Combinational Equivalence Checking at Register Transfer Level

3.1 Introduction

Verification of integer arithmetic circuits has been a widely studied problem. Verification of relatively

less complex designs like adders and shifters is an achievable target by state-of-the-art tools and tech-

niques. However, in the case of complex arithmetic circuits, current verification methods do not scale.

In particular, integer multipliers present a major challenge to verification tools and techniques. These

circuits can be prohibitively expensive to analyze with Boolean-level algorithms that undertake explicit

state space traversal [35, 37, 41, 60, 108, 250]. State-of-the-art combinational equivalence checkers that

use state-space based techniques and Boolean reasoning cannot verify multipliers larger than16×16 due

to their large state space. Specialized techniques like Binary Moment Diagrams (BMDs) [37] can verify

big word size multipliers, but are not generic in their scope. Although deductive verification techniques

can handle the multiplier state space, a high level of user expertise is required to handle the engine,

and considerable effort is spent in proving many ancillary lemmas before proving the main theorem. A

multiplier proof, for instance, can take many person-days to accomplish.

We propose a three pronged solution using high level static analysis for formally verifying fixed-point

combinational arithmetic circuits. including multipliers at the RT-level. We prove the equivalence of an

implementation (or revised) Verilog RTL design against a specification (or golden) Verilog RTL design.

We translate the golden and revised combinational Verilog RTL designs into Term Rewriting Systems
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(TRSs). We then prove input/output equivalence between thetwo TRSs. This notion of equivalence

is compositional and thus also affords proof decompositionthrough stepwise refinement. In order to

decompose this proof, we compute a set ofcomparison points.

Domain aware analysis

Arithmetic circuits have sufficient structural regularityto afford analysis by functional decomposition

and are, therefore, ideal candidates for our verification bystepwise refinement. The principal merit

of this technique is in computing comparison points automatically. An effective heuristic is applied

to compute the comparison points automatically, using the knowledge about the domain of arithmetic

circuits.

Arithmetic circuits are often designed and optimized incrementally from a base design. This can

afford the development of generically applicable decomposition strategies for equivalence proofs of the

optimized design against the base design. We have found thisto be the case for several families of integer

arithmetic circuit designs and have leveraged this intuition in our tool to verify the optimized design

against the base design. We have applied our technique successfully to the verification of optimized

adders, comparators, shifters, and multipliers.

Since verification of multipliers provides an interesting nexus of challenge and opportunity, we make

multiplier verification the main focus of this work. We splitthe space of arithmetic designs into standard

(base) designs and the modified (optimized) designs. Standard designs are widely used designs. In

multipliers, standard designs are Booth, Wallace Tree and Array multipliers. We prove the equivalence

of optimizations to these designs against the standard designs and prove the equivalence of the standard

designs against a simple golden Shift-and-Add multiplier.To illustrate our technique, we present the
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proof of correctness of a non-trivial example, a128 × 128 Booth multiplier [32] , verified against a

Shift-and-Add multiplier. We also outline the steps for proving the correctness of BISMUL [249], an

optimized Booth multiplier against the normal Booth multiplier. A comparison of our approach with

existing Boolean equivalence checkers shows the ability toverify multipliers much larger than currently

possible.

High level symbolic simulation

High level symbolic simulation is approached with a different flavor in this work. Since high level

symbolic simulation is the process of stepping through the design algebra, it is similar to stepwise

rewriting. In this work, we convert both RTL designs that need to be checked for equivalence into

an intermediate representation, Term Rewriting Systems (TRSs) [148]. Our technique involves stepwise

refinement of Term Rewriting Systems (TRSs) [148].

Decision procedure

Our tool, Verifire is a dedicated arithmetic circuit checker that provides automatic support for the

proposed technique. The tool translates the golden and revised designs from Verilog source into TRSs.

It automatically generates the comparison points for the incremental equivalence proof of the two TRSs.

It uses an incomplete, but efficient method to generate equivalent proofs at the comparison points. Our

technique retains the efficiency and the size independence of deductive verification techniques, while

sacrificing automation minimally. We present a dedicated arithmetic circuit checker, as opposed to a

generic rewriting engine that involves considerable user interaction. All of the analysis performed by

the tool is done ontermscomposed of RTL operators (e.g.,bitwise-and, left-shift, etc.) as opposed to the
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Boolean netlist level – the level at which equivalence checkers operate. Terms are more concise and more

efficient to manipulate than netlists. The potential downside is the incompleteness of the equivalence

prover, but we have found in practice, that sufficiently complete provers are reasonable to implement.

Our main contributions in this work are listed below.

• We present a dedicated arithmetic circuit checker, as opposed to a generic rewriting engine. Our

tool operates on the actual RTL circuit implementation and generates proofs at that level of detail.

There is minimal overhead of creating an environment, proving ancillary lemmas etc., as opposed

to a generic rewriting engine, thereby yielding savings of many person-months on complex proofs.

• Our experimental results are presented on large multipliers that are very complex circuits for verifi-

cation. We demonstrate that our technique can perform equivalence checking between two diverse

multiplier designs, irrespective of size, thereby showingperformance benefits of many orders of

magnitude over widely accepted industrial methods.

• We extend our technique to verify incremental modificationsor optimizations to existing designs,

thereby covering a large portion of the design space.

• We present a novel decomposition strategy for RT-Level equivalence checking. In our technique,

comparison points are computed automatically by the equivalence checker.

• We define and use a novel notion of decomposed TRS equivalence.

• We present a methodology to automatically determine the decomposition in the TRS equivalence

proof.

Section 3.3 explains our technique in detail. We illustrateour algorithm with a non-trivial example of

adders in Subsection 3.3.4. We present our tool,Verifire, in Subsection 3.3.5. We provide a theoretical

definition of TRS equivalence and our proof structure in Section 3.4. In Section 3.5 we provide a detailed

correctness proof for the Booth multiplier and outline the proof for BISMUL. We also provide the results

of comparing our tool against commercial equivalence checkers for large multiplier designs. We discuss

other multiplier verification techniques and conclude in Section 3.6.
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3.2 Background

We briefly review several definitions and concepts about termrewriting. A Term Rewriting System

is a set of rewrite rules where a rewrite rule is an ordered pair of terms denoted as(t1 → t2) with →

pointing in the direction of the rewrite. A TRS isterminatingif there are no infinite rewrite sequences

t1 → t2 → . . .. A TRS isconfluentif any divergence in rewriting is eventually joined. Anormal formis

a term which cannot be rewritten any further. Termination ensures the existence of normal forms, while

confluence ensures their uniqueness.

Term Rewriting Systems have been used in the past for programverification [17, 19, 99]. In the context

of hardware, rewriting strategies have been used in the pastto design correct circuits [26, 120, 212, 215].

Term Rewriting Systems were first proposed for hardware verification in [51]. Subsequently, they have

been used for checking functional correctness of hardware [184, 251].

3.3 The Algorithm

Our goal is to prove the equivalence of an implementation anda specification design. We assume that

both these designs are (or can be translated into) combinational Verilog RTL modules which define a

function from their inputs to outputs. Therefore, the equivalence of these functions is the target of the

analysis. While traditional combinational equivalence checking tools also analyze the same problem at

the gate level, our analysis is at the RT-level.

The monolithic verification problem is intractable in general and we use signal1 names in the two

modules as guidance in decomposing this equivalence proof.

1We use the wordsignalto refer to Verilog variables in RTL modules, and reservevariablefor variables in TRSs
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main (vG, vR){
trsG :=translate(vG)
trsR :=translate(vR)
proof outcome :=prove(trsG, trsR)

}

prove (trsG, trsR){
CP :=computeComparePoints(trsG, trsR)
for (every comparison point (cG, cR)∈ CP)

if ( reduce(cG) is not equal toreduce(cR))
return failure

return success
}

reduce(t) {
while (some rule can be applied)

rewrite (t)
}

Figure 3.1. The Algorithm.

The algorithm for our technique is presented in Figure 3.3. The golden and revised Verilog designs

are represented byvG andvR respectively. A mapping of input and output signal names between the

two designs is provided.

The translate()function translates the Verilog into a TRS – the resulting TRS will be termed astruc-

tural TRS. The details of the translation of Verilog designs to structural TRSs can be found in Subsec-

tion 3.3.1. trsG andtrsR, therefore, represent the structural TRSs of the corresponding Verilog design.

Theprovefunction is invoked for checking equivalence of the two TRSs. We decompose the equivalence

proof usingcomparison pointsfor matching the TRSs. The function that computes these comparison

points iscomputeComparePoints()(explained later in Subsection 3.3.2). For each comparisonpoint cG
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in the golden TRS, the corresponding point in the revised TRSis cR. Thereduce()function simplifies

the terms at the comparison point by applying a set of rewriterules. The simplification is done until no

more rules can be applied. If the simplified termsreduce(cG)andreduce(cR)are found to be equal, the

process is repeated at the next comparison point until all comparison points have been proven equal.

3.3.1 Verilog to TRS translation (translate())

Our approach begins with the translation of the source Verilog modules into astructuralTRS which

“simulates” the Verilog evaluation semanticsi.e it exactly follows the behavior and evaluation semantics

of the Verilog design. As such, the structural TRS is a syntactically translated entity that is at the same

level of abstraction as the Verilog design. The result of this translation is a rewrite system which can

be used to compute the symbolic term for any signal in terms ofother signals and/or primary inputs.

Each hierarchical signal is represented by a new constant function symbol (signal function). Therefore

the hierarchy is “flattened” in this structural TRS. Rewriterules rewrite each signal function into an

expression consisting of RTL operators and other signal functions. Consider the example translation of

the following Verilog into a structural TRS:

module top(inA, inB, opt, sel, out);

input inA, inB, opt, sel;

output out;

reg out;

wire fout;

foo f1 (fout, inA, inB);

always@* begin

out = sel ? fout : opt;
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out = inA | out;

end

endmodule

module foo (S, A, B);

input A, B;

output S;

wire S;

assign S = A ∧ B;

endmodule

The resulting structural TRS for the moduletop is the following:

f1.A() → inA()

f1.B() → inB()

f1.S() → (f1.A() ∧ f1.B())

fout() → f1.S()

out1() → if(sel(),fout(),opt())

out2() → (inA() | out1())

Since the signalout is assigned more than once, the different assignments are split into two signal

functionsout1 andout2 . We assume for simplicity in the Verilog modules, that primary inputs are

never assigned, and primary outputs are never referenced.

We assume that the input Verilog is race-free (i.e. no multiple parallel assignments for the same sig-

nal), and loop-free (i.e. no cyclic dependencies between combinationalalways blocks). The resulting

structural TRS will then be convergent,i.e. confluent (due to race-free assumption) and terminating (due

to loop-free assumption). The loop-free and race-free assumptions can be checked by standard Verilog
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linting tools. Note that for this structural TRS, the Verilog RTL operators are uninterpreted; the structural

TRS is only used to construct terms defining the values of signals in terms of other signals.

3.3.2 Computing comparison points (computeComparePoints())

The computeComparePoints()function finds the intermediate comparison points using a heuristic.

We have mentioned that the structural TRS can be used to find the symbolic term for any signal in the

design. If all the bits of the signal are assigned together (in the same rewrite step), there will be a single

corresponding symbolic term for that signal. However, if the bits of the signal are assigned separately

(different rewrite steps), there will be more than one symbolic term for the signal. We clarify this with

an example.

Consider a 32-bit multiplier that we would like to verify, which has mul result[31:0] as an

output signal. If the multiplier RTL has only one assignmentstatement assigning the entire value

mul result[31:0] , then there is only one rewrite step which results in generating the symbolic term

for mul result . Therefore, there will be a single symbolic term formul result .

Assume the multiplier’s RTL description is written such that 8 bits of the output are assigned a value

together,i.e at the same time. All the 32 bits of the output are, therefore,assigned values after4 such

assignments. In the TRS for this multiplier, there will be4 rewrite steps corresponding to these4 as-

signments. Each rewrite step generates a symbolic term formul result . Hence, there will be4 sym-

bolic terms that correspond tomul result[7:0] , mul result[15:8] , mul result[23:16] ,

and mul result[31:24] .

Every subset of bits assigned, will thus have its symbolic term. We will call such assignments (to

different subsets of bits of the same signal),reassignmentsin the rest of the paper. Thus, a set of
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reassignments for a signal define a partition of the bits for the signal. In our example, the4 reassign-

mentsdefine the partition{[31:24], [23:16], [15:8], [7:0] } on the32 bits of the output signal

mul result .

Let the golden multiplier design be a shift-and-add design which hasgolden mul result as an out-

put signal . The RTL description for this design assigns a value to the output1 bit at a time. Therefore, in

the TRS of the golden design, there will be32 reassignmentsdefining the partition{31,30, . . .2,1,0 }

on the bits of the signalgolden mul result .

Comparison points are computed for every (declared) outputsignal in the two designs in the following

way.

1. The reassignment bit partitions in the golden and reviseddesign are computed. In our example,

the golden partition is{31,30, . . .2,1,0 } and the revised partition is{[31:24], [23:16],

[15:8], [7:0] }.

2. A new variable is defined for every set of bits in the pairwise intersection of these two parti-

tions. In our example, the pairwise intersection groups entries of the golden partition together.

The new variables in the golden design will bemG1, mG2, mG3, andmG4corresponding to the

bit sets{7,6, . . .1,0 }, {15,14, . . .9,8 }, {23,22, . . .17,16 }, and{31,30, . . .25,24 } respec-

tively. The new variables in the revised design will bemR1, mR2, mR3, andmR4corresponding

to the bit sets{[31:24], [23:16], [15:8], [7:0] } respectively.

3. The new variables obtained are paired to define the set of comparison points. In our example, the

set of comparison points is{(mG1, mR1), (mG2, mR2), (mG3, mR3), (mG4, mR4) }.

We thus compute a partition of the bits for a particular output defined by the reassignments in both the
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golden and revised designs. This is a simple heuristic that appears to work well for arithmetic circuits

with common outputs and possibly some common internal points.

It is important to note that these comparison points are computed before the equivalence checking

process by statically analyzing the two RTL descriptions. They do not form a part of the equivalence

checking algorithm itself. These comparison points are used for decomposing the equivalence checking

space, to create smaller, more tractable problems to be proven by the equivalence checking technique, in

our case, term rewriting. The scalability of the algorithm,therefore, does not depend on the computation

of comparison points.

Traditional combinational equivalence checkers routinely face the issue of not being able to reliably

conclude that two designs are not equivalent. This is the problem offalse negatives. In order to mitigate

the verification complexity, equivalence checkers performhierarchical verificationthat comprises iso-

lated verification of each hierarchical block, under the assumption that exact functional equivalence at

hierarchical boundaries is preserved. False negatives occur in such hierarchical verification when either

(a) functional equivalence at hierarchical boundaries is not preserved, or (b) when the block of design is

functionally equivalent only when is constrained by the environment, not with unconstrained variables

as viewed by the hierarchical verification process [16]. These issues are circumvented by our technique,

since we “flatten” the hierarchy during translation of the design from Verilog to TRS, as shown in the

example is Subsection 3.3.1 as well as the RCA and CLA examples in Subsection 3.3.4. We verify

the designs without maintaining their hierarchical boundaries, and therefore do not encounter the false

negative problem in our technique.

Another noteworthy difference between our technique and traditional gate level equivalence checkers

is that we do not view each internal register as a comparison point. Our comparison points are the assign-

ments or reassignments to the output signals of the design. Consequently, between arithmetic designs
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whose (output) size and number of outputs are equivalent, a correspondence between the comparison

points in the two designs can always be expected.

3.3.3 Checking equivalence of terms (reduce())

The reduce()function checks for equivalence between two symbolic termsby rewriting based sim-

plification. This is achieved by using a separate database ofrewrite rules that codify various identities

about the RTL operators. For example, one may introduce an absorption and association rule for&, as

well as rules for reducing arithmetic and left-shifts:

(x & x) → x (3.1)
((x & y)&z) → (x & (y & z)) (3.2)

(x << 3) → (x << 2) + (x << 1) + (x << 1) (3.3)
((x << 1) − x) → x (3.4)

((x << 1) << 1) → (x << 2) (3.5)

These rules can be generic or design specific, as demonstrated in Section 3.5. At any compare point,

while trying to prove equivalence, thereduce()function selects a set of rewrite rules from the database

and applies them in some order. If the resulting simplifications fail to prove term equivalence, a different

set (and/or ordering) of rewrite rules is chosen and applied. Theseproof iterationsterminate when term

equivalence is established, or when no more rules can be applied.

When two designs are declared unequal by our technique, the result is reliable, unless the rules in the

rule base are not sufficient to simplify the terms under comparison. In that case, the prover part of our
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tool gives the proof trace at the last comparison point. Userintervention is required to check the proof

for more rules, or accept the negative result.

However, it can be inferred that two terms are equivalent if their simplified values are equal. We will

discuss this term reduction function in a later section, butwe note that the procedure is not complete in

determining term equivalence. Insteadreduce()is designed to be efficient and sufficient for the domain

of circuits to be analyzed. In cases where the set of rules used by reduce()is insufficient, we allow

the user to augment this set. The decomposition of the equivalence check using comparison points and

incremental refinement lessens the requirements on efficiency as well as sufficiency for the function

reduce().

3.3.4 Example: Adder verification

We present an illustrative example of how our technique works on adder circuits. We verify a 16-

bit Carry Lookahead Adder (CLA) design. We use a simple Ripple Carry Adder (RCA) as the golden

design for adders. It adds two vectors by doing a bitwise xor and generates a corresponding carry bit.

The Verilog code for a 16-bit RCA design is shown in Figure 3.3.4.

The structural TRS is obtained by applying thetranslate()function to the RCA. The structural TRS

for the modulerca16bit is the following:

R1: rca1bit0.A() → A[0]()

rca1bit0.B() → B[0]()

rca1bit0.C() → Cin()

rca1bit0.S() → (rca1bit0.A() ∧ rca1bit0.B() ∧ rca1bit0.C())

rca1bit0.Cout() → ((rca1bit0.A() & rca1bit0.B()) |
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module rca16bit(A, B, Cin, S, Cout);

input [15:0] A, B;

input Cin;

output [15:0] S;

output Cout;

reg S, Cout;

wire [14:0] Carry;

rca1bit rca1bit0(A[0], B[0], Cin, S[0], Carry[0]); R1
rca1bit rca1bit1(A[1], B[1], Carry[0], S[1], Carry[1]); R2

...

rca1bit rca1bit15(A[15], B[15], Carry[14], S[15], Cout); R16
endmodule

module rca1bit(A, B, C, S, Cout);

input A, B, C;

output S, Cout;

assign S = A ∧ B ∧ C;

assign Cout = A&B | B&C | C&A;

endmodule

Figure 3.2. RCA Verilog.

(rca1bit0.B() & rca1bit0.C()) |

(rca1bit0.C() & rca1bit0.A()))

S[0]() → rca1bit0.S()

Carry[0]() → rca1bit0.Cout()

R2: rca1bit1.A() → A[1]()

rca1bit1.B() → B[1]()

rca1bit1.C() → Carry[0]()

rca1bit1.S() → (rca1bit1.A() ∧ rca1bit1.B() ∧ rca1bit1.C())

rca1bit1.Cout() → ((rca1bit1.A() & rca1bit1.B()) |

(rca1bit1.B() & rca1bit1.C()) |
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(rca1bit1.C() & rca1bit1.A()))

S[1]() → rca1bit1.S()

Carry[1]() → rca1bit1.Cout()

.

.

.

R16:rca1bit15.A() → A[15]()

rca1bit15.B() → B[15]()

rca1bit15.C() → Carry[14]()

rca1bit15.S() → (rca1bit15.A() ∧ rca1bit15.B() ∧ rca1bit15.C())

rca1bit15.Cout() → ((rca1bit15.A() & rca1bit15.B()) |

(rca1bit15.B() & rca1bit15.C()) |

(rca1bit15.C() & rca1bit15.A()))

S[15]() → rca1bit15.S()

Cout() → rca1bit15.Cout()

We observe that labelsR1. . .R16 in Figure 3.3.4 corresponds to the set of rulesR1. . .R16 in the

structural TRS.

The target design, a Carry Lookahead Adder (CLA) is similarly translated from its Verilog implemen-

tation to a structural TRS. The Verilog code for the CLA is given in Figure 3.3.4.

There are four module calls to thecla4bit module by the main module. There are fourcla4bit

blocks in the design. Thecla4bit module computes four successive carries at a time. The sum for

the corresponding four bits is calculated in this module. The cla4bit module also calls thePGgen

module, that generates thePs(propagated carries) and theGs (generated carries) for the block. A module

calledfastcarry is called to calculate the input carry values(Cin, C[3], C[7], C[11]) for
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module cla16bit (A, B, Cin, S, Cout);

input [15:0] A, B;

input Cin;

output [15:0] S;

output Cout;

reg S, Cout;

wire C3, C7, C11;

fastcarry fc (A, B, Cin, C3, C7, C11); R1
cla4bit cla0 (A[3:0], B[3:0],Cin, S[3:0]); R2
cla4bit cla1 (A[7:4], B[7:4], C3, S[7:4]); R3
cla4bit cla2 (A[11:8],B[11:8],C7,S[11:8]); R4
cla4bit cla3 (A[15:12], B[15:12], C11, S[15:12]); R5

endmodule

module cla4bit (a, b, cin, s);

input [3:0] a, b;

input cin;

output [3:0] s;

wire [3:0] c;

assign c[0] = g[0] | p[0]&cin;

assign c[1] = g[1] | g[0]&p[1] | p[1]&p[0]&cin;

assign c[2] = g[2] | g[1]&p[2] | g[0]&p[2]&p[1] | p[2]&p[1]&p[0]&cin;

assign c[3] = g[3] | g[2]&p[3] | g[1]&p[3]&p[2]

| g[2]&p[3]&p[2]&p[1] | p[3]&p[2]&p[1]&p[0]&cin;

assign s[0] = a[0] ∧ b[0] ∧ c[0];

assign s[1] = a[1] ∧ b[1] ∧ c[1];

assign s[2] = a[2] ∧ b[2] ∧ c[2];

assign s[3] = a[3] ∧ b[3] ∧ c[3];

PGgen pg0 (a[0], b[0], p[0], g[0]);

PGgen pg1 (a[1], b[1], p[1], g[1]);

PGgen pg2 (a[2], b[2], p[2], g[2]);

PGgen pg3 (a[3], b[3], p[3], g[3]);

endmodule

module PGgen (a, b, p, g);

input a, b;

output p, g;

assign p = a ∧ b;

assign g = a & b;

endmodule

module fastcarry (a, b, cin, c3, c7, c11);

/ * Accelerated Carry Computation -- not detailed. * /

endmodule

Figure 3.3. CLA Verilog.
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each of the fourcla4bit blocks.

The structural TRS for the modulecla16bit is the following (not complete):

R1: C3() → fc.c3()

C7() → fc.c7()

C11() → fc.c11()

.

.

.

R2: cla0.a[0]() → A[0]()

cla0.b[0]() → B[0]()

cla0.s[0]() → (cla0.a[0] ∧ cla0.b[0] ∧ cla0.c[0])

cla0.a[1]() → A[1]()

cla0.b[1]() → B[1]()

cla0.s[1]() → (cla0.a[1] ∧ cla0.b[1] ∧ cla0.c[1])

cla0.a[2]() → A[2]()

cla0.b[2]() → B[2]()

cla0.s[2]() → (cla0.a[2] ∧ cla0.b[2] ∧ cla0.c[2])

cla0.a[3]() → A[3]()

cla0.b[3]() → B[3]()

cla0.s[3]() → (cla0.a[3] ∧ cla0.b[3] ∧ cla0.c[3])

cla0.cin() → Cin()

S[3:0]() → cla0.s[3](), cla0.s[2], cla0.s[1](), cla0.s[0]

.

.

.

R5: cla3.a[0]() → A[12]()

cla3.b[0]() → B[12]()

cla3.s[0]() → (cla3.a[0] ∧ cla3.b[0] ∧ cla3.c[0])
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RCA

CLA

{S[0] } {S[1] } {S[2] } {S[3] }

{S[3:0] }

• • •
R1 R2 R3 R4

R1,R2
◦

•

◦

•

≡

{S[7:4] }

{S[7:4] }

R3

R5–R8

◦

•

≡

•

◦

{S[11:8] }

{S[11:8] }

R4

R9–R12

◦

•

≡

•

◦

{S[15:12] }

{S[15:12] }

R5

R13–R16

◦

•

≡

•

◦ ◦

•

Figure 3.4. Proof of correctness of the Carry Lookahead adder compared against the Ripple Carry Adder.•
represents terms of the RCA.◦ represents terms of the CLA. The variable within{} is the reassigned output.
≡ represents the equivalence between the outputs at each comparison point.

cla3.a[1]() → A[13]()

cla3.b[1]() → B[13]()

cla3.s[1]() → (cla3.a[1] ∧ cla3.b[1] ∧ cla3.c[1])

cla3.a[2]() → A[14]()

cla3.b[2]() → B[14]()

cla3.s[2]() → (cla3.a[2] ∧ cla3.b[2] ∧ cla3.c[2])

cla3.a[3]() → A[15]()

cla3.b[3]() → B[15]()

cla3.s[3]() → (cla3.a[3] ∧ cla3.b[3] ∧ cla3.c[3])

cla3.cin() → Cin()

S[15:12]() → cla0.s[3](), cla0.s[2], cla0.s[1](), cla0.s[0]

LabelsR1. . .R5 in Figure 3.3.4 correspond to the sets of rulesR1. . .R5 in the structural TRS.

We are interested in showing equivalence with respect to theprimary output signalsS andCout . The

computeComparePoints()function now calculates the comparison points. The signalsS andCout are

reassigned in the design. If the same subset of bits are reassigned in both designs, it is recognized as a
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comparison point. In the RCA, every rewriting step assigns avalue to a single bit of the output signals.

For instance,R1 in the RCA represents a single rewrite step that assigns a value toS[0] . However, in

the CLA, every rewriting step, (i.e., R2. . .R5 in the TRS for CLA) assigns a value to four bits of the sum

(i.e S[3:0] . . .S[15:12] ). Therefore, a single step in CLA corresponds to four steps in the RCA. A

comparison point is recognized atS[3] . The symbolic terms obtained in both designs forS[3] are

compared.

Thereduce()function proves equivalence at the first comparison point. It is simple to understand how

the symbolic terms generated are equivalent, by tracing therewrite steps in both the TRSs that lead to the

(reassigned) outputs. A correspondence between the rules for the two TRSs is given below. Figure 3.4

explains this in an intuitive manner.

Applying rulesR1. . .R4 in the RCA TRS corresponds to ruleR2 in the CLA TRS, since the four bits

of the sum are computed as an xor of the corresponding input operand and carry bits. However, the input

carry terms in the two TRSs are different. The symbolic term for Carry[3] in the RCA is obtained

by applying rulesR1. . .R4. The corresponding term in the CLA TRS,c[3] , is obtained from ruleR2.

Applying rule R2 of the CLA TRS initially gives this fourth stage carry in terms of thePs andGs of

previous stages, and subsequently gives the same expression in terms ofA andB, instead ofPs andGs.

Therefore, the symbolic values of the carry terms in both theTRSs turn out to be exactly equal.

OnceS[3] is verified, the same procedure is repeated at the remaining comparison points, namely

S[7], S[11] andS[15] . The normal form of both the TRSs is reached whenS[15] is computed.

The two TRSs are thereby proved equivalent.
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3.3.5 Verifire : An automated proof generator

Our tool,Verifire automates the algorithm introduced in Section 3.3.Vtranslate automates thetrans-

late() function andVprove automates theprove()function of the algorithm.

Vtranslate is a compiler which accepts Verilog (synthesizable by commercial tools) as input. It

automatically identifies and flattens the module hierarchy and constructs the structural TRS for the entire

circuit. Vprove automatically generates equivalence proofs between two TRSs using the technique of

stepwise refinement, outlined in Section 3.3. The golden TRSand the revised TRS are inputs to the

proof engine. The tool automatically generates a proof, or returns an error trace if it cannot establish the

proof.

Vprove implements thecomputeComparePoints()and reduce()functions. Thereduce()function is

called as and when each comparison point is computed. The tool keeps track of potential multiple

reduction rules and implements a backtracking algorithm inorder to establish the equivalence at each

comparison point.

Verifire was implemented in C++ and was used to prove many multiplier circuits. The tool can auto-

matically generate proofs for standard multiplier designslike theBoothmultiplier,Array multipliers and

Treemultipliers. It can also automatically generate proofs formultiplier designs that are modifications

of these standard designs.

3.4 TRS equivalence

This section provides a technical definition of TRS equivalence and proof that the decomposition of

TRS equivalence we use (via comparison points) is sound. This section is not requisite to the main points
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of this paper and could be skipped by the reader if desired.

Given a specified top moduleM of a Verilog design, theprimary inputsPI(M) are the signal func-

tions for the primary input signals ofM , and the primary outputsPO(M) are the corresponding signal

functions for the primary output signals.

Using the structural TRS for top moduleM , we can define the functionΦM(s,X) which takes a

signal functions and a set of signal functionsX and returns the normal form ofs in the rewrite system

R minus the rules for rewriting functions inX \ {t}.

We need to define the notion of equivalence we wish to check. For a termt we define thesupport(t)

to be the set of signal functions and variables int. For two termss andt we defines ≡ t assupport(s) =

support(t) and for all ground substitutionsσ of X = support(s), we haves[X/σ] = t[X/σ]2 Given

modulesG andR (the golden and revised modules wherePI = PI(G) = PI(R) andPO = PO(G) =

PO(R)) and a set of signal functionsX, defineR ∼X G as(∀t ∈ X : ΦG(t, X) ≡ ΦR(t, X)). Note

that in order for this definition to be useful we assume thatequivalentsignals in the two modulesG and

R have the same signal name. In cases of reassignments to the same signal in either module, we may

need to adjust the names assigned to the reassigned signals in order to ensure correspondence.

We wish to proveR ∼PO G. As explained earlier, we decompose the proof by computing aset of

comparison pointsignal functionsC. We make use of the following property to transfer the resultto the

proof of equivalence forPO:

Theorem 3.4.1.∀R,G,C,O : (((R ∼C G) ∧ (O ⊆ C)) ⇒ (R ∼O G))

2We use the notationt[X/σ] to denote the termt where variables inX have been replaced according to the assignmentσ.

If σ does not assign to any variables in setX then the termt is unchanged.
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Proof Outline. Take an arbitrary signal functions ∈ O. We first observe that the termΦR(s, O) is equal

to the iterative expansion beginning with the termΦR(s, C) where in each step, the signalsx ∈ C \ O

are substituted by the corresponding termsΦR(x, C). A similar observation holds forΦG(s, O). Then

for any ground substitution forO, one can prove by induction following the iterative expansions we

observed, that the desired equality holds betweenΦR(s, O) andΦG(s, O) using the assumptionR ∼C G

to relieve the induction hypothesis and substituting equals for equals along the way.

Thus, we proveR ∼PO G by provingR ∼C G instead wherePO ⊆ C. The following additional

(trivial) property is useful in chaining∼ proofs together:

Theorem 3.4.2.∀R, I,G : (((R ∼PO I) ∧ (I ∼PO G)) ⇒ (R ∼PO G))

Our procedure for provingR ∼PO G consists of the following two steps, compute a set ofcomparison

pointsC and then proveR ∼C G.

In order to checkR ∼C G, we iterate through each signalx ∈ C, and computes = ΦR(x, C),

computet = ΦG(x, C), and check ifs ≡ t. The mechanism for checkings ≡ t for two given terms is

the simplification functionreduce(t), which maps a termt to a reduced term which is equal under all

substitutions tot. If reduce(s) = reduce(t), we can deduce thats ≡ t.

3.5 Multiplier Verification

We consider the space of multipliers divided intostandardandnon-standardmultipliers. The stan-

dard multipliers are the widely used, common multiplier designs like Booth, Wallace tree, Dadda Tree

and Array multipliers. The non-standard multipliers have incremental optimizations made to these stan-

dard multiplier designs. We have extended our technique to cover the space of these two categories of
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multipliers. We illustrate our technique on the Booth multiplier and BISMUL, an optimization of the

Booth multiplier.

3.5.1 Booth Multiplier

0 1 1 0

Partial Product
Generator (ppgen)

Shifted Multiplier Shifted Multiplicand

select

shift3

Multiplier  (y) Multiplicand  (mcand)

shift3

Adder  (adder) Product Register
(product)

n 2n
n

2n
2n

2n

2n

2n2n

3
8 × 2n

multiplier partial product generated
bits x : multiplicand
0 0 0 pp0: 0
0 0 1 pp1: x
0 1 0 pp2: x << 1
0 1 1 pp3: x << 1 + x
1 0 0 pp4: x << 2
1 0 1 pp5: x << 2 + x
1 1 0 pp6: x << 2 + x << 1
1 1 1 pp7: x << 3 − x

(a) (b)

Figure 3.5. (a) Architecture of a Booth multiplier. (b) Part ial product terms of the Booth multiplier.

The multiplier in Figure 3.5.1(a) is a 64-bit, radix-3, non-overlapping Booth multiplier. Theppgen

block generates the eight partial products that form the Booth encoding. Theppsel block selects the

relevant partial product depending on the incoming bits from the multiplier. The partial products are

added in the adder block. Theppgen is given the shifted multiplicand as input (shift3 ) to generate

the current partial product. This method is repeated for allthe bits of the multiplier. The result appears

in theproduct register.

To prove the functional correctness of the above design, we follow the technique explained in Sec-

tion 3.3. We illustrate the proof using the outline of the proof provided in that section.

We use a simple Shift-and-Add multiplier as the reference TRS for multipliers. It performs multipli-

cation by generating partial products. It shifts the multiplicand left by one bit after every partial product
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calculation. The partial product of the current stage is setto the sum of the previous partial product and

the shifted multiplicand of the current stage or 0, depending on whether the multiplier bit corresponding

to the current stage is 1 or 0. The Verilog code of the Shift-and-Add calls ashift and anadd module

iteratively.

The target design here is the Booth multiplier discussed above. Vtranslate extracts its TRS from the

Verilog code.

In the case of the Booth multiplier, thePOneeded to prove(R ∼PO G) is product as explained in

Section 3.3. A sketch of this proof (as output by the tool) follows.

The first comparison point in the proof is after3 bits of output (product ) are updated in both TRSs.

This is because the Booth updates3 bits of itsproduct simultaneously as opposed to Shift-and-Add

that updates itsproduct sequentially. The output of the tool after the first comparison point is as

follows. Stage i in the tool output represents thei-th update ofproduct .3

Comparison Point 1:

Reference Model: Shift-and-Add

Stage 1.

Rule x: product = product + mcand if( y[0])

Rule y: product = product + 0 if( y[0])

Stage 2.

Rule x: product = product + mcand<<1 if( y[1])

3The rules in the output are reproduced in pseudo-Verilog syntax and they correspond to the rewrite rules of the TRS as

described in Section 3.3. For example, rulesReference.Stage 1.Rule x andReference.Stage 1.Rule y in

the TRS would be the rewrite rule

product() → product() + if (y[0](), mcand(), 0) .
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Rule y: product = product + 0 if( y[1])

Stage 3.

Rule x: product = product + mcand<<2 if( y[2])

Rule y: product = product + 0 if( y[2])

Revised Model: Booth

Stage 1.

Rule a: product = product + 0 if ( y[0] & y[1] & y[2])

Rule b: product = product + mcand if ( y[0] & y[1] & y[2])

Rule c: product = product + mcand<<1 if ( y[0] & y[1] & y[2])

Rule d: product = product + mcand<<1 + mcand

if ( y[0] & y[1] & y[2])

Rule e: product = product + mcand<<2 if ( y[0] & y[1] & y[2])

Rule f: product = product + mcand<<2 + mcand

if ( y[0] & y[1] & y[2])

Rule g: product = product + mcand<<2 + mcand<<1

if ( y[0] & y[1] & y[2])

Rule h: product = product + mcand<<3 - mcand

if ( y[0] & y[1] & y[2])

The expressions generated from both the TRSs from the first comparison point are displayed with their

corresponding rules. For instance,Reference.Stage 1.Rule x is product = product +

mcand if (y[0]) .

Correspondence at the comparison point is established by a case-by-case analysis of the rules. Ev-

ery encoding of the Booth multiplier is compared to the Shift-and-Add, with the same conditions. For

instance,Revised.Stage 1.Rule a gives the expression for the partial product generated for the
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Booth encoding000. Applying the conditiony[0]y[1]y[2] = 000 on the Shift-and-Add, cor-

responds to rulesReference.Rule 1y , Reference.Rule 2y , andReference.Rule 3y .

Such an analysis is performed for all cases.

Thereduce()function is applied byVprove to simplify corresponding terms atComparison Point 1 .

An outline of this simplification as output by the tool is given below.

Correspondence (after case analysis):

Revised Reference

Rule 1a == Rule 1y, Rule 2y, Rule 3y

Rule 1b == Rule 1x, Rule 2y, Rule 3y

Rule 1c == Rule 1y, Rule 2x, Rule 3y

Rule 1d == Rule 1x, Rule 2x, Rule 3y

Rule 1e == Rule 1y, Rule 2y, Rule 3x

Rule 1f == Rule 1x, Rule 2y, Rule 3x

Rule 1g == Rule 1y, Rule 2x, Rule 3x

Rule 1h == Rule 1x, Rule 2x, Rule 3x

The set of rules used byreduce()is not complete, which renders establishing this correspondence non-

trivial. In many situations the user might need to add to thisset of rules to assistVprove in establishing

the correspondence. We illustrate this with the example ofRule 1h == Rule 1x, Rule 2x,

Rule 3x .

Revised.Rule 1h under the conditiony[0]y[1]y[2] = 111 states that:

product → product + mcand<<3 - mcand
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The corresponding rules in the reference model induced by the condition areReference.Rule 1x ,

Reference.Rule 2x , andReference.Rule 3x . Combining the three reference rules we obtain

the term:

product + mcand + mcand<<1 + mcand<<2

Applying reduce()on the revised term we obtain the term:

product + (mcand<<2 + mcand<<1 + mcand<<1) - m

However if the database has no further rules to invokereduce(), then we cannot establish the correspon-

dence. Hence the user needs to add a rule to the database to help simplify the term further. In this case,

we add the rule

((x + y) - z) → (x + (y -z))

With the addition of this rule, the revised term now is reduced to

product + (mcand<<2 + mcand<<1) + (mcand<<1 - m)

which is further reduced to

product + mcand<<2 + mcand<<1 + mcand

Thus we establish the correspondence.

The proof now proceeds to subsequent comparison points iteratively till the output is obtained in its

normal form. ThereforeR ∼C G is proved. Figure 3.6 explains the proof in an intuitive manner.
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Compare Point 1 Compare Point 2 Compare Point 3
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Shift&Add
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◦
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◦

•

≡

Rsa
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{P[2:0] }

• •
Rsa Rsa Rsa

◦

•

≡

{P[8:6] }

{P[8:6] }

Rsa

◦

•

≡

•

◦
Rbooth

•
{P[1] }{P[0] }

◦
Rbooth

{P[63:61] } {P[64] }

{P[63:61] } {P[64] }

Figure 3.6. Proof of correctness of the Booth multiplier compared to theShift&Add multiplier. • represents
terms of the Shift&Add multiplier.◦ represents terms of the Booth multiplier. Rsa represents the rules of the
Shift&Add multiplier (Rule x andRule y ). Rbooth represents the corresponding Booth multiplier rules
(Rule a ...Rule h ). The variableproduct is the reassigned output.≡ represents the equivalence
between the outputs at each comparison point.

3.5.2 BISMUL

In order to improve the performance of multipliers, more complicated algorithms and designs are

used. We consider a high-performance multiplier, BISMUL [249], that is a modification of the Booth

multiplier. A radix-3 Booth multiplier architecture using3-bit scan with no overlap invariably generates

dummy bits in the last 3-bit-scan. In BISMUL, this last 3-bit-scan is moved to the first 3-bit scan, so

that the dummy bits can be used for odd multiple generation. The sequence for bit scanning is shown in

Figure 3.8. The improvement in the multiplication speed in BISMUL is obtained by executing several

Partial Product Selectors (PPSELs) in parallel. The shifting sequence of the multiplier decides the inputs

to the PPSELs. These selected partial products are summed through carry-save additions.

The architecture of a64×64 bit multiplier is shown in Figure 3.7. This architecture comprises Product

Registers (PR), Partial Product Generators (PPG), PartialProduct Selectors (PPS), Multiplexers and a

Carry Save Adder (CSA). PPG is implemented according to Figure 3.8. PPS consists of four PPSELs.

Each PPSEL has 16-bit inputs, whose sequence is shown in Figure 3.8. The operation of the BISMUL
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Figure 3.7. Architecture of a BISMUL.

is as follows. In the first cycle, PPG generates eight partialproducts and each PPSEL selects one partial

product. The two dummy bits in the lower bit position in the first three bits of PPSEL cause the selection

of either 0, or four times the multiplicand (000 or 100). The partial products are added and stored in the

PR. The partial products get generated in the first cycle. Subsequent cycles perform the same operation

as described.

We prove the BISMUL correct by using the following technique. We perform a series of reductions on

the BISMUL to reduce it to its standard design, the Booth multiplier. The standard Booth multiplier is

already verified using the above technique. Hence, the givennon-standard design can be proven correct.

Verifire extracts the corresponding TRSs from the BISMUL and Booth Verilog code. The tool com-

pares the modules in the non-standard design (that derive from the modules in the standard design) to

the corresponding modules in the standard design. The correspondence (and equivalence) between these

“derived” modules of the non-standard design, and the modules in the standard design is established by

the same method as described in Subsection 3.5.1 between theBooth and the Shift-and-Add.
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bit Generation of Partial Product Terms

0 0 0 P0: 0
0 0 1 P1: multiplicand
0 1 0 P2: shift multiplicand left by 1
0 1 1 P3: add P1 and P2
1 0 0 P4: shift multiplicand left by 2
1 0 1 P5: add P1 and P4
1 1 0 P6: shift P3 to the left by one
1 1 1 P7: subtract P1 from 8

PPSEL Inputs

PPSEL0 Multiplier[54:52],[42:40],[30:28],[18:16],[6:4][0]
PPSEL1 Multiplier[57:55],[45:43],[33:31],[21:19],[9:7][1]
PPSEL2 Multiplier[60:58],[48:46],[36:34],[24:22],[12:10][2]
PPSEL3 Multiplier[63:61],[51:49],[39:37],[27:25],[15:13][3]

Figure 3.8. The partial product terms in a BISMUL and the inpu ts of each PPSEL

In order to prove the reduction of BISMUL to Booth, it is enough to prove that the changed (terms)

modules in BISMUL are equivalent to the original Booth terms. In this case, the terms{ppsel0,

ppsel1, ppsel2, ppsel3, mux8to1 } of the BISMUL form the revised design. The terms

{ppsel, shift3 } of the Booth act as the corresponding reference design. Similarly, the terms

{productshift, carrysaveadder } of BISMUL correspond to the{ppsel,adder } terms

of Booth. Therefore, it is sufficient to prove the validity ofeach correspondence.

We have verified the BISMUL using our technique. We have also verified the Wallace Tree multiplier.

The Booth multiplier we used was designed a Booth-recoded Array multiplier. We have also verified a

Dadda Tree multiplier using our technique. For each of these, we can also verify some modifications to

the standard designs.

The terms in the TRS for the modified design are simplified to terms in the TRS for the standard
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design. The simplification is performed using the database of rules inVprove. This set of rules is not

exhaustive and may require manual intervention when presented with an entirely new design that does

not build on the standard ones. However, for a large space of designs, it is completely automated.

Another aspect of our technique is the generality of the rules. Consider the case of a completely new

design where our current set of rules are not sufficient to prove the equivalence. Following the proof

trace, it is fairly straightforward to add the required rules for a 4-bit or 8-bit version of the multiplier.

However, if the multiplier RTLs are modular, then these rules are general enough that the harder cases

of 32-bit and 64-bit multiplier equivalence proofs are now completely automated.

3.5.3 Results

We present the experimental results that we have obtained from our tool. We produce three sets of

results, on a radix 3 Booth multiplier, on a Wallace Tree multiplier and on a Dadda Tree multiplier. The

Booth multiplier is an array-based multiplier, whereas theWallace multiplier has a tree of carry save

adders and a single carry lookahead adder as the last stage. The Dadda Tree multiplier uses the more

regular redundant binary addition trees[228] instead of a tree of CSAs. We show the time taken by the

tool for increasing sizes of these multipliers.

We have tried to compare our tool to state-of-the-art equivalence checkers. Since the equivalence

checkers are most efficient when comparing two gate level designs, we provided gate level implementa-

tions of the Booth and Wallace Tree designs as inputs. Although our tool works at the RT level, we have

compared the numbers obtained from the gate level verification by the equivalence checkers with our

tool output, in order to provide a basis for comparison. It isseen from Figure 3.9(a), Figure 3.9(b) and

Figure 3.9(c) that the verification of8X8 multipliers are performed by both Commercial Equivalence
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Checker 1 and Commercial Equivalence Checker 2 in time comparable to our tool. However, in the case

of 16×16 multipliers, both the equivalence checkers do not run to completion. Our tool, in comparison,

verifies the design in24 seconds. It can also be seen that as the sizes increase, the time taken by our tool

scales linearly with the size of the design.

The reduce()function uses a database of rewrite rules to prove equivalence. Figure 3.10 illustrates

a broad classification of the multiplier rewrite rules. We have classified the rules into those involving

Boolean operators, add/subtract operators and shift operators. These rules are mostly generic in nature,

and will form a part of the rule database for all multipliers.However, the rules classified into multiplier

specific rules are more specific to the design of the multiplier being verified. As mentioned earlier, the

set of rewrite rules is not exhaustive. However, for the widely used multiplier designs, the necessary set

of rewrite rules exists in the database, thereby making the rewriting very efficient.

We mentioned in Subsection 3.3.3 that thereduce()function proves term equivalence using proof iter-

ations. Figure 3.11 shows the number of proof iterations that the tool required to prove the equivalence

of the64× 64 multipliers at two sample compare points. The proof iterations for the Booth multiplier at

(sample) compare points 3 and 21 and the Wallace Tree multiplier at compare points 3 and 7 have been

illustrated. We observe that the proof iterations do not increase significantly as the proof progresses,i.e

with increasing comparison points. We also observe that thenumber of compare points for the Wallace

Tree are lesser than the Booth. This is because of the tree of carry save adders in the Wallace Tree design

which delays assignment to the final output bits. Therefore,the terms are larger and the effect of this is

seen in the increased number of proof iterations for the Wallace Tree than for the Booth multiplier.

In order to assist the Commercial Equivalence Checker 1 to compare RTL designs, we tried providing

comparison points in the multiplier designs. These intermediary cutpoints were the partial products

obtained in the two multipliers. The results of this experiment are displayed in the Figure 3.12. The
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Commercial Equivalence Checker runs to completion when assisted manually with comparison points

for the16 × 16 case. However, it fails to run to completion, even when assisted by these comparison

points, when comparing two32×32 bit or higher order multipliers. It may be noted that we have provided

manual assistance with respect to the comparison points to the equivalence checkers, as opposed to our

tool that generates these comparison points automatically. Our tool is effective in verifying multiplier

designs that are modifications (usually for optimization) to standard multipliers like Booth, Wallace Tree

and Array multipliers. We used the tool for verifying the Verilog implementation of BISMUL [249], a

complicated, modified Booth multiplier. In this case, a Booth multiplier verified by our technique was

used as the golden design, and the BISMUL was the target design to be verified. Our tool caught a

bug in the Verilog code, that appeared while the tool tried tocalculate the partial products after the first

matching point. The expressions that the observed output (product) variable (P) was rewritten into, could

not be proved equal at the next matching point byVprove. The rule correspondence that the tool had

established, as well as the previous matching point, provided an error trace.

3.6 Conclusions

We have presented a new approach that uses stepwise refinement of TRSs for formally verifying

arithmetic circuit designs. Equivalence checkers that useBDD-based algorithms [175] cannot handle

large sizes of multipliers. Our tool manages to gracefully scale to large, complex multipliers.

We provide a brief intuition as to why we demonstrate better performance. The first reason is due to

our strategic decomposition of the equivalence checking state space. The process of computing com-

parison points once, before starting the verification process, by statically analyzing the RTL descrip-

tions helps in decomposing the intractable problem. These comparison points help us obtain smaller
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equivalence checking problems, that can be verified using term rewriting, or other equivalence checking

engines. Since this process is done statically, it does not depend on the size of the design.

Another reason is because we represent circuits at a highertermlevel as opposed to the Boolean level

representation used by the BDD based techniques. The term representation we use is intuitive and easy.

It is also more natural, since the terms encapsulate the structural as well as the functional details of the

circuit in a modular fashion. The manipulation of terms is also more efficient. Also, while comparing two

TRSs, the problem of comparison can be reduced to a smaller problem, since two terms being compared

need not be in their normal (canonical) form. However, BDDs are a canonical representation, and their

comparison cannot be easily decomposed. Our decompositionof two TRSs to pairs of comparable terms

is also a significant reason for the efficiency of the technique.

The disadvantage in term rewriting is that theVprove part of the tool, that implements thereduce()

function introduced in Section 3.3, is incomplete. Thereduce()function uses a database of rules to

simplify the expressions it is comparing. This database of rules may require additional rules to simplify

new expressions. However, this incompleteness is traded for the efficiency of the tool, and in practice

it can deal with many classes of large multipliers which werehitherto intractable with automated tools.

We have incorporated a large number of rules that were neededto simplify the expressions that we

encountered in the circuits we have targeted. In its currentstate, therefore,Vprove is very efficient for

practical designs.

For arithmetic circuit verification, some techniques [20, 37, 54, 55, 108, 248] are more effective than

other model checking techniques. However, our technique achieves significantly more, since weauto-

matically compute comparison points. Binary Moment Diagrams (BMDs) have been shown to verify

256bit wide multipliers in reasonable time. However, BMDs are constructed by partitioning the circuit

into components, each component having simple word-level specifications. This custom-crafting is not a
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feasible option for a generic design. Also, practical design optimizations tend to break such elegant com-

ponent constructions. Our technique, on the other hand, does not need to construct artifacts according

to the individual designs, and is far more generic in scope. We are particularly able to handle complex

design optimizations, as shown in Subsection 3.5.2. Verification times for BMDs are a quadratic func-

tion of the size of the multiplier, as opposed to our technique, where the times scale linearly with size.

Additionally, BMDs are also prone to variable ordering issues(albeit, to a lesser extent than BDDs) that

require significant manual intervention. When the designs being checked are not found equivalent, the

BMD algorithm may not terminate. In contrast, our tool aborts and provides an error trace for the bug

instantly. Since the equivalence checking is decomposed into comparison points, the exact location of

the error can easily be detected at a failing comparison point.

Our technique is similar in spirit to a directed theorem proving approach. However, our technique

requires much less user expertise and ingenuity than theorem provers [72, 73, 98, 111, 139, 142, 170,

202, 209, 212]. Our tool is a dedicated arithmetic circuit checker, and can be interfaced with equivalence

checkers for arithmetic circuit verification. Another possibility is to integrate our tool with the theorem

prover ACL2 [144], so that we can leverage the existing RTL library in ACL2 [75, 169] to add rules to

Vprove in a sound manner.

Our technique is a step toward verification of two generic arithmetic circuits. We have managed to

verify a large number of arithmetic circuits using our technique, like adders, shifters, and comparators.

This technique can tackle a large part of the multiplier space, and many of the multipliers currently in

use. We are also working on applying the technique to SRT division circuits and floating point arithmetic

circuits.
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Booth Verifire Commercial Commercial
Multiplier Tool 1 Tool 2
4b× 4b 16s 12s 9s
8b× 8b 19s 20s 16s

16b× 16b 24s not completed not completed
32b× 32b 37s not completed not completed
64b× 64b 53s - -

128b× 128b 93s - -
(a) Booth Multiplier

Wallace Verifire Commercial Commercial
Multiplier Tool 1 Tool 2
4b× 4b 14s 10s 9s
8b× 8b 18s 18s 16s

16b× 16b 25s not completed not completed
32b× 32b 40s not completed not completed
64b× 64b 60s - -

(b) Wallace Tree Multiplier

Dadda Tree Verifire Commercial Commercial
Multiplier Tool 1 Tool 2
4b× 4b 13s 11s 8s
8b× 8b 17s 19s 17s

16b× 16b 29s not completed not completed
32b× 32b 51s not completed not completed
64b× 64b 83s - -

(c) Dadda Tree Multiplier

Figure 3.9. Comparison of execution times of Verifire against two commercial equivalence checkers
for Booth, Wallace Tree and Dadda Tree multipliers of varyin g sizes. In each case the golden model
was a shift and add multiplier of the corresponding size.
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Rule class Number Example
of rules

Boolean 32 (x | (y & z)) → ((x | y) & (x | z))
Add/Subtract 44 (x + (y - z)) → ((x + y) - z)

Shift 16 ((x << 1) << 1) → (x << 2)
Multiplier Specific 9 ((x << 1) - x) → x

Total 101

Figure 3.10. Distribution of rewrite rules for multipliers used by the reduce()function of Vprove.

Multiplier Compare point Number Number of
of rules proof iterations

Booth 3 107 192
Booth 21 107 212
Wallace Tree 3 107 347
Wallace Tree 7 107 291
Dadda Tree 3 107 462
Dadda Tree 7 107 341

Figure 3.11. Number of proof iterations done by reduce()to prove equivalence at the given compare
points. The numbers correspond to the 64 × 64 Booth, Wallace Tree, and Dadda Tree multiplier
designs.

Multiplier Verifire Commercial Verifire Commercial Verifire Commercial
(Booth) Tool (Booth) (Wallace) Tool (Wallace) (Dadda) Tool (Dadda)

4b× 4b 16s 12s 14s 10s 13s 8s
8b× 8b 19s 20s 18s 20s 17s 17s

16b× 16b 24s 1942s 25s 972s 29s not completed
32b× 32b 37s not completed 40s not completed 51s not completed
64b× 64b 53s - 60s - 83s -

Figure 3.12. Comparison of execution times of Verifire against one commercial equivalence checker
assisted by manual comparison points. Results are shown for Booth, Wallace, and Dadda tree
multipliers.
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Chapter 4

Sequential Equivalence Checking at System Level and RTL

4.1 Introduction

System-on-a-chip (SoC) designs contain unprecedented levels of functional and structural complexity

in a single system, making their verification a daunting challenge to known verification methodologies.

Inordinate amounts of time and effort are spent in the SoC industry, validating a chip for functional

and timing requirements. Although simulation based verification is the most widely used technique

for validating SoCs, the degree of confidence in these simulations is low for these highly complex,

monolithic designs. Formal verification is desirable due toits high quality assurance, but the known

techniques of hardware or software verification are not equipped to handle the size, or the heterogeneity

of SoCs. Futuristic verification research then, involves new formal methods that are capable of scaling

to the SoC domain.

The problem of checking sequential equivalence of a system level model (SLM) with respect to its

implementation in Register Transfer Level (RTL) is a relatively novel domain. An equivalence check at

this level, or even at the RTL to RTL level is desirable due to anumber of reasons [198]. Optimizations

for power, speed, area or other design parameters is usuallydone during this stage of design. These
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optimizations could range from shifting logic between flip-flops, or using latches in place of flip-flops in

certain portions, or changing the algorithm of a certain portion of the design to a faster one. In all these

cases, an equivalence check at this level would enhance the confidence in the optimized implementation,

as well as be more economically viable than detecting bugs ata later stage in the design cycle.

We present a sequential equivalence checking technique to verify system level design descriptions

against their implementations in RTL using a three-prongedsolution based on high level static analysis.

Domain aware analysis

Our technique involves the efficient decomposition of the equivalence checking problem, in order to

make it more tractable. We present an automatic technique tocompute high levelsequential compare

points, to compare variables of interest (observables) in the candidate design descriptions. Our compare

points are defined as co-ordinates on the space-time axis of the design, denoted by their relative position

with respect to the time domain (clock cycles), and their position in the space domain (data variables).

This aligns with the sequential behavior of the designs being compared, and provides an easy, intuitive

abstraction of the equivalence checking problem space. We start the two design state machines at the

same initial (or reset) state, and step the machines throughevery cycle, until we reach a sequential

compare point.

High level symbolic simulation

At the sequential compare points, we construct symbolic expressions for the observables that encapsulate

the sequential behavior of the designs, until the cycle of comparison. At each sequential compare point,

we prove the equivalence of the two state machines. using a lower (Boolean) level engine. The principal

gain in our technique is that we are leveraging the expressiveness and information available to us at the

register transfer and system levels. Although significant amount of research has been done on compare

points for gate level equivalence checkers, these algorithms and heuristics are limited by their domain.
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On the other hand, since we operate at the higher, source codelevel, our sequential compare points are

more intuitive and easier to detect. Also, they capture the notion of design progression through time,

which is useful in meaningful decomposition of the equivalence checking state space.

Decision procedure

We use a Boolean satisfiability (SAT) solver as the decision procedure for checking the equivalence of

the expressions built by high level symbolic simulation.

The principal contributions of this work are the following.

• We present a sound sequential equivalence checking method between system level design descrip-

tions and their RTL implementations

• We present an automatic decomposition technique for splitting the equivalence checking problem

space, by introducing a notion of sequential compare pointsthat exactly model the sequential

behavior of designs.

• We leverage the expressive power and relative simplicity ofhigh level descriptions in our equiva-

lence checking, by reasoning entirely at that level.

• Our technique can statically be used to analyze and decompose the source code, in order to assist

Boolean level engines to overcome capacity issues.

• We demonstrate the effectiveness of our technique by checking the equivalence of the implemen-

tation of a real SoC component against its specification.

The outline of the chapter is as follows. Section 4.2 provides an overview of the related work in

this, and allied areas. Section 4.3 details the technique, the algorithm for automatic decomposition, and
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explains it with a simple example. Subsection 4.3.3 gives the proof of correctness of our technique.

In Section 4.4, a case-study of the Viterbi decoder is presented. Subsection 4.4.1 and Subsection 4.4.2

describe the two implementations of the Viterbi decoder andthe verification process. The result of our

experiments are presented in Subsection 4.4.3. Section 4.5contains a brief discussion and concluding

remarks.

4.2 Related Work

We provide a brief background that explores the related workin the entire spectrum of topics covered

by this work.

Formal verification, especially equivalence checking, hasachieved considerable success in the context

of hardware. Combinational equivalence checking checks two acyclic, gate-level circuits. Combina-

tional equivalence checkers can also be used to check equivalence of two sequential designs, provided

the state encodings of the two designs are the same. Althoughthis technique has widespread use in many

commercial tools, the real challenge of sequential verification is in verifying two designs with different

state encodings. Sequential satisfiability engines [166, 200] and sequential ATPG engines [9, 127] solve

this problem to a large extent by unrolling the circuit untila given time frame. Considerable research has

been done to find compare points for latch mapping [15, 44, 235]. However, these techniques operate at

the gate level, where they reason in the Boolean domain.

Fewer attempts have been made to apply sequential equivalence checking to the behavioral RTL de-

scriptions of designs. In [219] a methodology for checking the combinational equivalence between C

and RTL is described. The C source code is converted to a Hardware Description Language (HDL) and

commercial RTL to RTL equivalence checkers are used thereafter. The C code is very similar to the
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RTL, in order for the translation to be achieved, which mightnot be a scalable solution.

Clarke and Kroenig [63, 153] proposed a solution with CBMC, aC-based bounded model checking

engine that takes a C program and a Verilog implementation. The two programs are unwound together,

and converted into a Boolean satisfiability checking problem. The Verilog code is converted to Boolean

formulas by a synthesis-like procedure, and an innovative technique is described to convert the C-code

into Boolean formulas, including pointers and nested loops. However, the capacity of CBMC is limited

by space and time considerations. This is due to the fact thatthe reasoning done by this tool is entirely

in the Boolean domain. On the other hand, our technique reasons at the system and register transfer

level, splitting the equivalence checking problem into smaller problems that can be handled by the lower

level engines. This static analysis of the source code, before running the problem through Boolean level

engines, is the principal contribution of our technique.

Another approach to equivalence checking between C descriptions, that could be extensible to C vs

RTL descriptions, is described in [174]. This approach detects and extracts the textual differences in

the two target programs, and then does a dependence analysisusing program slicing, to check for the

actual differences in the two programs. It then symbolically simulates this difference and reports the

equivalence checking results. This technique, however, ismost effective when the two target programs

being compared are very similar to each other, in function aswell as structure. Since this process uses

syntactic information entirely, the similarity of the target descriptions is very essential to its application.

Our technique does a semantic comparison of the two target programs, with respect to their functionality,

and is therefore wider in its scope.

A few commercial tool vendors [1] also aim at solving the sequential equivalence checking problem

between SLM and RTL. However, this area still presents a major opportunity for further research.
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main (M : System level model,V : RTL model)
C = φ
while O is not empty

for every cycle (transition) in the state transition graphs ofM andV
if a set of variablesS ⊆ O is assigned in cycleti in the state-transition graph ofM

check the state-transition graph ofV
if {o} ∈ S assigned in cycletj , j ≤ i in V

C = C
S

{〈ti, o〉}
O = O \ {o}
result =compare(ti, {o})
if (result == true)

move to the next state inM andV

else
go to error state

compare (t: Time cycle,d: Set of variables)
for every variablev in d in M, V

EM = 0, EV = 0
while (t ≥ 0)

EM
t = symbolic(v, t, M )

EV
t = symbolic(v, t, V )

EM = EM ∧ EM
t , EV = EV ∧ EV

t

decrementt
ans =check(EM , EV )
return ans

symbolic (L: Variable, t: Time cycle,Z: Model)
do

for every assignmentL = R under control signalsX in the current cyclet
E = f(Z[L/R], X, t)
R = L

while R is not an input, orR /∈ O
return E

Figure 4.1. Algorithm for proving equivalence between a C-l ike system and its RTL implementation
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In previous work, [227] we presented a technique for RTL to RTL equivalence checking of com-

plex combinational circuits, including multipliers. We extend our technique to sequential equivalence

checking, and address the problem in the realm of SLM vs RTL.

4.3 Technique for System level vs RTL equivalence checking

We present a technique for equivalence checking of two high level design descriptions. Our technique

involves the automatic decomposition of the equivalence checking state space, from the source code

of two candidate designs. We introduce the notion of sequential compare points, that encapsulate the

sequential behavior of designs, with respect to time as wellas data. In the rest of the paper, we will refer

to sequential compare points, simply as compare points.

4.3.1 Algorithm

An algorithm for our technique is presented in Figure 4.1.

LetM andV denote the (C-like) specification and the RTL implementation respectively. The Kripke

structure or the state-transition graphs for these systemsat the source code level is constructed. A

system state consists of symbolic values of all state variables in the system, and a transition corresponds

to progression of time, with respect to the explicit clock inthe system. The signals that are interesting

for observation are a part of the list of observables,O. Typically, this list is obtained from the primary

outputs, or a block diagram of the C and the RTL designs. This list is the same for both the systems, as

it is assumed that a name mapping is provided for all the primary inputs and observable signals in the

designs. The systems are assumed to start in the same initialstates.C denotes the list of all compare
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points. A compare point has a two-tuple description, one forthe time cycle, and another for the set of

variables that are being compared. This list is empty initially.

The state transition graphs of the two systems are traversedstep-by-step. This can be thought of as

stepping both the systems in time. After every transition (cycle), the two systems are checked to see if

any of the observable variables are assigned. If a variable from the list of observables is assigned in one

of the systems (sayM), the other system (sayV ) is checked to see if the same variable has been assigned

in the current, or some previous cycle. If the variable was assigned inV beforeM , the two systems are

compared at the current cycle,i.e the current cycle becomes a compare point. If, however, the variable

has not yet been assigned inV , the two systems are transitioned until the next observableis assigned in

either.

Thecompare()function compares the observables at a given cycle. Since there may be more than one

observable that is being compared at a cycle, this function takes a set of variables. For each of these

variables, a symbolic expression is computed at the “current” time cycle,t. The symbolic expressions

computed in every previous cycle, untilt = 0 are iteratively concatenated in both the systems, to obtain

EM andEV . The two expressionsEM andEV are now checked for equivalence using a SAT solver.

Thecheck()function corresponds to the SAT solver call in our algorithm. It may be noted, however, that

other equation solving engines may also be employed to checkthe equivalence of expressions at this

stage.

Thesymbolic()function computes the symbolic expression at a given cycle.For every assignment to a

given variable, it substitutes the right hand side of the definition for the variable (denoted byZ[L/R] for

any modelZ) along with the control signal informationX, required for the substitution.X is a Boolean

expression that represents the constraints on the control signals. The substitutionsM [L/R], V [L/R] are

valid whenX is true. The symbolic expression also identifies the cyclet in which it holds true. This
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expression is computed byf() in the algorithm.

If during this substitution, a primary input or a previously“observed” observable is reached, the

substitution stops. This is valid because the two systems have been proved equivalent with respect

to this observable in a previous compare point. From that cycle onwards, the two systems are always

equivalent with respect to the observables at that compare point. In a sequential design, the data from the

previous cycle progressively gets used in future time cycles. The symbolic expression of the observables

at a given compare point remains the same for all future compare points. Therefore, these observables

need not be proved equivalent, at every reference to the corresponding compare point.

If they are found equivalent, the proof proceeds. The comparison process is repeated, until all observ-

ables have been “observed”. If they are not found equivalent, an error trace is generated at that compare

point. This is very useful, since the equivalence proof can be assumed to hold until the compare point

where it fails.

4.3.2 Example

We show the process of building symbolic expressions for comparison using an example system in

RTL. This is trivially extensible to System C.

Figure 4.2 shows a code segment written in Verilog RTL.

The always block shows a concurrently executing process. The parentheses of the always block

list the signals on which the process is dependent. In this case, thealways block will be executed,

whenever there is a change in the the clock, or theclk signal,i.e at every cycle. The output of the given

Verilog design isresult , a2 bit variable.

Let result be the observable. The state-transition graph for the Verilog designV , is shown in
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always @(clk)
begin

if (reset) {
a = 0;
b = 0;

} else {
if (sel) {

a = 1;
b = 0;

} else {
a = 0;
b = 1;

}
}
result[0] = a;
result[1] = b;

end

Figure 4.2. Example Verilog RTL code.

Figure 4.3. The variables whose values are updated, as well as the corresponding control variables in

each state are shown. From Figure 4.1, we construct the symbolic expressionE for the given design.

From the state-transition graph, it can be seen thatresult is assigned to, in the second clock cycle.

Therefore,t is the second clock cycle. For the assignmentsresult[0] = a andresult[1] = b ,

Et = f(V [result[1]/b, result[0]/a], (reset = 0), t). Therefore,Et = t ∧ (reset = 0) ∧ result[1]/b ∧

result[0]/a. In the second iteration,t = t − 1. Et−1 = ((t − 1) ∧ (reset = 0) ∧ (sel = 0) ∧ (a/0) ∧

(b/1)) ∨ ((t − 1) ∧ (reset = 0) ∧ (sel = 1) ∧ (a/1) ∧ (b/0)). In the third iteration,t = t − 2.

Et−2 = (t−2)∧ (reset = 1)∧ (a = 0)∧ (b = 0). E is obtained by a logical AND operation ofEt, Et−1

andEt−2.
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b = 0
a = 0
reset = 1

b = 0

t = 0

t = 0 t = 1

t = 1

reset = 0
sel =0
a = 0
b = 1

reset = 0
sel =  1
a = 1

result[1] = b
result[0] = a
reset = 0

Figure 4.3. State-transition graph of example Verilog RTL. The transitions correspond to consecutive
clock cycles. The states are indicated by the symbolic value s of variables. Only relevant variables
are shown in every state.

4.3.3 Theoretical Justification

We present here, a theoretical basis to justify our technique.

Let M be the design specification system (model). LetV be its implementation. LetPI(X) and

PO(X) denote the primary inputs and primary outputs of systemX, such thatPI(M) = PI(V ) and

PO(M) = PO(V ). We assume that a signal name mapping is provided between thetwo systems. Let

σX(s, t) be the function in a systemX that takes in a signals at a pointt in time, and returns the symbolic

expression fors in terms ofPI(X) over all times untilt. We define the simulation relation,∼p,t where

p is a set of signals, as the function between two systemsX andY , such that∀i ∈ p, σX(i, t) ≡ σY (i, t).

Our notion of equivalence is to show thatV ∼PO M .

We define a compare pointC = (t, d) as a co-ordinate on the space-time axis of the design, denoted

by its relative position with respect to the time domaint, and its position in the space or data domaind.
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In the context of designs,t would be in terms of cycles, andd would be a set of observable signals.

Lemma 4.3.1.At a givent, ∀i ∈ d, whereC = (t, d), V ∼i,t M ⇒ V ∼C M .

Proof outline: For any observable signali at a given time step,q = σV (i, t) is equal to the expression

obtained by iteratively expandingi for every time step untilt, such that the symbolic values are obtained

in terms of the primary inputs,PI(V ). r = σM(i, t) can also be similarly interpreted. In order to prove

thatq ≡ r, we use a SAT solver or another engine whose functionality weassume is correct. Onceq ≡ r

is proved, it implies that for all input values, at cyclet, the two systems will have the same value fori.

If this result is proved for everyi ∈ d, sincet is a given constant, we can conclude that a simulation

relation holds between the two systems.

Theorem 4.3.2.Let the two systemsM andV be described withPI(M) = PI(V ) andPO(M) =

PO(V ) = P (O). Let n be the longest cycle length (time step) taken to obtain all primary outputs in

both systems. LetM andV be compared at at every compare pointC = (t, d), such that0 ≤ t ≤ n.

Then,∀C, V ∼C M ⇒ V ∼PO M .

Proof outline: The proof follows from induction, where the base case is at time t = 0, when the

systems start from the same initial state. The induction hypothesis is relieved by using Lemma 4.3.1

and substituting equals for equals in the entire symbolic expression obtained. If all the primary outputs

are generated by cyclen, atC = (n, PO), the desired simulation relation will hold between the two

systems.
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4.4 Equivalence Checking of System C vs RTL of Viterbi Decoder

We perform our experiments on a Viterbi decoder, that is a part of the Digital Radio Mondiale (DRM),

implemented in System C. Since the Viterbi decoder module (embedded in the MLC decoder) took an

inordinately long number of simulation cycles, the DRM SoC design was partitioned to implement the

Viterbi decoder in hardware. This hardware accelerator wasimplemented in Verilog RTL, from the

initial System C description of the Viterbi module. More details on this process can be obtained from

[232].

Optimizations for speed, like pipelining, are typical applications where an equivalence checking be-

tween the system level design and the RTL are desired. Our experiments use such optimized implemen-

tations to show the efficacy of our technique.

The System C specification of the Viterbi decoder is a very basic model, that implements the Viterbi

decoding algorithm, but has no optimizations for speed, area or power (Figure 4.4). The first RTL design

we compared against, is a pipelined implementation of the Viterbi decoder, optimized for speed. The

second implementation is optimized for area. We show the results of doing equivalence checking using

our technique on these Verilog designs, with respect to the specification in System C.

Figure 4.4 shows the basic block diagram of a Viterbi decoder[244]. There are two major stages to

the functionality of the Viterbi decoder. One is collectingthe inputs depending on the Puncture Pattern

and storing them in an buffer (FF Buffer). The other stage is the Trellis computation. The next state

values of the Trellis matrix are computed by a function (Butterfly network) of current state values of the

Trellis matrix and the inputs stored in the FF Buffer.
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Figure 4.4. Viterbi decoder- System C design specification

4.4.1 Equivalence Checking of a Pipelined Viterbi Design

We started with a System C description, as well as the pipelined Verilog RTL implementation of the

Viterbi decoder design. Figure 4.5(a) shows the block diagram of the pipelined implementation. From

the block diagram, we arrive at the following observables inthe experiment.

• 8 FIFO entries, each 32-bits wide:FF[7:0][31:0]

• 64 Trellis Matrix entries, each 32-bits wide:TM[63:0][31:0]

• 2 entries in the MatDec, each 32-bits wide:MD[1:0][31:0]

• Decoded output, 32-bits wide:Out[31:0]

The signal (variable) mapping between the two designs is provided. For the sake of readability, we

denote the observables in the System C design with a subscript s, and the observables in the Verilog

design with a subscriptv. We outline the proof methodology using our technique. We start both the
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Stage1 Stage2

Butterfly8

Butterfly2

Butterfly1

Butterfly7

Stage1  Stage2

(a) Viterbi Decoder with 32 2-stage Butterfly blocks (b) Viterbi Decoder with 8 2-stage Butterfly blocks
Design 1 Design 2

Figure 4.5. Viterbi Decoder block diagram. The decoder on th e left is a pipelined Viterbi decoder with
a 2-stage Butterfly, with 32 parallel butterfly blocks. The de coder on the right is further optimized for
area with only 8 parallel butterfly blocks. The area-optimiz ed design will run 4 times slower on the
Trellis computation.
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designs at the reset state initially. We step the two designsin tandem. From the state-transition graph of

the System C design, we observe that the output is computed atevery cycle. From the state-transition

graph of the Verilog design, however, we observe that the output is computed in the10th cycle after the

reset state. In accordance with our algorithm in Figure 4.1,we need to step the Verilog design more than

the System C specification, to arrive at compare points. Figure 4.4 is a pictorial representation of the

decomposition of the equivalence checking proof, on the basis of compare points. The horizontal axis

represents the data (observables), and the vertical axis shows the number of systems being compared (in

our case, two). Time is represented along the axis normal to the plane of the paper.

The first set of observablesFF[7:0][31:0] is available after8 cycles, at the output of the FF Buffer.

The first compare point, is thereforeC1 = (t = 8, d = FF [7 : 0][31 : 0]).

For each entry i in the FIFO buffer, the FIFO variables areFFs[i][31:0] andFFv[i][31:0]. We call the

compare()andsymbolic()functions at the compare point, and obtain the expressions for the FF variables.

In both the designs, the FF Buffer gets updated by the function GetMetricSet(). Therefore, the

symbolic expressions correspond to an expansion using thisfunction. The two symbolic expressions for

FFs[i][31:0] andFFv[i][31:0] are checked using a SAT solver. This procedure is repeated8 times, for

every entry in the FF Buffer, since each of them has a unique symbolic expression.

The next comparison point is obtained by stepping the two state machines of the designs after the8th

cycle. Although the System C assigns to an observable every cycle, the Verilog design assigns to the

next observable at the10th cycle. The nextv ∈ d is the Trellis Matrix,TM[63:0][31:0]. All the entries

in this64 × 32 matrix need to be checked, since the entire table is updated every10th cycle. The values

of the MatDec decision table,MD[1:0][31:0] is also updated in this cycle, as is the decoded output,

Out[31:0]. The intermediate variable every9th cycle,btm which is not an observable is shown in lower
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case in Figure 4.4.

The second compare point, is therefore,C2 = (t = 10, d = TM [63 : 0][31 : 0],MD[1 : 0][31 :

0], Out[31 : 0]).

The Trellis Matrix table gets its values from the32 butterfly blocks in the design, each of which output

2 entries. The symbolic expression from the RTL, therefore, is a function of the butterfly blocks. For

every2 entries in the Trellis Matrix, the corresponding symbolic expression can be obtained from the

butterfly. For instance,

TMv[0], TMv[1] = Butterfly(TMv[0], TMv[2], FFv[0][31:0], FFv[7][31:0])

Similarly, in the System C design,

TMs[0], TMs[1] = Butterfly(TMs[0], TMs[2], FFs[0][31:0], FFs[7][31:0])

SinceFFv[0] = FFs[0] from a previous comparison pointC1, the symbolic expression for these signals

are not expanded any further. The symbolic expressions forTMv[0], TMv[1] andTMs[0], TMs[1] are

checked for equivalence by the SAT solver. This procedure isrepeated32 times, for every pair of entries

in the Trellis Metric that need to be checked.

The other observablesMD[1:0][31:0] andOut[31:0] are similarly checked for equivalence. The proof

of Out[31:0] is not shown in the figure. The results of thecheck()function are discussed in the next

section.
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4.4.2 Equivalence Checking of a Pipelined Viterbi Design Optimized for Area

We used our technique to perform equivalence checking of a pipelined Viterbi design, that is further

optimized for area. In this design, the32 butterfly units are split into4 stages, each stage having8

butterfly units. Figure 4.7 shows the decomposition of the proof using compare points.

Figure 4.7a shows the same proof progression as discussed inSubsection 4.4.1 with respect to the

outputs of the FIFO buffers. As in the previous example, the first compare point isC1 = (t = 8, d =

FF [7 : 0][31 : 0]). Thereafter, the two state machines are stepped in tandem. The next observables,

namely the Trellis Matrix and the MatDec decision table values are computed at the end of the10th

cycle. However, since the butterfly unit has been divided into 4 stages, only16 values of the Trellis

Matrix and8 values of the MatDec table are obtained at the end of this cycle. The second compare

point, therefore, isC2 = (t = 10, d = TM [15 : 0][31 : 0],MD[1 : 0][7 : 0]) Similarly, the other

compare points are

C3 = (t = 12, d = TM [31 : 16][31 : 0],MD[1 : 0][15 : 8]),

C4 = (t = 14, d = TM [32 : 47][31 : 0],MD[1 : 0][16 : 23]) and

C5 = (t = 16, d = TM [47 : 63][31 : 0],MD[1 : 0][23 : 31], Out[31 : 0]). The decoded output gets

computed at the end of the16th cycle.

The symbolic expressions forTMs[63:0][31:0] andTMv[63:0][31:0] are similar to those described

in the previous proof subsection. Similarly, the values of the other observables can be symbolically

computed and checked with a SAT solver.

It hold be noted that this proof has more compare points than the proof shown in Figure 4.4 and also

requires a sequential progress over more time cycles.
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4.4.3 Experimental Results

We use zChaff [96] as the SAT solver to implement thecheck()function. In order to pass the equiv-

alence checking through zChaff, we had to model the symbolicexpressions as a Boolean satisfiability

problem. We used the XNOR operation to combine the two targetsymbolic expressions. In order to

provide a glimpse into the complexity and size of our design,we present some relevant statistics in

Figure 4.8. Table A gives a breakdown of number of clauses in the CNF formula for various blocks.

PLUS and LESSTHAN were two primary functions used to synthesize the RTL into symbolic boolean

expressions. We can observe the benefits of our technique of splitting monolithic equivalence functions

into smaller functions. Using our decomposition technique, we created 32 independent CNF formu-

las, that were input to zChaff. Each of these formulas had 59136 clauses and 128 variables. Without

this decomposition, the monolithic Trellis computation would generate a CNF with nearly 1.9 million

clauses. An interesting observation is, due to our decomposition methodology, the size of the CNF for

the pipelined version is exactly the same as the non-pipelined design. This shows that the equivalence

checking problem can be greatly reduced using a high level decomposition, in order to make it easier for

lower level engines. These observations are captured in tables Table B and Table C.

4.5 Summary

We have shown a novel technique for sequential equivalence checking of a system level specification

and its implementation in RTL. Our technique decomposes theequivalence checking problem using

automatically computed compare points. We demonstrate theefficiency of our technique using a non-

trivial example.In principle, the technique can be also be applied to RTL to RTL equivalence checking,

since it is effective for source to source checking at the higher level.
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We show our technique using System C as our system level modeling language, due to its recent IEEE

standardization. Our technique, however, can be applied toother system level languages also. In its

current form, this technique cannot handle pointers, nested loops or other software specific constructs.

In future, we plan to extend this work to handle a larger subset of the C-like description language.

Since this work primarily seeks to decompose the problem into more tractable sub-problems, it might

be usable in conjunction with existing tools and techniques. The information content at the source code

level can be exploited to assist existing technologies to tackle the SoC verification problem. This work

motivates the necessity to reason at the higher levels in thedesign cycle, in order to work toward scalable

verification solutions.
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Figure 4.6. Proof of sequential equivalence checking of pip elined Verilog Viterbi design against
System C design
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Figure 4.7. Proof of sequential equivalence checking of pip elined Verilog Viterbi design with area
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Block/Function Number of clauses
in the CNF formula

PLUS 448
LESSTHAN 32

Trellis Condition 14336
in the Butterfly

Trellis computation in 28672
each stage of butterfly

Trellis per butterfly 57344
MatDec each stage 896

of butterfly
MatDec per butterfly 1792

Table A
Design Number of clauses

in the CNF formula

Monolithic Trellis 1892352
RTL decomposition (Design 1) 59136
RTL decomposition (Design 2) 59136

Table B
Block/Function Number of variables Number of Symbolic

variables generated
PLUS 64 2

Butterfly 128 66
Trellis (monolothic) 2304 2112
Trellis (decomposed) 128 66

Table C

Figure 4.8. Breakdown of number of variables and clauses in t he CNF input to zChaff for different
blocks.
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Chapter 5

Antecedent Conditioned Slicing

5.1 Introduction

We introduce a technique to verify hardware designs by creating design abstractions at the RTL. This

abstraction technique involves deletion of statements from the HDL describing the design, and is a

derivative of program slicing [245, 247] applied to software programs. The slicing technique removes

statements from a program depending on the satisfaction of agiven condition, and is thereby called con-

ditioned slicing. Conditioned slicing is defined for HDLs inthis work along the same lines as program

analysis techniques are defined for software programs, withrespect to the Verilog program’s control flow

graph.1he variation of control flow graph for Verilog is called a process dependence graph. Details are

provided in the rest of the chapter.

Property specifications written in temporal logics can often be expressed in the formG(antecedent =>

consequent), which asserts that over all time, under the conditions thatthe antecedent expression is true,

the consequent expression will also be true. The antecedentis a typically a predicate logic formula. In

order to check that the property is satisfied, it is sufficientto check only those executions of the system

1T
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where the antecedent is true. We prune the design with respect to the antecedent in a linear temporal

logic (LTL) [163, 171] formula, using the antecedent as the condition in conditoned slicing. We call this

techniqueantecedent conditioned slicing.

In order to slice the statements of the RTL design, the truth of the antecedent has to be determined

at every program point. This is accomplished byhigh level symbolic simulationof the RTL design.

The antecedent formula (expression) is compared with the symbolic expression at each program point.

In order to compare the two high level expressions, a rewriting engine is used. If the rewriting engine

declares that a sequence of statements (program path) untila particular program point cannot be executed

when the antecedent is true, the path is eliminated from the control flow graph of the program. The sliced

control flow graph is now much smaller than the original. The sliced design is now verified by passing

it through a lower level engine. In this case, thedecision procedureis a model checker. Although the

rewriting engine could have been used as the decision procedure to check the entire LTL formula, the

drift of this work is to avail of the sophisticated model checking algorithms that have been researched

over a couple of decades. The RTL analysis, can then be viewedvas a “preprocessing” phase by the

model checker, that provides it a smaller, more tractable state space than the original. Many abstraction

techniques have been tried for bolstering the performance of model checking, but they have all been

at the Boolean level for hardware. More details are providedin the next section. Property specific

abstractions like slicing that manipulate the program textare more applicable at the source code level in

RTL, due to its likeness to software programs. This technique would be a part of the Verilog front end of

model checkers, and would create a reduced design at the pre-encoding level, before the model checkers

flatten the hierarchy and work on the state transition graph.

A non-trivial example is verified to illustrate the benefits of this technique. An open-source implemen-

tation in Verilog RTL of the USB 2.0 core was verified using properties from its specification document.
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2gives a background model checking,

and provides a short sketch of abstractions in model checking. Section 5.3 provides some details about

slicing techniques and conditioned slicing that is necessary for understanding our technique. Section 5.4

show the dependence graph based techniques to obtain a conditioned slice. Section 5.5 extends condi-

tioned slicing to HDLs. In Section 5.6, we introduce and describe antecedent conditioned slicing using

examples. Subsection 5.6.2 gives an algorithm for computing antecedent conditioned slices, while Sub-

section 5.6.3 gives the theoretical basis for our abstractions. In Section 5.7, we provide the experimental

results using our technique. We discuss the applications and limitations of our technique in Section 5.8.

We summarize with Section 5.9.

5.2 Abstraction Techniques for Model Checking

Model checking is an automatic technique used to formally verify programs [58]. Temporal logic

model checking typically requires a formal description of the model whose correctness needs to be es-

tablished and a property specified in temporal logic. The main temporal logics used to specify properties

are LTL [163, 171] CTL and CTL* [58].

In order to make model checking practically feasible, it is necessary to reduce the sizes of these

models so that the computations have reasonable time and space requirements. It is also essential that

the reduced models retain sufficient information to producethe same results as the original models, with

respect to the properties being checked. These two requirements need to be balanced while creating

these reduced models, i.e., while generating theabstractmodels from the original orconcretemodels.

The process of constructing the abstract model from the concrete one is calledabstraction. Abstractions

are emerging as the key candidates for program verification using model checking.
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Abstractions can be performed on the Kripke structure (state-transition model) of a program as well

as on the program’s source code. Abstraction techniques on Kripke structures are symmetry reduction

[89], partial order reduction [56], cone of influence reduction [155], parameterization, compositionality

etc. Since the state space of even small programs can be extremely large, it may not be possible to

build the Kripke structure for any reasonably sized program. In contrast, abstractions formed by static

program analysis will scale well with program size, and are of high economic interest. We focus on

these abstraction techniques based onprogram transformationsin the rest of the paper.

Abstractions have been used extensively to reduce the computational complexity of model checking.

The abstractions areproperty preserving[165].

This implies that given a program and a property to be verified, the In this paper, we will mostly

deal with abstractions that are created from t satisfactionof the property in the abstract program implies

the satisfaction of the property in the concrete program. Property preservation can beweakor strong.

Weak property preservation can be defined using the branching timeµ-calculus defined in [152]. Weak

property preservation preserves the truth of properties from the abstraction to its concrete model.

A function α from the powerset of states of a state transition systemS1 to the powerset of states of

another systemS2 is said to weakly preserve a propertyf , if for any state ofS1 that satisfiesf , the states

in S2 also satisfyf .

If the converse is also true, thenα is said to strongly preservef . As a result, both truth and falsehood

of properties are preserved from the abstraction to its concrete model. Diagnostic counter-examples are

“carried over” to the concrete model.

Strong property preservation puts a lower bound on the size of suitable abstractions. Abstractions that

result in strong property preservations are typically difficult to construct.
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There exist two closely related frameworks for developing abstractions and proving their correctness.

Simulation, [178, 193] is about structural relation between abstract and concrete transition systems, rep-

resenting the step relation of programs by means of an abstraction relation between abstract and concrete

sets of states. Each concrete transition must be simulatable by an abstract transition.

Abstract interpretation [70] is the relation between concrete and abstract states by an abstraction

functionα from concrete sets of states to the smallest element of some abstract property lattice, which

represents all the elements of the concrete sets. Withα is associatedγ, a concretization function, which

associates with each abstract element the set of all concrete states represented by it, such that(α, γ)

makes a Galois connection.

A difference between these two frameworks is that in the abstract interpretation framework, the com-

putation of the abstract property is given emphasis. The theory of abstract interpretation formalizes the

notion of approximations. The computation of abstract systems in simulation, however, does not lay

emphasis on the precision of abstractions. In fact, simulation was proposed only in the context of strong

preservation of properties.

Abstraction techniques are methods that can be used to construct abstractions from the concrete mod-

els. The decision as to which details need to be included in the abstraction (for the verification task) can

be made manually or automatically.

Manual techniques include user chosen abstract interpretations. The manual construction of safe

abstractions trades automation for generality, in the sense that no restrictions are imposed on the class

of large (infinite) state systems amenable to the method. Theabstractions considered are usually weakly

preserving, which means that properties are preserved onlyfrom the abstraction to its concrete model.

As a result, only the truth of properties is guaranteed to be preserved. The weak requirement guarantees
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the existence (at least for universal properties) of finite-state and arbitrarily small weakly preserving

abstractions for any concrete model. Users are free to use their ’intuition’ for the behavior of the concrete

system to come up with an abstraction that they find suitable.There is noa priori guarantee regarding

the number or the type of properties that can be verified usingthe abstraction. The appropriateness

of the abstractions must be investigated by trial and error.The obligation of proving the safety of the

abstraction, in general cannot be automated. Instead, the proof is done manually or with support from

theorem provers.

Automatic construction of abstraction systems is more ambitious. Finite-state strongly preserving

abstractions (which are small enough for model checking) can only be automatically constructed for

restricted kinds of large (infinite) state models. One such well-studied restricted domain is real-time

systems, where continuous time gives rise to an infinite state space [14]. Only the systems whose

behavior is guarded by certain linear constraint systems onthe ’clock’ variables are guaranteed to have

finite-state strongly preserving abstractions that can be constructed automatically. Almost all existing

model checkers for dense reactive systems (real time or hybrid) are based on automatically constructed

strongly preserving abstractions. The idea is to let the abstract states be equivalence classes of concrete

states, with respect to some behavioral equivalence or equivalence with respect to a property.

An abstraction technique is said to besoundif the abstract program is always guaranteed to be a con-

servative approximation of (i.e.,simulates) the original with respect to a set of specification properties.

This means that a property holds in the original program if itholds in the abstraction. An algorithm is

said to beexact, if the abstraction it constructs is bisimilar to the original program. This means that a

property holds in the original program if it holds in the abstraction, and the converse is also true. An

abstraction technique iscompleteif the algorithm will always find a finite state abstract program for

the original program, if one exists. In terms of simulation,if the state-transition graph of the original
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program has a finite simulation quotient, then the algorithmcan produce a finite simulation equivalent

abstract program.

Abstractions can be organized broadly into data, control, configuration or communication abstrac-

tions. Data abstractions operate on data values and operations on the data. Control abstractions operate

on the order of the operations within a process. Configuration and communication abstractions operate

on the order of processes in a program as well on as the communication between programs.

5.2.1 Data Abstractions

Data abstractions abstract away some of the data information for creating smaller models. The abstract

model can be derived from some high level description of the program like the program text. Data

abstractions are typically manual abstractions. In [64], the abstract transition systems are obtained by

computing the abstractions of primitive operators as defined previously.

The programs are modeled as transition systems where statesaren-tuples of variable values. The

set of all program states is expressed asD1 × D2 × . . .Dn. A surjective functionh maps eachDi

onto a set of abstract values. The surjection then maps program states to abstract states. The resulting

abstraction (called minimal abstraction by the authors) isapproximated by statically analyzing the text

of the program. These abstractions show weak property preservation. The approximated abstract model

may demonstrate more behaviors than the concrete model, butit is easier to build and verify. The

abstractions proposed in this work include arithmetic operation abstractions (such as congruence modulo

an integer), single bit abstractions for dealing with bitwise logical operations, product abstractions for

combining the effect of abstractions, and symbolic abstractions.

For verifying programs involving arithmetic operations, congruence modulo a specific integer may
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be a useful abstraction. Thus, for anyh(i), i is replaced byimodm. The values of an expression are,

therefore, constrained to a smaller range, depending onm. When comparing the orders of magnitude

of some quantities, the logarithmic representation is usedinstead of the actual data value. For programs

that have bitwise logical operations, a large bit vector is abstracted to a single bit value, according to

some function such as a parity generator. Symbolic abstractions can be used in situations where the

enumeration of the data values is cumbersome. If the data value is changed to a symbolic parameter,

there can be significant savings.

Kurshan [154] uses a similar framework for data abstractions for finite state system verification. The

abstractions in this case, however, are not approximated bystatic analysis of the program text. Instead,

they are computed as language homomorphisms in the algebra.The homomorphisms are specified by

the user between the actual and the abstract processes, but are checked automatically.

In all the above abstractions, the infinite behavior of the system, resulting from the presence of vari-

ables with infinite domains, is abstracted. The abstractions are computed by means of abstract data types.

For each variable to be abstracted, the abstract domain and the operations on the sets representable in

the abstract domain are defined. An abstract model is then obtained by replacing each variable by one

in the abstract domain and each operation by an abstract one.These are general predefined abstractions

that are not aimed at specific properties.

Some variations to the above data abstraction techniques are found in [29]. Here, the focus is on

properties of single states or transition state-pairs rather than execution sequences. The abstractions

usevariable restrictionthat eliminates certain variables. The data types of each eliminated variable are

abstracted to a single value. This work also constructs abstractions with respect to a single property, as

opposed to the generic abstractions constructed by other methods.
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Data independentsystems are those where the data values do not affect the control flow of the com-

putation. In these cases, the datapath can be abstracted away entirely [201].

In hardware verification, important abstraction techniques use data abstractions [183] and uninter-

preted function symbols [38].

5.2.2 Abstract interpretation based abstractions

Many abstraction techniques can be viewed as applications of the abstract interpretation framework

[69, 71, 216].

The abstract interpretation framework establishes a methodology based on rigorous semantics for

constructing abstractions that overapproximate the behavior of the program, so that every behavior in

the program is covered by a corresponding abstract execution. Thus, the abstract behaviors can be ex-

haustively checked for an invariant in temporal logic. In abstract interpretation, abstractions are usually

defineda priori for a particular type of analysis. The abstract version of the language semantics is con-

structed once with manual assistance. Producing a new abstract semantics for on-the-fly verification

is a non-trivial task. Some tools such as Cospan [154, 155] and Bandera [67, 87] try to do this task

automatically.

Although data abstractions can be included in the realm of abstract interpretations, they form only a

part of the possible abstract interpretations. Also, they may not hold over all of the system’s execution

semantics. Informally, abstract interpretation has a domain of abstract values, an abstraction function

mapping concrete program values to abstract values and a setof abstract operations.

Some common abstract interpretations are briefly describedfor providing a flavor of the technique.

Sign abstractionconsists of replacing integers by their sign and ignoring their actual value. Such ab-
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stractions may be useful if there is a proposition likex = 0 for some integerx. Since all the information

aboutx is not required, the sign abstraction may be applied, which keeps track of whetherx is greater

than (gt ), less than (lt ) or equal to zero (eq). The powerset of the abstract domain is now{gt, lt,

0}. Now, all the primitive operations are defined over this abstract domain, such that they satisfy every

program execution.

Another common abstraction isinterval abstraction, that approximates a set of integers by its maximal

and minimal values. Thus, if a counter variable appears in a property, the counter can be replaced by the

lower and upper limits of the counter.

Relational abstractionsretain the relationship between a set of data values. For instance, a set of

integers can be approximated by its convex hull. Abstract interpretations of functions is done by main-

taining the parameter and the result (signature) of the function in the abstract domain. Fixpoint iteration

can also be thought of as an abstraction. A detailed treatment of these abstract interpretations can be

found in [68]. Abstract interpretation forµ-calculus is shown in [76, 77].

Since abstract interpretations are not specific to any givenproperty or for any given program, they have

the power of generality. The technique considers predefinedspecifications for all possible programs of a

given language. However, this results in the practical problem of computing these abstract interpretations

during static analysis, before the verification task begins. The theory of abstract interpretation is mainly

concerned with soundness, and not completeness.

5.2.3 Counterexample Guided Refinement

A highly researched field is abstraction refinement techniques for model checking [160, 191, 192].

These techniques are typically automatic abstraction techniques. Counterexample guided abstraction
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refinement techniques have been widely studied. An approximation of the set of states that lie on a path

from the initial state to a bad state is successively refined.The refinement is done by forward or backward

passes, where each pass uses (or refines) the approximation computed by the previous pass. This process

is repeated until a fixpoint is reached. If the resulting set of states is empty, the property is proven, since

no bad state is reachable. Otherwise, the method does not guarantee that the counterexample trace found

is genuine. In other words, the counterexample could be spurious due to the overapproximations. A

heuristic is used to find a subset of the reachable states fromthe initial states. If there is a match, the

error is genuine and can be reported as a bug.

Choet al. [112] propose symbolic forward reachability algorithms that induce an overapproximation.

The state bits are partitioned into mutually disjoint subsets and do a symbolic forward propagation on in-

dividual subsets. Some approaches also use symbolic backward reachability analysis [45]. Govindaraju

and Dill [102, 103] allow for overlapping subsets as opposedto the mutually disjoint ones, and present

a more refined approximation as compared to earlier schemes.

A model checker that uses upper and lower approximations to verify properties in temporal logic

was proposed in [164]. These approximation techniques guarantee completeness without rechecking the

model after each refinement. A similar approach has been described in [22], and in Kurshan’s localiza-

tion reduction [155]. These are iterative techniques that are based on thevariable dependency graph.

The localization reduction either leaves a variable unchanged, or replaces it by a non-deterministic as-

signment.
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5.2.3.1 Predicate Abstraction

This technique was first introduced by Graf and Saidi [105]. The predicates are related to the prop-

erty that is being verified and are automatically extracted from the program text. Das and Dill [81]

use this technique with some variation to formally verify complex systems. While Graf and Saidi used

monomials to represent the abstract state space, this work uses Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) as the

representation. Clarke et al describe a related technique in [62]. This work is based onatomic formu-

las that correspond to the predicates, but are used to constructan abstraction function. The abstraction

function maintains a relationship between the formulas instead of treating them as individual proposi-

tions. The authors also introduce symbolic algorithms to determine if the abstract counterexamples are

spurious. If a counterexample is spurious, the shortest prefix of the abstract counterexample that does

not correspond to an actual trace in the concrete model is identified. The last abstract state in this prefix

(the failure state) needs to be split into fewer abstract states by refining the equivalence classes in such

a way that the spurious counterexample is eliminated. The extension of these forward algorithms for

analyzing counterexamples to backward algorithms that do the same, are found in [27]. This can lead to

completely different abstractions. This technique can also handle loop unfolding.

A related approach that performs predicate abstractions bysyntactic program transformations auto-

matically is presented in [185]. The algorithm starts from the predicates in the specification formula.

Predicates of the original boolean program are representedby Boolean variables in the abstraction. To

preserve the correspondence between the predicate and the Boolean variables, the weakest precondition

is calculated syntactically, and the Boolean variables areupdated iteratively. This method of constructing

abstractions is sound and complete. For programs with bounded non-determinacy, the algorithm does

not need manual intervention using theorem provers to compute the abstract program, as other predicate

abstraction based methods do.
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5.2.4 Property specific abstraction techniques

Some abstraction techniques that are highly automatic, butvery specific to the program and the prop-

erty being verified, arevariable hiding[78] and program slicing [247].

5.2.4.1 Variable Hiding

Variable hiding is a powerful program transformation technique that was used in [78, 122] for verify-

ing C programs. This is an iterative refinement technique that creates overapproximations. In the first

iteration, all assignments and function calls that are irrelevant to the property being verified are replaced

with a no-op. All conditional choices that refer to irrelevant statements in the program are replaced by

nondeterministic choices. The use of nondeterminism is a standard reduction technique that can be used

to make a model more general. The nondeterminism tells the model checker that instead one specific

computation, all possible outcomes of a choice should be considered equally possible. The original

computation of the system is preserved as one of the possibleabstracted computations, and the scope of

the verification is therefore not restricted. If no propertyviolation exists in the reduced system, we can

safely conclude that no property violation can exist in the original application.

The resulting abstraction has weak property preservation.It is possible, for instance, that the full

expansion of an error trace for a property violation detected in the abstraction does not correspond to

a valid execution of the original application. If this happens, it constitutes a proof that the abstraction

was too coarse. In that case, the counterexample generated provides clues for including some more

statements to make the abstraction less coarse. Typically afew iterations of this type suffice to converge

on a stable definition of an abstraction that can be used to extract a verifiable model from a program text.

An example of variable hiding is illustrated. A piece of codeand the program transformations that are
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generated by variable hiding are given below.

h = A[i];

r = r + (++A[i]);

res = r + h;

if (r > MAX)

{

m++;

r = 0;

}

If the property involvesmor h, we obtain the following abstraction after variable hiding. The non-

determinism is introduced in the conditional statement, where the variablesr or MAXare not present in

the property.

h = A[i];

if (NONDET)

{

m++;

}

An important abstraction paradigm isprogram slicing[245, 247]. We explore this technique in some

detail in the next section, in the context of model checking.
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5.3 Slicing Techniques

Program slicing, introduced by Weiser [245, 247] is a widelyused abstraction technique used to stati-

cally analyze programs and retain parts of the source code relevant to the application [97, 246]. Program

slicing (or static slicing) has been used for a variety of tasks, including debugging [246], maintenance

[97] and testing [86] within a behavioral domain.

Program slicing has been applied to various software engineering disciplines where manipulation

of large programs, and hence their decomposition is desirable. In the past, program slicing has been

extended to HDLs [59, 130, 239]. Program slicing has also been successfully applied to hardware verifi-

cation by Clarke et al [59, 240]. A variation of static program slicing, that improves over it isconditioned

slicing [46, 48]. Conditioned slicing augments static program slicing by specifying some initial states of

interest in the slicing criterion. Conditioned slicing hasbeen shown to produce smaller and more mean-

ingful abstractions than static slicing. Conditioned slicing has been used for program comprehension

[167], reuse [48], migration [47] and re-engineering [49].

5.3.1 Static Slicing

Slicing, in the most general sense, is a program transformation involving statement deletion, that

preserves some projection of the semantics of the original program. The aspect of the program that

must be preserved is application specific, and is captured bythe slicing criterion. We present here, some

necessary background for program slicing.

Definition 5.3.1. Static slicing criterion
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A slicing criterion of a programP with an input alphabetΣ, is a pair〈i, V 〉 such thati is a program

point inP andV ⊆ Σ.

A set of statementsIs is said toaffect the values ofV at i in a given slicing criterion〈i, V 〉, if Is

defines a subset ofV that is used ini.

Definition 5.3.2. Static slice for programs

A slice S of a programP on a slicing criterion〈i, V 〉 is a subset of the statements ofP that might

affect the values ofV at i.

A static slice preserves the projection of the semantics of the original program for every possible

execution of the program. This can result in very large slices [150, 167]. Many slicing algorithms have

been proposed as variations of static slicing, to create smaller slices [150, 230, 243]. A detailed survey

of program slicing techniques can be found in [231].

5.3.2 Conditioned slicing

Canfora et al [46] introduced the notion ofconditioned slicing, that forms a theoretical bridge between

static and dynamic slicing. Conditioned slicing augments static slicing by introducing a condition that

specifies the initial set of states in the criterion. It does not give specific inputs, unlike dynamic slicing.

This slicing technique, therefore allows slicing with respect to the initial constraints in the program. We

present some basic definitions of conditioned slicing that appear in the literature.

Definition 5.3.3. Conditioned slicing criterion
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Let Σ be the input alphabet of the programP . LetC be a first order predicate logical formula on the

variables inΣ. A conditioned slicing criterion is a triple〈C, i, V 〉, wherei is a statement in the program,

andV ⊆ Σ.

Definition 5.3.4. Conditioned slicing for programs

A conditioned slice of a programP on a conditioned slicing criterion〈C, i, V 〉 consists of all the

statements and predicates ofP that might affect the values of the variables inV at i, when the condition

C holds true.

Tip [230] introduced a more restricted form of conditioned slicing called constraint based slicing. In

all these cases, theconditionthat specifies the set of initial states, and is used for slicing is a first order

predicate logic formula.

In situations where the initial set of constraints for the program analysis are known, this technique can

be employed to get much smaller slices than those produced bystatic slicing.

Conditioned slicing has been automated with significant success on C and WSL code [79, 80]. More

recently, analogous to backward and forward slicing [205],backward and forward conditioning were

introduced [95]. In forward conditioning, a statement is deleted if, when the condition is satisfied,

it cannot be executed. In backward conditioning, a statement is deleted if, when executed, it cannot

lead to the condition being satisfied. In this paper, wherever it appears, conditioning refers to forward

conditioning.
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5.4 Dependence graph based slicing

Ottenstein and Ottenstein define slicing as a reachability problem in a dependence graph represen-

tation of the program [189]. They use Program Dependence Graphs (PDGs) [93] for static slicing of

single procedure programs. The statements and predicates of a program correspond to the vertices of

the PDG and the edges correspond to data and control dependences between statements. In dependence

graph based slicing approaches, the slicing criterion is identified with a vertexv in the PDG. Thei in the

slicing criterion〈i, V 〉 corresponds tov in the PDG, whileV stands for the set of all variables defined or

used atv.

For slicing of multi-procedure programs, System Dependence Graphs (SDGS) were introduced [124].

An SDG combines theprocedure dependence graphsof all the called procedures of a program, along

with theprogram dependence graphof the main program by allowing edges that can model procedure

calls.

Let the program dependence graph for a programP , denoted byGP be a directed graph.

Definition 5.4.1. Control Dependence Edge

A control dependence edge fromv1 to v2, wherev1 is a predicate vertex, denoted byv1 −→c v2,

implies that the truth value of the predicate expression represented byv1 determines whether or notv2 is

executed.

Definition 5.4.2. Flow Dependence Edge

A flow dependence edge fromv1 to v2, denoted byv1 −→f v2, implies that there is some variablex,

that is defined atv1 and used atv2 and there is an execution path fromv1 to v2 along which, there is no

assignment tox.
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5.4.1 Conditioned slicing using PDGs

We present here, conditioned slicing, using a dependence graph approach. To the best of our knowl-

edge, such a treatment of conditioned slicing has not been shown before.

Figure 5.1 shows an example program written in pseudo-code.The PDG for the program is shown

in Figure 5.2. In order to find a static slice for the program with respect to slicing criterion〈11, B〉, we

find all the reaching definitions ofB at node 11. Then, we find the set of all reachable nodes from these

nodes in the PDG. This set{1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9}, gives us the desired static slice. The nodes are shown in

bold in the figure. set of ALL reachable may be wrong write vertices instead of nodes

Now, consider the conditioned slicing of the program with respect to the slicing criterion〈C, 11, B〉,

whereC corresponds to the predicate(N < 0). To obtain the conditioned slice for a given predicate

C, we project the PDG with respect to the predicate, and then use the staticslicing algorithm on the

projected PDG. Figure 5.3 shows the application of this technique to obtain the conditioned slice for

the mentioned criterion. Initially, all the vertices in thegraph are drawn dotted. All the statements that

would get executed when the predicateC is satisfied, are marked, and the corresponding vertices in the

graph are made solid. The graph is then traversed only for solid (marked) vertices. The set of all vertices

reached during the traversal are made bold. This set{1, 2, 3, 4} gives the desired conditioned slice. The

conditioned slice, therefore, contains only those statements that get executed whenC evaluates totrue.

It is evident from this example that the conditioned slice istypically much smaller than the static slice.
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5.5 Conditioned slicing for HDLs

We present here, an extension of conditioned slicing to HDLs. The HDL computational paradigm

differs fundamentally from traditional languages, since HDLs model non-halting, reactive systems with

concurrently running processes. The processes are not explicitly called, as they are in a program’s pro-

cedures. Instead, they communicate through signal dependency [59]. In order to extend conditioned

slicing for HDLs, we use a few definitions from earlier work inprogram slicing [247] and its exten-

sion to HDLs [59, 239] with minor modifications. We also extend the definitions from earlier work in

conditioned slicing [46, 48].

Let M be a Verilog program2 with k concurrent processesPi, such thatM = ‖k
i=1Pi, where‖ is

the parallel composition operator [239]. The processes communicate with each other through shared

signals. The sensitivity list of a processp is the list of shared signals that can cause the “calling” or

re-evaluation ofp. When a signal in the sensitivity list gets assigned,p is re-evaluated or called with the

new value of the signal.

Definition 5.5.1. Signal dependence

A process regionP is said to be signal dependent on a statementi, if i assigns a value to a signal

which is present in the sensitivity list ofP . erilog

Definition 5.5.2. Inter-process CFG

2The term “program” is used with the same meaning as in [59] forVHDL designs. A Verilog program is a set of concurrent

processes that executes as a series of simulation cycles.
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An inter-process control flow graphG for a Verilog program is the structure〈G1, G2, . . . Gk, Esd〉

whereG1, G2 . . . Gk are the control flow graphs representing the processes in theprogram, andEsd is

the set of edges representing the signal dependencies between the processes.

Definition 5.5.3. Inter-process SDG

An inter-process def/use graph for a V program is a structure〈G,Σ, D, U〉, whereΣ is the set of

signals in the program,D is a function mapping the nodes ofG to ∆(Σ) andU is a function mapping

the nodes ofG to γ(Σ), where∆(Σ) is the set of signals defined andγ(Σ) is the set of signals used in

the statements corresponding to the nodes.

This graph is also called a system dependence graph. Programslicing of HDLs has been modeled as a

dependence graph node reachability problem in [59]. Each concurrent process has a corresponding PDG.

The PDG for each process is modified for HDLs by making provision for inter-process communication

through signals. Implicit procedure calls are generated inthe inter-process control flow graph, whenever

a signal is potentially assigned. The PDGs of the processes are connected appropriately to form a System

Dependence Graph (SDG). The slices are computed by following the chains of dependences represented

in the edges of the SDG. We extend the node reachability problem to include conditioning of HDLs.

Definition 5.5.4. Static slicing for HDLs

An inter-process sliceSp within a Verilog programM , on a given criterion〈i, V 〉 is an executable

subset ofM obtained recursively containing all the statements that may affect the values ofV at i within

the process P in whichi is defined, and all the slices on the slice criterion〈is, Vs〉 whereis is the set of

statements defining the set of signalVs on which processP is dependent.
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Definition 5.5.5. Conditioned process

A conditioned processP (C), for a processP and a conditionC, is an entity containing the set of

statements ofP that can be executed whenC holds true.

v

Definition 5.5.6. Conditioned program

A conditioned program with respect to the conditionC is represented asM(C) ≡ ‖k
i=1P (C)i where

P (C)i is a conditioned process.

Definition 5.5.7. Inter-process conditioned slicing

An inter-process conditioned sliceSc for a Verilog programM , on a given criterion〈C, i, V 〉 is a

subset ofM obtained recursively containing

a) all statements in the scope of conditionC, that affect the values ofV at i within the processP where

i is defined

b) all the conditioned slices with respect to the slice criterion 〈C, is, Vs〉, whereis is the set of statements

that define the set of signalsVs on whichP is signal dependent.

The conditioned slice of a Verilog programM can be computed using its SDG representation. The

conditionC in the slicing criterion is applied to all the PDGs of all the processesPi in M . The resulting

conditioned processP (C)i is marked in its PDG. The conditioned programM(C), is thus obtained from

all the conditioned processes.M(C) is now marked on the SDG. The conditioned slices are computed

by finding the transitive closure of the control, flow and signal dependencies of the conditioned program,

M(C) in the SDG.
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Figure 5.4 illustrates an example program of a hardware system, in Verilog HDL. The three processes

P1,P2 andP3 correspond to the concurrently executingalways blocks in Verilog. The parentheses

of the always blocks list the signals on which each process isdependent. Now, consider the slicing

criterion〈C, endP1, result〉, whereC corresponds to the predicatevalid = true andendP1 corresponds

to theend statement of processP1. We apply this predicate on each of the three processes, to obtain the

corresponding conditioned processes,P (C)1, P (C)2 andP (C)3. The resulting conditioned program,

M(C), is shown in Figure 5.5. The portions of the code which can be executed, when the predicatevalid

is true, are shown. The conditioned program is now analyzed for determining the slice with respect to

the given criterion. The transitive closure of the data, control and signal dependencies of the relevant

variables yields the program of Figure 5.6. It can be seen that P2 is included in the slice due to the signal

dependence ofP1 on P2 with respect to the variablereset. The statement inP3 is eliminated, since

the variables in the slicing criterion do not have any dependencies on it. However, the process stub is

maintained, in order that the behavior of the slice with respect to fairness constraints remains the same

as the original program.

5.6 Antecedent conditioned slicing

We use conditioned slicing for verification of hardware designs described in Verilog HDL. Our tech-

nique aims at reducing state space of the design, by slicing away the parts of the design irrelevant to the

property being verified. We assume that the properties are specified as temporal logic formulae specified

in LTL.

For these properties, we can use the antecedent to specify the set of initial states that we are interested

in. The antecedent therefore, forms the condition in the slicing criterion. All the statements that would
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get executed when the antecedent is true (or the condition issatisfied) are included in the slice. The

statements on the paths that cannot get executed when the antecedent is false, are removed. The reduced

program still preserves its behaviorwith respect to the property being checked. We therefore create

property preserving abstractions using conditioned slicing.

All prior art in verification using program slicing uses static program slicing techniques. While slicing

property specifications written in temporal logic, these techniques retain the set of all statements of the

program where the antecedent is true,as well as those where it is not. This is because static slicing

retains all possible executions of the relevant variables.

However, in property based verification,we do not need to check the states where the antecedent is

false. In these cases, static slices might be too large and include statements that are not of interest. We

introduce a precise abstraction on the basis of conditionedslicing,antecedent conditioned slices.

The key idea in these abstractions is that they utilize information from the antecedent. Antecedent

conditioned slicing, therefore, forms more meaningful abstractions than static slicing and also produces

smaller slices that can reduce the verification state space significantly. We describe them in detail in the

next section.

5.6.1 Computing antecedent conditioned slices

In our property language, we permit LTL propertiesh of the form

G(a⇒ c)

G(a⇒ X=nc)
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wherea andc are propositional formulas, andX=nq means at distancen ≥ 0, q holds,i.eX appliedn

times toq.

We also permit bounded LTL properties, that we represent by[h]k for a given boundk ≥ 1. We detail

the theoretical basis for bounded LTL properties, since we want to justify our experiments that were

performed using a bounded model checker. We permit bounded properties of the form

[G(a⇒ c)]k

[G(a⇒ X=nc]k

[G(a⇒ Fc]k

5.6.2 Algorithm for antecedent conditioned slicing

In [225], we presented the algorithm for antecedent conditioned slicing at a conceptual level. In Fig-

ure 5.7, we present a more detailed version of the algorithm that provides a platform for the instruction

slicing algorithm for processor verification.

The procedureantecedent conditioned slice() takes a Verilog program and an LTL propertyh as

input. If the property is of the typeG(a ⇒ X=nc), wheren = 0 anda andc are propositional formu-

las, theget conditioned slice() procedure is called. Theget conditioned slice() procedure returns a

markedVerilog program. The marked program is now pruned. The details of the marking and pruning

procedures are explained further in the section. If the property is of the forma ⇒ Xnc, wheren > 0,

the program is “unrolled”n steps into the future. Theget conditioned slice() procedure is called re-

peatedly, for every successive “unroll” of the program intothe future. Each unroll is annotated with

the corresponding value of the time stept. The union (denoted by the symbol
∐

) of marked programs

returned by every call toget conditioned slice() gives the desired marked program. (The
∐

of two
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marked programs is defined at every statement asT
∐
T = T , F

∐
F = F , T

∐
F = T , T

∐
X = T ,

F
∐
X = X, X

∐
X = X). The final marked program is pruned. The resulting antecedent condi-

tioned slice is then statically sliced with respect to the slicing criterion〈i, Vh〉, wherei is the program

point where the property is declared andVh are the variables in the propertyh. This ensures that all the

statements that affect the variablesVh in the antecedent conditioned slice are retained and the others are

deleted. The procedureget static slice() obtains a static program slice as a final step in the antecedent

conditioned slicing procedure. Details of the static slicing algorithm for HDLs can be found in [59, 239].

The procedureget conditioned slice() takes as input, a Verilog program, the time stept, and the slic-

ing criterion,〈a, i, Vh〉, wherea is the antecedent,i is the program point where the property is declared.

andVh are the variables in the propertyh. It returns a marked program as an output. The procedure

compute fixpoint expression() returns the symbolic expression for the antecedent in the “current”

(kth) cycle after unrolling the program. Theget conditioned slice() procedure at any timet marks the

program graph with the truth values of the antecedent at timet. In the case where the property is of the

typea ⇒ X=nc, wheren = 0, the procedure is called witht = 0. The marking procedure is called

over all the processes in the program. The functionsymbolic expression() computes the symbolic ex-

pression for every statement executedt time cycles after the cycle in which the antecedent is true (k).

Thedecision procedure function is then called for the symbolic expression of everystatement. This

function compares the symbolic expression of a given statement to the symbolic expression for the an-

tecedent using a decision procedure like a rewriting engineor a SAT solver. The procedure can return

T , F or X. A statement is markedT in the slice if it is executedt time steps later from the time step

k when the antecedenta holds true. A statement is markedF if it cannot be executedt time steps later

from the time stepk whena is true. If the statement does not, in any future, depend on the truth value of

a, it is markedX in the slice. In the case where the decision procedure, typically, a rewriting engine, is
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not able to determine the truth of the antecedent at a statement, it would also return anX.

The procedurecompute fixpoint expression() takes a Verilog program and the antecedent as input

and gives the symbolic expressionEk corresponding to the antecedent as an output. It performs an

“unrolling” to eliminate the loops in thealwaysblocks of a Verilog program. The antecedent is assumed

to be true in the current time cyclek. In the first backward unroll, the program statements that, if executed

in the previous ((k− 1)th) cycle, would cause the antecedent to be true in the current cycle, are isolated.

Similarly, in successive unrolls, all the statements in previous cycles that would cause the antecedent

to be true in the current cycle are isolated. For each of thesestatements, the symbolic expression is

computed using thesymbolic expression() function. The symbolic expression of a statements at time

k is a Boolean expression that contains the guards as well as the assignments that are required to execute

the statement at timek.

The expressionEk contains the symbolic value of the antecedent in the first step. At the end of a single

unroll (iteration in the algorithm), the symbolic expressions of all the statements that define the variables

in Ek are computed. These are composed inEk−1 to obtain the new expression for the next iteration.

When the symbolic expressions start repeating over iterations, a fixpoint is reached. This means that all

possible execution paths that can cause the antecedent to betrue are included in the final expression,Ek.

Theprune() procedure takes a marked program as input and returns a sliceS as an output. It inspects

every path in the program control flow graph. For any segment on a path, if there is anF on every

statement (node in the control flow graph) in the path, until the endpoint or the leaf node of a process,

the path is sliced. Otherwise, the path is retained.

In the verification step, the antecedent conditioned sliceSa is passed through a model checker along

with the propertyh. In case the property is not verified, a counterexample is returned.
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5.6.3 Verification using antecedent conditioned slicing

We now provide the theoretical basis for verification of antecedent conditioned slices.

LetM = (S,R, I) be the Kripke structure representing a Verilog programP , whereS andR represent

the states and the transitions andI represents the set of initial states of the program.

Each LTL propertyh is interpreted over full paths of the underlying structure.Each bounded LTL

property[h]k is interpreted over finite paths of lengthk in the underlying structure. Then, forM , we

defineM |= h to mean∀ full pathsx ∈M starting at anys0 ∈ I,M,x |= h.

For bounded formulas[h]k, we defineM |= [h]k to mean∀ finite pathsx = s0, s1 . . . sk ∈M starting

ats0 ∈ I,M,x |= h in the standard temporal semantics for finite timelines.

Leth be a bounded LTL formula of the form[G(a⇒ c)]k. The antecedent conditioned slice ofP with

respect to the criterion〈a, i, V 〉 is denoted asP|a. From the algorithm,P|a comprises only the set of those

states ofP , where the antecedenta is true. LetN = (S ′, R′, I ′) be the Kripke structure representing the

Antecedent conditioned sliceP|a, such thatS ′ andR′ represent the states and the transitions andI ′ = I.

In general, the slice structureN for M and boundk is the substructure ofM comprisingM|a, or the set

of states inM that satisfya, and those states ofM at a distance at mostk fromM|a.

Forh = G(a⇒ c), a bound of0 suffices, and the sliceN for M is justM|a.

Forh = G(a ⇒ X=kc), [G(a ⇒ c)]k,G(a ⇒ F≤kc), [G(a ⇒ Fc)]k, [G(a ⇒ aUsc)]
k, a bound ofk

suffices and sliceN corresponds toM|a and all the states ofM at a distance of at mostk fromM|a.

For the special case whenh = [G(a ⇒ X=n)]k andn ≤ k , we can define sliceN to consist of

M|a and all the states ofM at a distance of at mostn from M|a. We will use this streamlining in our

experimental results wheren is typically of the order of2 or 3 andk = 50.
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In order to prove the correctness of antecedent conditionedslicing, we need to prove that the property

h holds on the original program if and only if holds on the antecedent conditioned slice.

We state the correctness theorem for all the LTL formulas discussed above and outline an illustrative

proof.

Theorem 5.6.1.M |= h ⇐⇒ N |= h where

h = [G(a⇒ c)]k.

Proof:

We say a statet of M is “close” if there a pathx in M from some initial states0 ∈ I to t of length

at mostk. LetM |= h. Then,N |= h due to the following reasoning. All “close” states inM satisfy

a⇒ c. SinceN is a substructure ofM , this is also true of all the close states inN .

Now,letN |= h. Then,M |= h due to the following reasoning. All close states inN satisfya ⇒ c.

These states include all the close states ofM|a. Thus all close states ofM that satisfya must also satisfy

a⇒ c. All states ofM that satisfy¬a, including the close states, satisfya⇒ c vacuously.

Therefore, we infer that all close states ofM satisfya⇒ c. QED.

Theorem 5.6.2.M |= h ⇐⇒ N |= h whereh is one of the following

G(a⇒ X=kc)

G(a⇒ F≤kc)

[G(a⇒ Fc)]k

[G(a⇒ X=nc)]k, 0 ≤ n ≤ k
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We outline the proof for the correctness of the antecedent conditioned slice for an illustrative formula,

whereh = [G(a⇒ Fc)]k.

Proof:

We need to prove thatM |= h ⇐⇒ N |= h. Let k-shell be the states reachable from forward or

backwards paths of lengthk from every state inM|a. N = M|a + k-shell.

Let M |= h. Then,N |= h due to the following reasoning. All “close” states inM satisfya ⇒ c.

SinceN is a substructure ofM , this is also true of all the close states inN .

LetN |= h. Then,M |= h according to the reasoning that follows. Pick an arbitrary pathx of length

k in M .

Case 1: x ∈M|a

All close states inN satisfya ⇒ Fc. These states include all the close states ofM|a. Thus all close

states ofM that satisfya must also satisfya⇒ Fc. Therefore all states ofx satisfya⇒ Fc.

Case 2: x 6∈M|a

This meansx starts in a state that satisfies¬a. Let, in this case,x remain in¬a within thek-shell. In

this case, the distance is too much to cover ink steps, andx will never reachM|a. Therefore, all states

of x satisfy¬a, and thereby satisfya⇒ Fc vacuously.

Case 3: x 6∈M|a

This meansx starts in a state that satisfies¬a. Let, in this case,x not remain in¬a within thek-shell.

Let x exit thek-shell and enterM|a. In this case, by the reasoning inCase 1, all states inx satisfy

a⇒ Fc. The proofs for the other formulas are similar. QED.
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5.7 Experimental Results

We provide experimental results on the Verilog RTL implementation of the USB 2.0 Function Core.

The USB is a standard interconnect between computers and peripherals. This core operates at full and

high speed rates (12 and 480 Mb/s). The source code can be found at [65]. The properties chosen for

verification were from the USB 2.0 core specification document [85]. These properties involved the

many state machines in the implementation, and were essentially control based properties. The safety

and bounded liveness properties expressed in temporal logic have been listed below as LTL formulae ,

wherek is the bound (in this casek = 50) and also explained in English, for the sake of readability. The

variables used in the LTL formulae are the signal names in theVerilog code. The Verilog state machines

that correspond to the given property are given in parentheses.

• P1: G((state == SPEED NEG FS) ⇒

X((mode hs) ∧ (T1 gt 3 0ms) ⇒

(next state == RES SUSP )))

If the machine is in the speed negotiation state, then in the next clock cycle, if it is in high speed

mode for more than 3ms, it will go to the reset/suspend state.(Main State Machine)

• P2: G((state = IDLE) ∧ (ep stall) ∧ (pid PING) ∧ (mode hs) ⇒ ¬(token = ACK)).

If the machine is in the IDLE state and high speed mode, if a stall is forced, then a PING token is

ignored (or an acknowledgment is not sent out.) (Main Protocol State Machine)

• P3: G((tokenout) ∧ (buf0 na) ∧ (buf1 na) ⇒

(signal = NACK)).
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If the OUT token is received and both buffers are not available, the NACK handshake is issued.

(Main Protocol State Machine)

• P4: G(¬(suspend clr) ⇒

¬(state = RESUME)∧

¬(state = RESUME REQUEST )).

If the suspendbit is not cleared, then the machine is not resuming from the SUSPEND state. (Main

State Machine)

• P5: G((crc5err) ∨ ¬(match) ⇒

(state = IDLE) ∧ ¬(send token)).

If an packet with bad CRC5 is received, or if there is an endpoint field mismatch in the IDLE state,

then the token is ignored. (Main Protocol State Machine)

• P6: G((state == CRC1) ∧ (tx ready) ⇒

X(tx ready ⇒ X(state == IDLE)))

If the machine is ready to transmit in the CRC state, the IDLE state should be reached after two

states. (Transmit/Encode State machine.)

• P7: G((state == OUT2B) ∧ ¬(abort)

∧¬(pid sequence err) ∧ ¬(no bufs) ∧¬(to small) ∧ ¬(to large) ⇒

(token pid sel d == ACK))

If the machine is in the OUT state, and it is not aborted, and there is no error in the process id, and

buffers are available and the data is not too small or too large, then an acknowledgment token is

sent out. (Main Protocol State Machine)
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• P8: G((state == SPEED NEG J)∧

(chirp cnt inc) ∧ (chirp cnt == 3′h1) ⇒

F (state == SPEED NEG HS))

If the machine is in the “J” speed negotiation mode and a counter is initialized, then eventually,

high speed mode is reached. (Main State Machine)

• P9: G((state == RESUME WAIT )∧

¬(idle cnt clr) ⇒

F (state == NORMAL))

If the machine is waiting to resume operation, and a counter is set, eventually (after 100 mS) it

will return to normal operation. (Main State Machine)

• P10: G((state == OUT ) ∧ (abort) ⇒

X(state == IDLE))

In any OUT state, if theabortsignal is asserted, the machine gets into IDLE mode. (Main Protocol

State machine)

• P11: G(((state == SPEED NEG K)∨

(state == SPEED NEG J)) ∧ (se0 long) ⇒

(XX((T1 gt 3 mS) ∧ (mode hs)) ⇒

(state == RES SUSP )))

If the machine is in the speed negotiation state, andse0 is asserted for a long time, then if after

two cycles, the machine is in high speed mode and 3 mS have elapsed, the machine will either go

into RESET or SUSPEND states. (Main State Machine)
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• P12: G(¬(wb req) ⇒

(state == IDLE))

If a write-back request is not received, the machine remainsin the IDLE state. (Interface State

Machine.)

• P13: G((state == IDLE) ∧ (match r)∧

¬(ep disabled) ∧ ¬(pid SOF ) ⇒

(state == IDLE))

If there is an endpoint mismatch and an SOF token is not received, then the machine remains in

the IDLE state. (Main Protocol State Machine)

We used the SMV [177] model checker for our experiments. All experiments were performed using

a 3GHz Intel Pentium 4 processor with 1 GB ram. Since the USB isa large design with approximately

10331 state elements, model checking this design using SMV alone resulted in memory overflow. Hence,

in order to provide a baseline for our technique, we use Bounded Model Checking with a uniform bound

of 50 for all properties. The results were generated using the SAT-based BMC utility of the Cadence-

SMV tool.

The results of our experiments are presented in Table 5.7. The first and second columns provide

the execution times of BMC when running on the original program, and when running on the static

slice with respect to a given property. In the third column, we show the performance increase due to

the application of conditioned slicing. We can observe thatthe performance increase in BMC due to

static slicing is not very high as compared to the original program. In contrast, there is a tremendous

gain in bounded model checking performance due to antecedent conditioned slicing of the design, when
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Property BMC BMC BMC Proof

Checked Original Static Conditioned Result

Sliced Slicing

P1 11.47 11.02 0.96 Unsat

P2 43.59 41.31 30.37 Unsat

P3 136.3 87.95 44.14 Unsat

P4 27.36 27.02 0.75 Unsat

P5 227.27 201.07 39.27 Unsat

P6 304.51 100.14 0.76 Unsat

P7 68.95 42.69 9.86 Unsat

P8 15.57 8.26 1.17 Sat

P9 19.56 4.8 1.32 Sat

P10 477.53 361.37 13.87 Unsat

P11 2.16 2.01 0.96 Unsat

P12 85.24 81.12 0.7 Unsat

P13 85.49 44.55 4.69 Unsat

Table 5.1. Comparison of execution times (in seconds) taken for verification of properties by the

original program, the static slice and the antecedent condi tioned slice. A bound of 50 was given to

BMC for all experiments.
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compared to the original as well as the statically sliced design. We will discuss the import of these results

in the next section.

PropertiesP1 to P7 andP10 to P13 are safety properties.P8 andP9 are liveness properties. Since

no counterexamples to these properties are generated within the given bound, the safety properties are

partially verified. The liveness properties do not find a sequence that satisfies the property for the given

bounds. We increased the bounds on these properties with significant performance gains.

Figure 5.8 shows the performance of some sample properties after applying our algorithm for in-

creasing bounds of BMC. We find that there is a spectacular increase in performance due to antecedent

conditioned slicing of the RT-Level design. We placed a reasonable bound of 50 on the number of clock

cycles we verified. Communication protocol designs, however, need to be verified for much higher

bounds. As the bound increases, the performance gain scalestoo.

Our algorithm performs well even on safety properties that do not hold and produce a counterexample

as well as liveness properties that hold within the given bound.. We do not reproduce them here, since

they require different bounds each time.

5.8 Discussions

An important issue we would like to address is the improvement of conditioned slicing over static slic-

ing. Static slicing has been applied to HDL verification before, with performance speedups. However,

theoretically, static program slicing has not been shown tobe different from thecone of influence reduc-

tion (COI) used by existing model checkers [155]. Clarke et al [59], while comparing their static slicing

technique to COI reductions, mention that COI reduction is similar to building a dependence graph for
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the program, and then deciphering relevant variables usinggraph reachability. The dependence graph

may be constructed on the HDL source code (slicing), or on thesynthesized netlist. This shows that the

only difference between static slicing and COI reductions,is their application domain (pre or post en-

coding). Semantically, the two are not different. Any performance gains due to static slicing, therefore,

are due to the ease ofmodel generation, as opposed to that ofmodel verification.

In contrast, conditioned slicing creates a different program (or design) from static slicing or COI

reductions. The antecedent conditioned slice forms a new entity that does not bear similarity in structure

or meaning to the original program, but retains the behaviorwith respect to the property in question. The

performance gains due to antecedent conditioned slicing, therefore, are due to the powerful abstractions

created by this technique. Although it can be argued that when this technique is combined with static

slicing, the overall performance gain achieved may also include the smaller model generation factor,

the most significant gains in performance are primarily due to the reduction in the complexity of model

verification.

Our algorithm for antecedent conditioned slicing is entirely structural and based on syntactic trans-

formations. Consequently, it suffers from some inherent weaknesses. For instance, the efficiency of the

algorithm depends on the type of property being verified and the structure of the program being veri-

fied. In contrast, the effectiveness of an abstraction basedon semantic transformations is not property

or program dependent. Also, when a property requires reasoning over many time steps, the size of the

antecedent conditioned slice increases. In the case of properties where the antecedent changes, all future

behavior of the program would need to be retained for each time step. In these cases, the antecedent

conditioned slice would not be too much smaller than the original program.

However, when applied to specific practical applications and properties, the abstraction can be very

useful in reducing state space. In that respect, processor verification is an excellent application for our
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abstractions. The antecedent, which is the instruction word in the single instruction machine, does not

change through the duration of the property.

5.9 Summary

In a preliminary version of this work [227],we have shown that our technique is effective for the sim-

ple case of safety properties of the formG(antecedent ⇒ consequent), where theantecedent and

consequent are propositional logic formulas. In this work, we have demonstrated that our abstraction

based property verification technique using antecedent conditioned slicing is effective for safety and

bounded liveness properties written in temporal logic. Ourproposed methodology has been shown to

maintain correctness. It lends itself easily to automation, especially to be built on existing model check-

ers. The accompanying disadvantage is the loss of generality due to the property specific nature of the

abstraction. The experimental results show that the technique scales very well, and produces exponen-

tial performance speedups when compared to state-of-the-art techniques. The technique therefore seems

very promising and can be applied to different domains of hardware and software verification, like ver-

ification of microprocessors and device drivers. Future work would focus on these varied verification

application domains, where state-of-the-art model checkers are not very efficient.
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begin

1: read(N);

2: A = 1;

3: if (N < 0)

{

4: B = f(A);

5: C = g(A);

}

else

6: if (N > 0)

{

7: B = f’(A);

8: C = g’(A);

}

else

{

9: B = f’’(A);

10: C = g’’(A);

}

11: print(B);

12: print(C);

end

Figure 5.1. Example Program written in pseudo-code
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Figure 5.2. Program Dependence Graph of the program. The sol id edges denote data dependency

and the dashed edges denote control dependencies. The verti ces in bold denote the static slice of

the program in Figure 5.1 with respect to the variable B at sta tement 11.
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Figure 5.3. Conditioned slice with respect to the predicate N < 0. A vertex is made solid if it is ever

executed and made bold if it gets traversed while computing t he slice. The dotted vertices are not

executed when the predicate is true
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P1 P2 P3

always @(clk or reset) always @(clk) always @(clk or flag)

begin begin begin

if (valid) reset = init; start = flag;

{ if (valid) end

result = a+b; {

} flag = 1;

else }

{ else

result = a-b; {

} flag = 0;

}

end end

Figure 5.4. Example Verilog program. The three “always” blo cks represent concurrent processes.
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P1 P2 P3

always @(clk or reset) always @(clk) always @(clk or flag)

begin begin begin

if (valid) reset = init; start = flag;

{ if (valid) end

result = a+b; {

} flag = 1;

}

end end

Figure 5.5. The conditioned program, for the predicate (val id = true). Each process is a conditioned

process.
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P1 P2 P3

always @(clk or reset) always @(clk) always@(clk or flag)

begin begin begin

if (valid) reset = init;

{ end end

result = a+b;

}

end

Figure 5.6. The slice obtained by statically slicing the con ditioned program.
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antecedentconditioned slice (P,G(a => X=nC))
begin

markP−1
= ∅;

if n ≥ 0
for every time step 0 ≤ t ≤ n
begin

markPt = markPt−1

∐
get conditioned slice(P, t, 〈a, i, Vh〉)

end
markP = markPn

Sa = prune(markP )
Sa = get static slice (Sa, i, Vh)
return (Sa)

end
get conditioned slice (P, t,< a, i, Vh >)
begin

Ek = compute fixpoint expression (P , a)
for every process p in P do
begin

for every statement s in process p do
begin

syms = symbolic expression(s, k + t)
marks = decision procedure ( syms , Ek)

end
end
return markP

end
compute fixpoint expression (P, a)
begin

E(k+1) = T
Ek = a
while ( Ek != Ek+1 ) do
begin

for each process p in P do
for each statement v = f(X) in process p

if ( v is a variable in Ek )
begin

symv = symbolic expression(v = f(X), (k − 1))
Ek−1 = Ek−1∨ symv

end
Ek = Ek ∨ Ek−1

k = k − 1
end
return (Ek)

end
prune(P )
begin

S = P
for every path ρ in P

for every sub-path ρ′ in ρ until the endpoint
if every statement s in ρ′ has (marks == F)

S = S − ρ′

return (S)
end

Figure 5.7. Algorithm for antecedent conditioned slicing.
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Chapter 6

Processor Verification

6.1 Introduction

Formal verification of a pipelined microprocessor is a challenging and hitherto unsolved problem.

Theorem proving approaches have produced an outstanding body of research related to the verification

of complex processors (e.g., [172, 208]). Nonetheless, thedrive for full automation is well-motivated,

particularly in an industrial setting where simulation-based verification techniques remain the primary

mechanism to validate modern industrial processors.

Model checking [58] algorithms, although automatic, suffer from high resource requirements and

are prone to exhausting memory or time limits on more complexdesign components. As such, these

techniques have not been applied to processor verification as much as deductive verification techniques.

It is desirable to use abstraction techniques to reduce the complexity of the verification problem, to

enable the use of automatic model checking algorithms.

In [225, 227], we introducedantecedent conditioned slicing. When applied to Register Transfer Level

(RTL) designs described in Hardware Description Languages(HDLs), antecedent conditioned slicing

shows significant performance gains.
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The efficacy ofdomain aware analysisis completely evidenced by this work. Due to the analyses

done at the high level, it is possible to identify and deploy different effective techniques for solving a

very important, challenging problem.

We apply antecedent conditioned slicing to automatically decompose the pipelined microprocessor

verification problem into simpler sub-problems that can be handled by automatic model checking en-

gines. In the context of processor verification, this automatic abstraction technique provides a channel

for tapping into the efficiency of these state-of-the-art lower level engines. Our technique involves an

instruction-wise decomposition (instruction slicing).

An instruction’s execution is represented by an LTL property, with the instruction opcode as the an-

tecedent. We prune the HDL description of the processor using antecedent conditioned slicing. We pass

the resulting antecedent conditioned slice through a modelchecker. We thus check if every instruction’s

operation is as specified. We also prove certain other lemmasto ensure that there is no interference from

incorrect results of other instructions. We thereby verifythe correctness of the interactions among the

instructions of a pipelined processor.

The antecedent conditioned slicing algorithm provides a conduit to its application to processor veri-

fication. We thereby present a revised algorithm for instruction slicing. We also discuss in detail, the

efficacy and expediency of applying antecedent conditionedslicing to instruction slicing for processor

verification. This is a demonstration of how the domain awareness of the target domain, i.e processors

benefits the mode of analysis. influences the mode of analysis. We provide an argument for establishing

the correctness of pipelined processor verification using our approach. We present our experiments on

an RTL implementation of the OR1200, an off-the-shelf pipelined microprocessor. We show verification

results of all instruction classes of this processor using our technique. In a previous version of this work,

we had used the SMV[177] model checker as the lower level engine to show the results of our technique.
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In this work, we demonstrate the efficiency of our RT-level static analysis technique using several other

Boolean level verification engines as thedecision procedures.

The verification algorithms applied in the lower level engines include counterexample guided lo-

calization refinement [61], k-induction based SAT solvers [213], and Symbolic Trajectory Evaluation

(STE)[36]. The tremendous performance gains of using our static analysis technique, as compared to

the inability of the lower level engines to verify the original processor model in reasonable time, is tes-

timony to the efficacy of high level static analysis. Our antecedent-conditioned slicing enables dramatic

performance improvements to all of these algorithms. In many cases, it makes the difference between

being able to achieve a conclusive result or not.

The principal contributions of this work are:

• We introduce an automatic decomposition technique for microprocessor verification using an-

tecedent conditioned slicing. The decomposition can be used for splitting the processor verifica-

tion problem space into more tractable problems.

• Our algorithm provides a channel to leverage the power of automatic Boolean level engines for

processor verification. We have shown the benefits of using our RT-level static analysis technique

synergistically with SAT, BDD and STE based engines, using different verification algorithms.

• We describe a verification technique that works with any generic processor design described in

RTL, as opposed to a high-level model of the processor. This,as stated in [8] is a very relevant

issue in contemporary hardware verification environments.

• We demonstrate an alternative notion of verification coverage, by verifying all the instructions in

a processor, as opposed to traditional notions of checking apipeline. We provide an argument
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for pipeline correctness using this approach. In doing so, we provide a generic framework for

verification of single instruction issue, multi-stage pipelined processors in RTL.

The organization of the chapter is as follows. Section 6.2 describes the the algorithm for instruction

verification using antecedent conditioned slicing and gives a sketch of the proof methodology. Subsec-

tion 6.2.2 discusses how processor verification is an excellent application for the antecedent conditioned

slicing technique. In Subsection 6.2.3, we provide an intuition for the correctness of our notion of

pipelined processor verification. In Section 6.3, we discuss the OR1200 processor model. In the rest

of Section 6.3 we detail the proof methodology for that processor and present the experimental results

of verifying the OR1200 instruction classes using different Boolean level verification algorithms. Sec-

tion 6.4 describes related work in this field and provides a qualitative comparison to relevant work. We

discuss the limitations and applications of our technique and conclude with Section 6.5.

6.2 Processor Verification using Antecedent Conditioned Slicing

In pipelined processor verification, Burch and Dill’s [42] pioneering technique reasons about the

entire state of the pipeline using an abstraction function.Since the abstraction (flushing) function is

very complex for any reasonably sized processor, there has been subsequent work in refinement of the

abstraction function, in order to create more tractable parts of it.

A processor’s microarchitecture is described in terms of its instruction set. It is therefore intuitive

to reason about the behavior of individual instructions while verifying the processor. In contrast to

Burch and Dill, we do not reason about the entire state of the pipeline, but about individual instructions.

This approach was also used by Jhala and McMillan in [133]. Since every instruction is implemented

deterministically, with finite resources, this is tantamount to verifying many small finite state machines.
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We achieve this instruction-wise decomposition using antecedent conditioned slicing. In order to

apply antecedent conditioned slicing to processor verification, we model an individual instruction’s be-

havior as an LTL property whose antecedent corresponds to the opcode of the instruction being verified.

An instruction’s behavior is expressed as a property of the form [G(a ⇒ X=nc]1. For a pipelined pro-

cessor, the antecedent at every time step involves the stages of the pipeline that an instruction needs to

pass through to get the required output. Antecedent conditioned slicing, therefore eliminates the por-

tion of the system behavior that is irrelevant to the instruction. Only those portions of the pipeline that

are affected during the lifetime of an instruction, are retained. The resulting single instruction machine

abstraction is used to verify the LTL property. Evidently, this abstraction provides a much smaller and

simpler system to the model checker. We check every instruction’s behavior using the above approach.

The property checks if the instruction being verified performs the specified operations with respect to its

intended destination (target) registers.

However, in order to guarantee correctness of the pipeline processor, we also need to consider interac-

tion between instructions. This is done by proving ancillary lemmas (expressed as temporal properties)

that check (a) whether the pipeline control signals like stalls, freeze, data forwarding, program counter,

etc., function according to specification; (b) whether the instruction being verified does not modify non-

target registers. This is to ensure the correctness of subsequent instructions in the pipe. We prove these

lemmas once for the entire processor design, using a model checker. We discuss these lemmas in detail

in Subsection 6.3.1.

1We also allow liveness properties in our property specification language. However, verification related properties are

typically safety properties.
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6.2.1 Algorithm for Instruction Verification

Let P be a Verilog program describing a pipelined processor microarchitecture, with pipeline depth

n+ 1.

We outline the algorithm for verifying an instructionI of processorP using our technique in Fig-

ure 6.1. We compare it with the generic antecedent slicing algorithm in Figure 5.7, in order to show

why instruction based slicing for processor verification isan excellent application for the antecedent

conditioned slicing technique.

Let h = [G(I ⇒ R)] be an LTL formula. LetI = i1 ∧Xi2 ∧XXi3 . . .∧X
nin be the antecedent ofh,

whereit represents the antecedent in cycle2 t. R represents the expected result of executing instruction

I, in terms of target register values.

Please note that the antecedent in the first cycle is the instruction word. The antecedent is iteratively

refined in successive cycles by specifying control signals at each cycle3.

In Figure 6.1, the procedureinsn check() computes the antecedent conditioned slice over the speci-

fied k time steps. It is similar to theantecedent conditioned slice() procedure in Figure 5.7. For the

first time stept = 0, the antecedent conditioned slice consists of the set of statements that would be

executed whenI holds. For any future time stept, the antecedent conditioned slice contains the set of

2In Verilog programs describing sequential hardware circuits, a clock is explicitly modeled in the design. Successive time

steps are, therefore, according to the progression of this clock (cycles). We, therefore, use “time step” interchangeably with

“cycle”.
3We obtain the control signals in subsequent cycles from the counterexamples generated by a model checker. This is

illustrated in Subsection 6.3.1.
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single insn check (P : Verilog program, I : instruction, h : LTL property)
begin
h = [G(I ⇒ X=nR)]
insn check(P, h)

end
insn check (P , h)
begin

markP−1
= φ

for every time step t ≥ 0, while t ≤ n
begin

markPt = markPt−1

∐
get conditioned slice(P, t, 〈I, i, Vh〉)

end
markP = markPn

Sa = prune(markP )

Sa = get static slice (Sa, i, Vh)
return model check(Sa, h)

end
get conditioned slice (P, t,< a, i, Vh >)
begin

for every process p in P do
begin

for every statement s in process p do
begin

syms = symbolic expression(s, t)
marks = decision procedure ( syms , a)

end
end
return markP

end
prune(P )
begin

S = P
for every path ρ in P

for every sub-path ρ′ in ρ until the endpoint
if for every statement s in the ρ′ (marks == F)

S = P − ρ′

return (S)
end

Figure 6.1. Algorithm for verifying an instruction I using antecedent conditioned slicing.
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statements that would be executedt time steps later, whenI holds int = 0.

The proceduremodel check() shows the step where the antecedent conditioned slice is then passed

through a model checker along with the propertyh. In case the property is disproven, a counterexample

is returned.

6.2.2 Expediency of Applying Antecedent Conditioned Slicing to Processor Verification

When antecedent conditioned slicing is applied to instruction slicing for processors, some features are

observed, that are advantageous with respect to efficiency and lower computational effort. The important

considerations that provide performance benefits are as follows.

• The antecedent is the instruction (word), which is an input,4 in the case of processor verification.

This eliminates the call tocompute fixpoint expression(), in theget conditioned slice() pro-

cedure, that was a part of the generic algorithm. Since the antecedent is an input, it is not necessary

to find the symbolic expression of the antecedent. This reduces the corresponding computational

effort. This is a substantial reduction in the overall computational complexity of the algorithm. In

theory, this step can be computationally intensive, and eliminating it increases the efficiency of the

technique considerably.

• In instruction based slicing, an instruction’s complete behavior, from the stage when it is fetched,

to the stage when it is written back, is isolated. This provides an “independence” of every slice

4Sometimes the instruction word may not be an input, but a program stored in the RAM. The discussion still holds in that

case.
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from the other parts of the Verilog program, since the other parts represent behaviors of other

instructions.

In order to determine the truth value of the antecedent at a given statement, thedecision procedure()

in the generic algorithm could be a rewriting engine or a SAT solver that would evaluate the con-

tradiction between two Boolean expressions. This could be acomputationally intensive step that

depends heavily on the efficiency of the decision making engine, especially if the two expressions

are complicated. However, in the case of instruction-basedslicing, the decision making procedure

is relatively much simpler. This is due to the independent nature of the system behavior with re-

spect to each instruction that makes the symbolic expressions for the Verilog program variables

more tractable than for a generic Verilog program. Also, since the antecedent is an input, and

not assigned within the program, the symbolic expression for the antecedent is not complicated.

This makes the evaluation of an instruction’s truth value atany point in the program significantly

less complex than the generic case. Consequently, the caseswhere the decision procedure would

return anX due to its inability to determine the truth of the antecedent, will be minimal.

• The antecedent (instruction), once it is true, does not change its truth value with respect to the

property being checked. In other words, within the scope of the property being checked, namely,

instruction behavior, the instruction does not toggle. Theprune() procedure in the instruction

slicing algorithm is very simple in the case of instruction slicing. In the generic case, where

the truth value of the antecedent is liable to change (toggle) all paths of the program have to be

analyzed for toggling behavior. If toggling is observed, the entire path needs to be retained. Since

in the case of processor designs, the truth value of the antecedentdoes not change along a path,

the path traversal step can be optimized to be more efficient.If the antecedent is not true at a node

(program statement) in the control flow graph, it can be assumed that along all subsequent paths
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from that node until an endpoint, the antecedent will not be true. Due to this “independence” in

system behavior according to an instruction, a large portion of the Verilog program can be sliced

away, when considering a single instruction.

We have thus shown how the complexity of the generic antecedent conditioned slicing algorithm is

greatly simplified when applied to instruction based slicing of processors. As a result, the algorithm can

be implemented very efficiently for this application.

6.2.3 Correctness of our notion of pipelined processor verification

We present an argument to show that our notion of pipelined processor verification is correct and

complete.

Correctness Theorem

Let P be a pipelined processor withn stages in its pipeline. LetO(P ) be the observed state of

P , consisting of the register file, the memory, the non-programmer-visible (temporary) registers and

the program counter at any cycle.O(P ) is therefore, a superset of the programmer visible state. Let

I1, I2, . . . In be the instructions at any point of time in the pipeline. If all these instructions execute

correctly, they updateO(P ). Let ψ be the antecedent conditioned slicing operation that performs the

instruction-wise decomposition ofP . If Qi = ψ(P ) for a given instruction, then letQ represent the set

of all instruction slicesQ1, Q2 . . . Qk, wherek is the size of the instruction set ofP . LetQ1, Q2, . . .Qn

be the instruction slices corresponding to an arbitrary sequence of instructionsI1, I2 . . . In.

LetO(Qn) be the observed state ofQn. Let ξ be an execution operation of an instruction that updates

the observed state ofP , after executing a sequence of zero or more instructions. Then, the final observed
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state after executing instructionsI1 . . . In in P ’s pipeline (shown by‖) is given byO(Pn).

O(Pn) = ξ(O(P ), (I1 ‖ In))

If now, Q1, Q2, . . . Qn are executed in sequence, the following operations represent the updated final

state ofQ.

O′(P1) = ξ(O(P ), Q1)

O′(P2) = ξ(O′(P1), Q2)

...

O′(Pn) = ξ(O(Pn−1), Qn−1)

Then, we have to prove thatO(Pn) = O′(Pn).

Proof Intuition

The above theorem states that the instruction slices, when executed in the same sequence as the cor-

responding instructions in the original pipelined machine, will produce the same state as the original

pipeline. In order for this theorem to be true, we need to prove the following.

• Each instruction sliceQ1 . . . Qn executes correctly,i.e it produces the same resultas I1 . . . In

respectively, with respect to updating the target registers.

• Each instruction sliceQ1 . . . Qn does not alterthe processor state incorrectly at any cycle during

its execution,i.e the visible and non-visible registers do not get updated with a wrong value.

These two steps provide the necessary and sufficient conditions for the correctness of the pipelined

processor using our technique. Therefore, for any given pipelined processor, we need to prove these two

results.
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6.3 Verification of the OR1200 processor
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Figure 6.2. CPU block diagram of OR1200

As discussed in Subsection 6.2.3 we need to prove two resultsfor proving the correctness of a

pipelined processor. This proof is broken down into three parts. In the first part, we show that the

current instruction is correct,i.e it updates the correct target register(s) with the functionally correct

computation. In the second part, we prove that the control logic of the pipei.e the flush, freeze, stall,5

program counter and data forwarding (bypass) logic function according to specification. In the third

part, we prove that the current instruction does not modify non-target registers in the register file (or

non-target memory locations in the case of STORE instructions). We now detail our proof methodology,

when applied to a pipelined processor microarchitecture.

We use the OpenRisc 1200, a publicly available processor forour experiments. The specification

manual of the OR1200 is at [91] and the source code of its implementation in Verilog RTL can be

5This segregation of the control signals from the instruction’s functionality is done for simplifying the problem. Since we

are working with single instruction issue pipelines, this segregation is valid.
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obtained from [188]. The OR1200 is a 32-bit scalar RISC with Harvard microarchitecture, 5 stage

integer pipeline, virtual memory support (MMU) and basic DSP capabilities. OR1200 is intended for

embedded, portable and networking applications. Figure 6.2 shows the block diagram of the CPU of the

OR1200 processor.

OR1200 implements 32 general-purpose 32-bit registers. Special purpose registers (SPRs) of all units

are grouped under32 groups. The load/store unit (LSU) transfers all data between the general purpose

registers and the CPU’s internal bus.

6.3.1 Proof methodology

We outline some details of the proof for an example instruction of the OR1200 processor. Thel.addc

(add with carry) instruction is specified in the instructionmanual as follows.

rD[31:0] = rA[31:0] + rB[31:0] + SR[CY]

SR[CY] = carry

The instruction word is specified as given in [91].

Correctness Criterion for a Single Instruction Our correctness criterion is that given an LTL property

whose antecedent corresponds to an instruction issue, and the consequent corresponds to the specified6

output values, the LTL property should hold true on the processor’s microarchitecture model.

Assumptions We disable the reads and writes from the debug unit to the special purpose registers

(SPRS) unit. We also disable pending interrupts. We do this by ensuring that these values do not get

asserted in every cycle.

6This refers to the specification manual of the processor, where each instruction’s output values in target registers is given.
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Instruction Behavior We describe an LTL property for the l.addc instruction. We obtain the desired

antecedent by counterexample guided refinement. The instruction word is first given as an antecedent.

if ((icpu_dat_i[31:26]== 6’b 111000) &&

(icpu_dat_i[9:8] == 2’b00) &&

(icpu_dat_i[3:0] == 4’b0001))

The add opcode is specified in the higher order bits of the instruction word, and the lower bits corre-

spond to the opcode for the ALU. When passed to the model checker, this property generates a coun-

terexample that shows a necessity to specify that a pipelinefreeze or a pipeline flush has not been issued.

Similarly, we also specify that a restore from exceptions isnot necessary or there is no need to force fetch

a delay slot. The antecedent is refined using the following conditions:

if (!rst && !flushpipe && !no_more_dslot && !rfe && if_freez e)

These two conditions capture the antecedent for the instruction fetch phase. We specify the an-

tecedents for the next (decode) cycle, by stating the following:

wait(1);

if (!rst && !flushpipe && !id_freeze && !ex_freeze)

wait(1);

The control conditions, as indicated by the counterexample, need to be specified every cycle. For

instance, negating the signalid freeze disables the freezing of the decode unit in the decode cycle.
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When the decoded address reaches the register file, we latch the resulting two operands and carry in

variablesa, b, c . At the end of the writeback stage (5 cycles), we capture the result from the register

file in wbres and compare it with the expected result. The consequent is written as follows:

assert addc: ((wbres == (a + b + c)));

Other Instruction Classes We verify all classes of instructions like Arithmetic LogicUnit (ALU)

instructions, shift rotate (SHF/ROT) instructions, load store unit (LSU) instructions, branch and jump

instructions, multiply and accumulate unit (MAC) instructions. The corresponding LTL properties can

be found at [3]. For loads, we verify that the data is read fromthe correct address and loaded into the

specified registers. For stores, we verify that the data specified in the source register is written to the

correct target address. We do not explicitly verify the memory array itself.

Lemmas for Pipeline CorrectnessWe now need to prove the lemmas that ensure pipeline correctness,

according to the second part of our proof. We check that the program counter is incremented correctly

for all instructions. We check the branch and jump instructions separately. Proving this result for the

other instructions is trivial. We also prove auxiliary lemmas to ensure that the following control signals

of the processor work correctly.

1. Pipleline flush signals:flushpipe, extend flush

2. Freeze signals:if freeze, id freeze, ex freeze, wb freeze, genpc freeze

3. Stall signals:du stall, mac stall, lsu stall, if stall

4. Data forwarding (bypass) logic:ex forw, wb forw
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The third part of the proof is given by an additional lemma over the entire processor design that

ensures that no incorrect values are written to other (programmer visible) registers in the register file.

We disable some exceptions by not allowing illegal instructions. We also do not allow any stalls, freezes

or flushing in the pipeline while proving this lemma.

There is only one write enable signal on the entire register file. There are two 32X32 dual-ported

RAMs constituting the register file, one port is a read port and the other one is a write port. Therf we

signal decides when the register file is to be written.rf we is asserted when an instruction writes back

to the register file.

In order to prove that an instruction does not write incorrectly to any non-target register, we need to

show that an instruction writes to the register file only during its write back stage, when it writes to its

target registers.

assert lemma1:

((wbr == tr) &&

((reg_writeback_valid & rf_we) |

(˜reg_writeback_valid & ˜rf_we)))

reg writeback valid represents the instructions that write back to the registerfile. For the in-

structions that write back to the register file, the write enable signal gets asserted in the cycle when the

register being written (wbr ) is the same as the target register (tr ) in the instruction word. We also prove

lemmas to ensure that the pipeline flush, freeze and stalls are performed correctly.

We have implemented our antecedent conditioned slicing algorithm in C++. We used our slicer to

generate antecedent conditioned slices for each instruction. The slicing times taken by the slicer are to
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the order of 300 seconds.

The antecedent conditioned slices for every instruction were then given to the model checker. We have

used our methodology to verify all the instruction classes of the OR1200. All experiments were run on

a 3 GHz Intel Pentium 4 processor with 1GB RAM. We used the SMV model checker [177] with the

abstraction refinement (absref) option. This option utilizes SAT solvers and BDDs in combination to do

the verification. The results of our experiments are shown inTable 6.1. On the original processor design,

SMV, with the same options ran out of memory and did not finish the verification of the properties. We

do not present these results, since all properties uniformly did not complete the verification process due

to space limitations.

In Table 6.2, we present the results using different optionsin the SMV model checker. Each option

corresponds to the implementation of a different algorithm. In order to analyze the efficacy and efficiency

of our static analysis technique with different verification algorithms, we ran the antecedent conditioned

slices using various Boolean level engines.

The columnLocalizationshows the results of running a counterexample based localization refinement

engine. Localization reduction with counterexample guided refinement was introduced in [61]. Local-

ization reduction is an iterative technique that starts with an abstraction of the model under verification

and tries to verify the property. When a counterexample is found, a reconstruction process is executed to

determine if it is a valid one. If the counterexample is foundto be spurious, the abstract model is refined

to eliminate the possibility of this counterexample in the next iteration. This algorithm uses BDD-based

lower level engines. These results have been obtained for runs without sifting or ordering the BDDs

in these engines. The columnk-inductioncorresponds to a safety property checking algorithm based on

induction with depth, strengthened with a constraint that all states in a path be unique. This algorithm

uses a SAT solver as a lower level engine, as described in [213].
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Instruction Instructions SMV Memory
Class Time Usage
ALU l.add 25.65s 23796KB
ALU l.sub 24.70s 24018KB
ALU l.addc 25.14s 25865KB
ALU l.addi 21.60s 19658KB
ALU l.addic 17.84s 16554KB
ALU l.xor 24.84s 24831KB
ALU l.and 23.28s 21727KB
ALU l.or 24.01s 22761KB

BRANCH l.bf 132.63s 44281KB
BRANCH l.bnf 139.47s 46350KB
BRANCH l.j 57.36s 31969KB
BRANCH l.jr 59.64s 35177KB
BRANCH l.jal 54.98s 31073KB
BRANCH l.jalr 54.09s 30094KB
BRANCH l.cmov 159.64s 49831KB

MAC l.mul 25.28s 22801KB
MAC l.mulu 26.63s 30004KB

COMPARE l.sfeq 157.29s 51731KB
COMPARE l.sfne 183.01s 53801KB
COMPARE l.sfgt 194.43s 55352KB
COMPARE l.sfge 206.39s 56904KB
COMPARE l.sflt 201.10s 58146KB
COMPARE l.sfle 275.97s 63112KB

LSU l.ld 35.85s 29104KB
LSU l.lws 33.91s 28873KB
LSU l.lwz 35.27s 29567KB
LSU l.sd 38.32s 30941KB
LSU l.sw 39.30s 31365KB

SHF/ROT l.sll 26.81s 23771KB
SHF/ROT l.srl 27.83s 24865KB
SHF/ROT l.sra 28.42s 30847KB
SHF/ROT l.ror 27.93s 26919KB

SPRS l.mfspr 226.97s 50696KB
SPRS l.mtspr 212.27s 48627KB

Table 6.1. Time taken in seconds by SMV for verifying anteced ent conditioned slices for all classes of
instructions of OR1200 (all instructions not shown). Memor y usage shown is total memory used for
the entire verification operation (including both SAT and BD D phases). The unsliced, original design
ran out of memory for all the properties.
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Class Instruction Localization k-induction

ALU l.add 25.14s 16.71s
ALU l.addc 17.84s 13.16s

BRANCH l.j 57.36s 427.07s
BRANCH l.jal 54.98s 396.73s

MAC l.mul 25.28s 19.72s
MAC l.mulu 26.63s 21.05s

COMPARE l.sfne 183.01s 157.50s
COMPARE l.sfgt 194.43s 179.81s

LSU l.ld 35.85s 32.70s
LSU l.sw 39.30s 37.00s

SHF/ROT l.srl 27.83s 17.40s
SHF/ROT l.sra 28.42s 23.26s

Table 6.2. Time taken in seconds after antecedent condition ed slicing, by engines implementing
different Boolean level algorithms in SMV. The results are s hown for two instructions per instruction
class. The unsliced, original design ran out of memory for al l the properties.
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Instruction Instruction STE STE
Class Unsliced Sliced

ALU l.add 549.12s 431.37s
ALU l.addc 551.53s 459.41s

BRANCH l.j 811.87s 539.90s
BRANCH l.jal 804.41s 781.61s

MAC l.mul 570.92s 420.32s
MAC l.mulu 575.83s 395.54s

COMPARE l.sfne 905.61s 641.59s
COMPARE l.sfgt 899.75s 705.81s

LSU l.ld 834.00s 597.42s
LSU l.sw 800.50s 522.19s

SHF/ROT l.srl 795.61s 505.89s
SHF/ROT l.sra 801.37s 526.23s

Table 6.3. Time taken by an STE engine to verify the sliced and unsliced versions of the design

The original processor model, without preprocessing it with our technique, does not run to completion

with any of these engines due to capacity issues.

We also used our static analysis technique to decompose the design before passing it through a Sym-

bolic Trajectory Evaluation(STE)[36] engine as shown in Table 6.3. The STE engine completed the

verification of the unsliced version of the design. The tableshows that the benefits obtained over the

STE algorithm are not as significant as over the other verification algorithms. This could be due to the

similarity between the constraint based reduction heuristics used by the tool and our slicing algorithm.

However, considerable manual effort was spent in specifying the input constraints of the design for the

STE engine.
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6.4 Related Work

There has been a significant amount of research in the field of pipeline processor verification as de-

scribed in [7]. Most of these are variations of the Burch and Dill method [42].

Theorem proving techniques for processor verification havebeen widely researched. Sawada and

Hunt [208] refined the Burch and Dill correctness criterion to verify a complex microprocessor with

exceptions, stalls, interrupts etc using the ACL2 theorem prover. Velev and Bryant [241, 242] enhance

the Burch and Dill method by efficiently using uninterpretedfunctions, equality etc. Hosabettu et al

[125] usecompletion functionsto represent the status of an instruction.

All these techniques try to verify complex processors with superscalar attributes. In order to demon-

strate a correspondence between the implementation and thereference model, these techniques require

complicated invariants whose construction requires expertise. In this work, we focus on completely au-

tomating the pipelined processor verification problem. We therefore show our results on a simple single

instruction issue, multi-stage pipelined processor, thatdoes not have interrupts, exceptions or other so-

phisticated features of a superscalar processor. In a sense, our work is orthogonal to the theorem proving

efforts, as our drift is more toward automation, and less toward complex processor designs.

In recent times, Symbolic Trajectory Evaluation (STE) [36]techniques have been applied with con-

siderable success to verify components of the Pentium 4 processor [28, 203, 211]. The STE and GSTE

[132] techniques have been used to verify the floating point execution units in Intel’s Pentium 4 proces-

sors. In [238], static program slicing was shown to benefit STE engines. Since our technique improves

over static slicing and often creates smaller abstractions, we expect that our technique, when used in

conjunction with STE engines, could yield similar or higherbenefits.

Patankar et al [195] use an instruction based decompositiontechnique similar to ours in combination
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with STE engines. However, this approach might not scale, since it involves creating detailed trajectory

maps for all possible sequences of instruction flow in the Boolean domain.

Jhala and McMillan [133] used a compositional model checking approach for verifying pipelined pro-

cessors. Their work is related to ours, since it is oriented toward processor verification on an instruction

by instruction basis, as opposed to the Burch and Dill correctness criterion. However, their technique re-

quires significant manual intervention to decompose the proof into manageable pieces using symmetry,

temporal case splitting and abstract interpretation. Our abstractions, antecedent conditioned slices, are

computed using a generic algorithm, making the decomposition process automatic.

An important difference between previous processor verification techniques and ours, is that we do not

build our own processor models for the purposes of verification, but use a publicly available processor

implemented in Verilog RTL.

6.5 Summary

We have introduced an abstraction technique that can make model checking of processors viable.

The abstraction exploits the natural decomposition that instructions in a pipelined processor allow. Our

technique can be viewed as an RT-level static analysis step that can be built on lower level Boolean

engines, to increase their efficiency and scope. In its current form, our technique is most effective for

single instruction issue, multi-stage pipeline processors, such as graphics and embedded processors.

Since we use abstractions created by syntactic transformations, the efficiency of our algorithm is

program and property dependent. In the case of properties where the antecedent changes over a period,

all future behavior of the program would need to be retained for each time step. In these cases, the

antecedent conditioned slice would be quite large.
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In that respect, processor verification is an excellent application for our abstractions. The antecedent,

which is the instruction word in the single instruction machine, does not change through the duration of

the property.

In order to specify the correct antecedent, we use the counterexample from a model checker to refine

the antecedent. This could potentially be manually intensive. In future work, we plan to automate this

step.

Our future work involves applying the technique to processors with more complex features, like out-

of-order execution, register renaming, interrupts etc.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

We have presented a case for high level reasoning with the work in this dissertation. Since system

verification is looming large as the grand challenge of the future decades, the atmosphere is ripe to

accept a shift in methodology. While there has been a steady contribution of research in the field of

formal verification algorithms, the sizes and complexity ofthe systems they target has grown by quantum

bounds. The approaches that analyze a generic state space, therefore, are not able to measure up to this

daunting challenge.

Adopting a novel practice that is verification centric is notreasonable or economically viable, with

increasing time to market pressures and the inertial natureof legacy practices. This is probably the

reason why many efficient techniques that advocate designs that are correct by construction, or design

specifications in a functional language are not used in the industrial settings. Since our goal is to provide

excellent engineering solutions to extant and futuristic problems, we propose techniques that can easily

be incorporated into existing frameworks. This might not fulfill the archetypal scientific model, of deal-

ing with theoretically elegant and well defined artifacts. For instance, the ill-defined formal semantics of

HDLs have discouraged formal verification researchers fromanalyzing them. In order to develop engi-

neering practices that are based on sound theoretical foundations, it is critical to bridge the gap between

the research in verification, and its acceptability in practice. Toward this goal, attempts should be made
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to revise the perception in the system design industry of formal verification as an esoteric science.

A viewpoint that could create high impact among design teamsin industry is the proposal of method-

ologies that can work with the same languages and design hierarchy as they are used to. We hope that this

is the first among many attempts to promote the advent of formal verification into mainstream system

design.
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